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This study has attempted to investigate appropriateness and (im)politeness in 

American-Chinese quotidian negotiations through a detailed analysis of role plays in 

seven different scenarios, in which the participants negotiate to attain their purpose, as 

well as analysis of retrospective interviews with all the participants. This study draws on 

Watts’ politeness theory as the theoretical framework, where he introduces two terms to 

distinguish appropriate behaviors and behaviors beyond appropriateness, namely, 

politic behavior and (im)politeness (2003). 

This study addressed two research questions: (1) what is the evidence in the data 

that the participants are adhering to the negotiation norms, i.e. enacting politic behavior? 

(2) What is the evidence in the data that the participants are going beyond politic 

behavior, as required in the norms of the two cultures, to enact “politeness” and/or 

“impoliteness”? The negotiation behaviors of the participants in seven role plays were 

first analyzed. The role play scenarios are: between a professor and a student on 

extending the deadline of a report, between two neighbors regarding loud music, 

between a teaching assistant and a student on a delayed assignment, between a 

landlord and a tenant on an expiring lease, between two friends regarding returning 
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money, between two officemates on use of lab, and between two roommates regarding 

an unpaid bill. The researcher triangulated the baseline data with the retrospective 

interviews, which provides rich evidence as well as authentic evaluations from the 

participants themselves regarding their understanding and assessment of appropriate 

behaviors and (im)polite behaviors in the seven scenarios, thus making the conclusions 

more persuasive. 

It is found in this study that the negotiation behaviors that are consistent with the 

negotiation strategies that implement norms were considered appropriate. Examples of 

these behaviors include making negative appeals and positive appeals. However, 

negotiation behaviors that do not abide by the norms in one culture are evaluated as 

(im)polite behaviors by the participants of the other culture. One of such behaviors 

includes keeping silent, which is one of the negotiation strategies by Chinese and was 

considered as appropriate by the Chinese participants in this study, was nevertheless 

regarded as a rude behavior by Americans.  

This study suggests that Watt’s politeness model is a useful tool to investigate 

politeness in cross-cultural communication. This politeness model provides a tool to 

investigate when and why participants in a social interaction perceive a certain 

utterance as polite or not. Watts’ model provides a much wider theory of communication 

for interpreting politeness. The present study highlights that politeness is better tackled 

in relation to an entire speech event, the contexts, and the participants’ expectations 

and evaluations of such a situation. This study can be seen as a contribution to the 

cross-cultural politeness research and can increase empirical and theoretical knowledge 

of what are appropriate and (im)polite behaviors in cross-cultural communication.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 

Motivation and Purpose of the Study 

 The present study is an investigation of politeness in cross-cultural 

communication. Politeness occurs in interpersonal communication on a daily basis 

across cultures (Fraser, 1990; Kasper, 1994; Watts, 1992, 2003). Researchers on 

politeness have studied politeness phenomenon for more than a decade due to its 

pervasiveness. Fraser (1990) distinguishes four main theories in politeness research: 

the social norm view (Hill et al 1986), the conversational maximum view (Lakoff, 1973, 

1979; Leech, 1983), the face saving view (Brown & Levinson, 1978, 1987) and the 

conversational contract view (Fraser, 1990). Most approaches unanimously regard 

politeness as conflict avoidance. The mostly influential among them is the face saving 

politeness theory by Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987), which states that politeness is 

achieved by politeness strategies, the choice of which is made in accordance with 

evaluations of social distance, social status and the degree of imposition, to mitigate the 

face threatening acts to participants’ face needs. The face threatening acts involve 

many communicative acts such as requests, apologies, complaints, and compliments 

(Brown & Levinson, 1978, 1987). In terms to Brown and Levinson’s theory, face needs 

are composed of concern with positive face need, which is the desire to be approved, 

and negative face need, which is the want to be free from imposition by others (Brown & 

Levinson, 1978, 1987). 

 Brown and Levinson claim that their politeness theory is universally valid; 

however, their model has been challenged by a considerable number of works in the 

paradigm of cross-cultural pragmatics (House & Kasper, 1981; Ide, 1989; Gu, 1990; 
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Mao, 1994; Matsumoto, 1989; Scollon & Scollon, 1995). Lee-Wong (2000), for instance, 

points out, politeness cannot be universally expressed by means of politeness 

strategies. Politeness strategies are ranked hierarchically by Brown and Levinson, 

namely, off-record as the most face-redressive, negative politeness as the second, and 

positive politeness as the last. Blum-Kulka (1991), however, claims that there does not 

exit a distinct ranking of these strategies based on the investigation of Israeli 

participants. In addition, the notion of face advocated by Brown and Levinson as an 

image associated with individuals is questioned as well. In western culture, being polite 

is to mitigate face threatening acts so as to maintain his or her self image (Brown & 

Levinson, 1978, 1987), whereas in eastern culture, which is collective oriented rather 

than individualistic oriented, behaving in a polite way serves to enhance social harmony 

(Hu, 1944; Matsumo, 1989; Ide, 1989, Mao, 1994). It is therefore argued that Brown and 

Levinson’s politeness theory is not applicable to eastern cultures which possess distinct 

values and norms. 

Rather than conceptualizing politeness as mitigation of face needs which apply to 

all cultures and languages, some researchers place politeness within culture-specific 

norms (Watts, 1992, 2003; Ide & Ehlich, 1992, Locher, 2004). In other words, a specific 

event within its own cultural context determines the expected norms regulating such a 

context. As Watts points out, the role of politeness is to maintain social equilibrium in 

interaction (1992). At the beginning of the twenty-first century, he advocated a new 

post-modern politeness model distinguished from Brown and Levinson’s traditional 

model which has been widely applied for about twenty years. In this model, a discursive 

approach is proposed to account for (im)politeness within Watts’ emergent network and 
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Bourdieu’s theory of social practice (Watts, 2003). After a critical overview of these 

approaches, this study adopts Watts’s politeness model to investigate politeness 

behaviors in informal cross-cultural negotiations between Americans and Chinese. 

In the majority of existing studies on negotiations, there are very few analyses on 

negotiation discourse (Firth 1991; Ehlich & Wagner, 1995). Much research is about 

business negotiation and centered on the outcome of negotiation rather than interaction 

and language themselves. However, since the nature of negotiation is communication, 

study of language in its specific negotiation context can help to improve understanding 

of the dynamic nature of negotiation such as the hearer’s interpretation and evaluation 

of the speaker’s intention based on the speaker’s utterances in a given situation. In 

recent years, cross-cultural informal negotiations have increased tremendously, 

concomitant with the growth of international personnel from different cultural 

backgrounds (Kremenyuk, 2002). In contrast, a wealth of literature published in the area 

of negotiation has focused on the formal business or political negotiation, rather than 

examining the quotidian negotiating activities, not to mention the cross-cultural 

negotiations such as those between Americans and Chinese (Faure & Zartman, 2001; 

Kremenyuk, 2002; Putnam, 1992). To bridge this gap, this study investigates 

(im)politeness as well as the negotiation norms in seven informal negotiations between 

Americans and the Chinese using Watts’s politeness model. The targets of this study 

are to contribute to the politeness research by using the post-modern approach as well 

as to shed light on how to understand the nature of politeness in dynamic, ongoing 

interactions involving two different cultures: American and Chinese. 
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This chapter reviews research in the fields of politeness and negotiation. It 

includes reviews of important theoretical works as well as research on cross-cultural 

politeness and negotiation. The purpose of this chapter is to discuss the works that 

have influenced the direction of the present work. 

Literature Review  

Terkourafi (2005) claims that there exist two kinds of views on politeness research: 

the traditional views and the post-modern view. The former is based on Grice’s Co-

operative Principle and speech act theory and concludes that the essence of politeness 

is an application of universal rules (Lakoff, 1973; Brown and Levinson, 1987; Leech, 

1983), while the latter, represented by Watts (2003) in recent years, challenges the 

foundations of the traditional approach and proposes that politeness research should 

focus on participants’ own perceptions of politeness, which are in connection with their 

politeness norms across cultures. This next section focuses on a brief overview of the 

traditional views. 

Traditional Views 

Fraser (1990) categorizes four major approaches to politeness: the social norm 

view (Hill et al, 1986), the conversational maxim view (Lakoff, 1973, 1979; Leech, 1983), 

the face-saving view (Brown & Levinson 1978, 1987) and the conversational contract 

view (Fraser, 1990). First, in the social norm perspective, politeness is regarded as 

behavior that meets the standards or expectations of a specific society’s norms. This 

approach conceptualizes politeness in terms of speech styles and formality and its 

manuals contain etiquette (Hill et al, 1986). Second, the conversational maxim view 

builds upon Grice’s cooperative principle and maxims. Violation of a conversational 

maxim is an indication of speakers’ certain implicature (Lakoff, 1973, 1979; Leech, 
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1983). Politeness in this view is used as a tool to reduce friction in communication. Third 

is the face saving perspective, represented by Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987), which 

is based on the redressive face action. This approach focuses on how the impact of 

face threatening can be mitigated by using politeness strategies. The fourth view of 

politeness, the conversational contract view, claims that politeness carry out under 

certain conditions of conversation contract understood by the participants, which include 

expectations and obligations on how to behave appropriately (Fraser, 1990). 

What follows next is a review of each of the four approaches with their concepts 

being further elaborated. A discussion of the politeness theories is elaborated at the end. 

A critical overview of these traditional views can promote an understanding of a contrast 

with the post-modern view, which serves as the theoretical framework of this research. 

Grice  

Grice’s Cooperative Principle needs to be elaborated in the first place in this study 

because it is regarded highly important in regulating conversation under the assumption 

that cooperation is indispensable of a conversation (Lakoff, 1973, 1979; Leech, 1983). 

Grice, in his paper, “Logic and Conversation” (1975), proposes that speakers and 

listeners should abide by what he calls the Cooperative Principle, which states that 

“make your conversation contribution such as is required, at the stage at which it occurs, 

by the accepted purpose or direction of the talk exchange in which you are engaged” 

(Grice, 1975, p. 46). 

The Cooperative Principle has four main maxims: Quantity, Quality, Relation, and 

Manner, and their submaxims (Grice, 1975). The maxim of Quantity basically requires 

being informative as needed in conversational contributions. The maxim of Quality 

requires interlocutors to tell the truth. Relation states that the information should be 
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relevant in conversation. Finally, the maxim of Manner contains more on how something 

is said rather than the content of that utterance. This maxim has four submaxims that 

guide the speaker to be clear, succinct, and direct. When a person speaks according to 

the maxims, the result is “a maximally effective exchange of information” (p. 47). 

Grice states that speakers generally follow those maxims, which serve as 

constraints for a conversation. Grice uses the term “flouting” to describe situations in 

which speakers go beyond one or more of the maxims. For instance, below is an 

example: 

Mary: can you answer the phone? 

Paul: I am doing my homework. 

In this conversation, Paul’s answer seems irrelevant to Mary’s question since Paul did 

not directly say whether he could answer the phone or not. However, he implied that he 

could not since he was doing his homework. Grice introduces the term of implicature in 

a conversation when a speaker implied or suggested is different from what he or she 

utters. Conversational implicature can occur when one or more of the maxims are not 

met (Grice, 1975). Grice gives many other examples in which some of the maxims are 

flouted, including explanations about why interlocutors can still understand what is being 

communicated despite the violations. Grice assumes that conversation interactants 

have a mutual understanding that their utterances can be interpreted since they follow 

the Cooperative Principles most of the times, although there are cases where irony or 

some other similar special acts can lead to deviations or misunderstandings (1975). 

Below is an example from the data in this research. This is a conversation between a 

landlord and a tenant. 
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Landlord: and you know \ you signed that contract \ and unfortunately we cannot 
really make any exceptions\ 
 
Tenant: yeah\ I know it’s hard to do\ but ..uh.. you know it’s very hard to a foreign 
student\ to find a place here\ (2 second pause) I think \uh\ because I have been 
here for one year \uh\ you maybe can offer me the convenience\ because\ uh\ 
it’s very hard for foreign students to find any apartment now\ 
 
Landlord: yeah\ I certainly see your situation\ BUT unfortunately\ 

 
According to the second Maxim of Quantity, which is “do not make your contribution 

more informative than is required” (Grice, 1975, p. 45), this tenant simply need to say 

one word such as yes to answer the landlord’s question. But by flouting the maxim of 

Quantity, the tenant achieved his purposing of conveying his intention that his request 

needed to be approved given his special situation. The tenant’s information is corrected 

interpreted by his interlocutor as can be seen from his response, although he did not 

intend to grant an approval. Grice’s Cooperative Principle provides suggestions on how 

to be cooperative in a conversation and if an interactant does not express himself or 

herself explicitly, alternative interpretations of his or her utterance are usually involved.  

Social Norm View  

The social norm view assumes that each society has a set of social norms which 

prescribe certain behaviors for people to adhere to (Hill et al, 1986). Generally, if a 

person behaves in line with the norms, his or her action is evaluated as polite; otherwise, 

it is deemed as impolite. Some manuals of etiquette or many grammar books describe 

what language usage is allowed or preferred by the society, thus producing politeness. 

For example, Quirk et al (1985) in his work states that the nonstandard subject such as 

me and Mary which is the coordinate subject, offends the rule of politeness since first 

person pronoun should be put at the end instead of the beginning. In addition to that, 

this coordinate subject should be in a polite order of placing Mary ahead because the 
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rule of politeness requires to address others first then the speaker so as to give respect 

to others, which should not be changed without any exception. 

The social norms view states that there are certain standards of behaviors that are 

expected and required in a society. These standards are usually connected to specific 

speech styles which rank politeness based on degree of formality (Fraser, 1990). The 

more formal a behavior or conversation is, the more polite they are (Hill et al, 1986).  

Conversational Maxim View  

The conversational maxim view is proposed by Lakoff (1973) and Leech (1983), 

who based their theory on Grice’s Cooperative Principle (1975) which has been 

discussed earlier in this study. Lakoff (1973) views politeness as being motivated by a 

desire to avoid conflict and therefore states that politeness “is developed by societies in 

order to reduce friction in personal interaction” (p. 64). Lakoff explicitly extends the 

notion of grammatical rule and associates it to pragmatics: “We should like to have 

some kind of pragmatic rules, dictating whether an utterance is pragmatically well-

formed or not, and the extent to which it deviates if it does” (1973, p. 236). Lakoff 

argues that pragmatics is rule-governed and suggests two Rules of Pragmatic 

Competence: (1) Be Clear; and (2) Be Polite (p. 296). However, Lakoff points out that 

“an interesting conversation usually violates these rules at every turn” (p. 297), and in 

most cases, no clarification is needed. Her interpretation, in other words, implied that 

people are more willing to maintain or promote interpersonal relationships. 

Speaking of the second rule, be polite, it has three sub-rules: (1) Don’t impose; (2) 

Give options; and (3) Be friendly (Lakoff, 1973, p. 298). The first rule requires that the 

speaker should not impose upon the other interlocutor or force him or her to do 

something. As for the second rule, which is to give options, is concerned, it gives the 
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interlocutor freedom to interpret the meaning of an utterance at his or her will. In other 

words, the hearer or addressee can make a decision as to do or not do such an act that 

the other requests or demands, for example. The third rule, which is to be friendly, 

means the interlocutors need to talk in a cooperative and friendly manner. 

Lakoff (1973) raises a question about the relationship between rules of politeness 

and rules of conversation. As mentioned earlier in the previous paragraph, 

communication aims at enhancing relationship, which overweighs the truth in some 

situations. Therefore, the speaker may violate the conversational rule of being truthful. 

When this happens, the speakers may choose to use indirect speech, and allow 

listeners to infer meaning. For instance, when someone asks another to have dinner 

with him and she is not willing to do so, she may choose to refuse him indirectly such as, 

“I’m afraid that I will have to work overtime today”, which of course is not the truth. 

Politeness may be interpreted differently depending on the languages and culture. 

Lakoff, in her book “Talking Power” (1990), states that Americans tend to believe that 

honesty and directness in communication are very essential. However, in some other 

cultures, preferences might be different.  

Leech (1983) formulated a more elaborated framework of conversational maxim 

view in politeness. He proposes six maxims to operate in a conversation: Tact, 

Generosity, Approbation, Modesty, Agreement, and Sympathy (Leech, 1983). The Tact 

Maxim, for example, states that the more beneficial to others expressions are, the more 

polite they are. The maxims of Approval and Modesty require the speaker to praise 

rather than criticize the addressee. The Agreement Maxim states that agreements 

between interactants should be advocated and enhanced. The Sympathy Maxim 
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suggests the interactants should be sympathetic and considerate to each other. Those 

six maxims are not weighed equally in a conversation as suggested by Leech, who 

regards, for example, the Tact and the Approbation Maxims to be more important than 

the Modesty and Generosity Maxims because politeness serves the purpose of pleasing 

others or making others feel good (Leech, 1983). 

Face Saving View  

While Lakoff’s (1973) and Leech’s (1983) theories that are founded on the 

Cooperative Principle (Grice, 1975), Brown and Levinson’s (1978, 1987) politeness 

theory is based on the notion of “face”. 

This section is a grant elaboration on Brown and Levinson’s politeness model 

because, among all the politeness frameworks discussed above, their theory has been 

for more than a decade the most influential and widely applied approach. Brown and 

Levinson’s politeness theory is the first to use face to explain politeness in human 

interaction. Their theory focuses on three factors: face, face threatening acts and 

politeness strategies. To define face, Brown and Levinson (1987) state: 

We make the following assumptions: that all competent adult members of a  
society have (and know each other to have) 
(i) “face”, the public self-image that every member wants to claim for her/himself, 
consisting in two related aspects: 
(a) negative face: the basic claim to territories, personal presevers, rights to non- 
distraction-i.e. to freedom of action and freedom from imposition; 
(b) positive face: the positive consistent self-image or ‘personality’ (crucially  
including the desire that this self-image be appreciated and approved of claimed  
by interactants). (p. 61) 
 

Brown and Levinson claim that in every interaction, the potential exists to violate one of 

these components of face through, for example, making a request, which hurts the 

hearer’s negative face because his/her freedom of action is impeded. Likewise, 

criticizing affects the hearer to lose his/ her positive face, because the speaker shows a 
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disregard for the hearer’s wants. All social interaction, therefore, involves performing 

potential face threatening acts (FTAs), according to Brown and Levinson (1978, 1987). 

Performing these acts can cause either speaker and hearer to lose face in a 

conversation. 

To redress FTAs, Brown and Levinson propose three macro politeness strategies: 

(1) do the act on record, which includes the substrategy of bald on record and the 

substrategy with redressive action, (2) off the record.  

To respond to an utterance, a speaker has to first of all decide whether he or she 

needs to do the face-threatening act or not. If he or she chooses to do so, consideration 

should be put on whether to perform the FTA on record or off record. When an 

utterance is delivered as directly as possible, in other words, the strategy used is bald 

on record, which contains no attempt to minimize face threats. An example of this is “Do 

your homework now!” Positive strategy and negative strategy both belong to redressive 

action under the category of on record. Brown and Levinson state (1987) the following 

to explain what redressive action is: 

By redressive action we mean action that “give face” to the addressee, that is, that 
attempts to counteract the potential face damage of the FTA by doing it in such a 
way, or  with such modifications or additions, that indicate clearly that no such face 
threat is intended or desired, and that in general recognizes H’s face wants and 
her/himself wants them to be achieved. (p. 69-70) 
 

As one of redressive actions, positive politeness strategies are applied with an intention 

to minimize threats to the hearer’s positive face wants. An example of positive 

politeness for making a request is “you are such a great person, you help me all the 

time and I do appreciate it. Give me another ride, will you?” Similarly, negative 

politeness strategies involve producing an utterance which is less likely to threaten the 
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hearer’s negative face. For instance, an example is “I’m sorry to bother you, but could I 

use your pen for just one minute?” Off record strategy, simply speaking, is to give hints 

to convey his or her intention. For example, the sentence of “oh, my pen broke” may 

indicate if someone can lend the speaker a pen. Finally, don’t do the FTA, the last 

strategy, means not to perform the face threatening acts at all, usually it is performed 

when a speaker evaluates that the risk to do the FTA is too high.  

Brown and Levinson claim that the higher the weight of a given FTA is, the greater 

the likelihood that the speaker or hearer will lose face with the performance of the FTA 

(1987). Therefore, politeness is a demonstration of a speaker’s effort to mitigate the 

face threat of a particular FTA by means of politeness strategies. 

Conversational Contract View 

The conversation contract view is proposed by Fraser (1975), Fraser and Nolen 

(1981) and elaborated by Fraser (1990). Fraser (1990) defines politeness as the 

behavior of “operating within the then-current terms and conditions of the conversation 

contract” (p. 33). In other words, the achievement of politeness is realized through the 

interactants’ adhering to the set of rights and obligations that play a key role in their 

interactions. The foundation on which the interactants establish rights and obligations 

vary greatly in accordance with situations. 

Therefore, in this view, being polite does not involve face mitigation, as in Brown 

and Levinson’s theory, but instead, to deal with an interlocutor in the light of the terms 

and conditions of the conversational contract. If he or she does not abide by the terms, 

his or her act is then perceived as being impolite. This framework sets a link to connect 

appropriateness with society and culture (Kasper, 1994), which as a consequence, is 
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able to account for the dynamic nature of the concept of politeness in contexts (Watts, 

Ide, & Ehlich, 1992). 

Discussion of Politeness Theories  

The major traditional approaches of politeness have been reviewed. With regards 

to Grice’s conversational maxims, there are doubts and disagreements. Keenan (1976) 

doubts the feasibility of their universal application, since one of Grice’s maxims of 

conversation principles, “be informative” (p. 45), does not exist in Malagasy society. In 

that society, speakers usually provide less information than is required by their 

addressee because sharing information is not common. Similarly, Wolfson (1989) 

argues that the principles of Grice’s conversational maxims have not been sufficiently 

studied by observing naturally occurring interactions.  

As the most widely applied traditional approach, Brown and Levinson’s theory of 

politeness has provoked much discussion regarding this universal validity of this 

framework. For example, many researchers such as Ide (1989), Mao (1994) and 

Matsumoto (1988, 1989) claim that Brown and Levinson’s framework is not valid in 

eastern cultures such as Japanese and Chinese contexts because Brown and Levinson 

developed their theory based on western conceptualization. An attempt to be friendly in 

eastern cultures may appear to be an imposition on the addressee in western culture. 

For instance, Chinese tend to offer hospitality to guests by constantly offering food. 

However, a guest may feel uncomfortable and imposed upon. In addition, Gu (1990) 

has raised the notions of sincerity and truthfulness in Chinese. For example, a Chinese 

may say “there is no food to eat”, even though he or she has prepared several dishes 

for guests. For Chinese, sincerity seems to suggest persuasion, while absolute 
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truthfulness is not considered as important as displaying the politeness of modesty (Gu, 

1990). 

Speaking of Chinese culture, Brown and Levinson’s claim about the face needs of 

individuals, the core of their model, is challenged by studies demonstrating that, in 

Chinese cultures, different conceptual principles based on the high value of collectivism 

play a key role in the understanding of face (Gu, 1990; Lee-Wong, 1999; Mao, 1994; 

Matsumoto, 1988). Along these lines, Wierzbicka (1991) criticizes Brown and 

Levinson’s politeness model by arguing that this model is flawed because not all 

cultures share the same concept or notion that matches their individual definition of face. 

These scholars question the conceptualization and universality of face in Brown and 

Levinson’s politeness theory and claim that the need for autonomy and privacy is not 

universal but is based only on the western cultural value of individualism; meanwhile, 

face in Chinese societies where collectivism rules, is evaluated and understood 

differently than that in the western society (Gu, 1990; Lee-Wong, 1999; Mao, 1994; 

Matsumoto, 1988). For instance, Gu (1990) uses inviting as an example to further 

illustrate that Brown and Levinson’s theory is not appropriate for the politeness research 

involving Chinese participants. Inviting is categorized as potentially face threatening act 

because it may impact the hearer’s negative face. However, in Chinese culture, inviting 

the hearer, especially if the hearer attempts to refuse while the speaker insists, the 

hearer will feel the speaker’s offer is polite and sincere and his or her freedom is not at 

all impeded. 

Blum-Kulka (1990) points out that to discuss a universal politeness system, the 

cultural perspective of face value should be taken into account. She addresses that face 
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needs allow people to choose politeness strategies, and differing cultures may value 

and define face with different levels of politeness. In Chinese society, social harmony is 

important to maintain peace and avoid conflict. Confucius (which is elaborated in detail 

later in this chapter) requires that communications should be harmonious, and that 

restraint is often necessary to maintain harmony in conversation (Shenkar & Ronen, 

1987). 

Although with flaws, of all the traditional politeness theories, Brown and Levinson’s 

politeness theory has been in a position of authority for more than a decade. However, 

a new post-modern politeness theory, proposed and represented by Watts (2003), 

challenges this widely used traditional politeness view and advocates an alternative 

theory on the basis of social interaction and emergent network for politeness research. 

The next section focuses on a discussion of Watts’ politeness model, which is adopted 

as the theoretical framework for this study. 

Post-Modern View  

Watts proposes that politeness research move to a different perspective from 

Brown and Levinson’s highly influential traditional approach which equates mitigation 

with politeness and directness with impoliteness. He states (Watts, 2005, xix): 

A shift in emphasis away from the attempt to construct a model of politeness which 
can be used to predict when polite behaviour can be expected or to explain post- 
factum why it has been produced and towards the need to pay closer attention to 
how participants in social interaction perceive politeness. 
 

His post-modern politeness theory is established on the assumption that perceptions of 

politeness is in close connection to a participant’s understanding of social norms, and 

he claims that politeness is not a synonym of mitigation strategies, which are isolated 

from the social interactions themselves (Watts, 2003). To judge a certain social act is 
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appropriate, polite or impolite, the relevant social norms and the participant’s evaluation 

and expectations are the key determinants (Locher & Watts, 2006). He therefore 

proposes that “a discursive perspective on polite behavior by seeing it as a part of the 

relational work inherent in all human social interaction” is preferred since humans as 

social beings do not simply follow theoretical rules so as to mitigate face-threatening 

acts (Locher & Watts, 2005, p. 28). Politeness is therefore a norm-oriented discursive 

concept.  

Watts first proposes a completely different definition of politeness by distinguishing 

between first order politeness or politeness1 and second order politeness or politeness 

2 (Watts, 1992, 2003). First order politeness refers to lay people’s understanding or 

definition of politeness while second order politeness, such as the politeness strategies 

described by pragmatics books, is a theoretical concept which is distinctive from the 

social structure in which participants are involved (Watts, 2003). Watts states that “it 

should have become clear that politeness1, whatever terms are used in whatever 

language to refer to mutually cooperative behavior, considerateness for others, polished 

behavior, is a focus of social struggle over discursive practices” (2003, p. 17). Watts 

also distinguishes politic behavior from polite behavior. Politic behavior refers to the 

appropriate behavior in an ongoing social interaction, but polite behavior is the marked 

behavior which exceeds politic behavior (Watts, 2003). In other words, politic behavior 

is the “non-salient” behavior while polite behavior is the “salient” behavior in an ongoing 

situation (Watts, 2003, p. 19).  

While advocating that the core of a politeness theory should be politeness1, Watts 

rejects Brown and Levinson’s equation of politeness to facework. He argues that not all 
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cases of facework are perceived as polite by the participants and participants do not 

necessarily have to use politeness strategies to produce utterances which are polite. 

For example, “can I have ten stamps and five envelopes” uttered by a customer in a 

post office is usually interpreted as appropriate. Moreover, saying “take it, take it” even 

“you must take it”, which is considered by Brown and Levinson as bald on record 

strategy with no attempt to minimize face threatening, is regarded as polite on gift giving 

occasions in China. 

As stated above, according to Watts, face needs cannot be used as a theoretical 

foundation for a politeness theory. Watts, instead, bases his politeness model on 

Bourdieu’s (1977) theory of practice and his theory of emergent networks (Watts, 2003). 

The central concept in Bourdieu’s (1990) theory is the habitus, which includes “a set of 

predispositions” imposing upon the individuals in order to ensure that they act in 

appropriate ways to reproduce this field (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 78). The schema of the 

habitus provides the basic grids that direct perception of the social world and the way 

one orients himself or herself in it (Reed-Danahay, 2005). Usually unaware of what 

drives or motivates their practice, individuals have a practical sense instead (Bourdieu, 

1977) and perform appropriate practices following social norms and expectations 

(Bourdieu, 1990). In his view, social practice is grounded on the assumption that the 

way in which participants conduct social acts and deal with an interaction depends on 

their prior histories in similar situations. In other words, social practice depends on the 

knowledge an individual has internalized as part of his or her habitus which operates 

within a social field (Bourdieu, 1990). Bourdieu uses football players as an example to 

show that individuals have this “sense of game” (Bourdieu, 1977, p. 79). 
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Likewise, in this study, the participants in negotiations also have this sense of 

game. They have an intimate understanding or a sense of how a negotiation “game” 

proceeds appropriately. As discussed above, Watts (2003) calls this unmarked, socially 

appropriate behavior politic behavior. He argues that individuals join a conversation in 

specific social situations with the habitus, which is a knowledge accumulated from past 

experiences about what are appropriate social behaviors to a specific situation (Watts, 

2003). In Bourdieu’s practice theory, he proposes that “the theory of practice as practice 

insists that the objects of knowledge are constructed, the principle of this construction is 

the system of structured, structuring dispositions, the habitus, which is constituted in 

practice and is always oriented towards practical function” (Bourdieu, 1990, p. 52). 

Since the habitus is structuring and structured structure, it is responsible for both the 

reproduction and changes of social structure. That is why participants in verbal 

interaction are able to actively elaborate and improvise the nature of the politic behavior, 

the socially appropriate behavior, in emergent networks (Watts, 2003). 

Emergent networks form another theoretical foundation to Watts’s politeness 

theory in addition to Bourdieu’s theory of practice. Watts brings two concepts to social 

networks, which refer to the connections individuals have with each other: latent 

networks and emergent networks. Emergent networks capture the dynamics of an 

interaction. Latent networks are the social structure produced by the historical practice 

an individual involves in and usually go unnoticed and unmarked (Watts, 1991). Part of 

the habitus is the knowledge of the latent networks. In other words, habitus is not 

dormant and unchanged, instead, is dynamic. The other part of habitus can be 

structured and restructured as a response to a trigger, which is emergent network. 
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Emergent networks can only be found during an ongoing interaction, and are where 

participants can negotiate and even attempt to change their positions. For instance, in 

the same example above, the caller could tease the moderator instead. In this way, a 

link to an emergent network is set up, since the caller’s behavior obviously flouted from 

the general expectation in such a situation. On the contrary, latent networks include the 

moderator’s being expected to create humor and tease the caller.  

Therefore, an individual’s habitus is built on the construction of politic behavior in 

latent networks and emergent networks. For example, in a negotiation, a client knows 

how to bargain with a street vendor based on his/her past similar experience and his/her 

behavior in bargaining enacts the individual’s habitus in such a situation. Watts argues 

that an emergent network may not necessarily change the existing latent network 

because of the need to maintain an equilibrium in interpersonal relationships (2003). 

Each emergent network is small as a comparison to the amount of previously 

established networks which are attributed to the forming of the relationship (Watts, 

2003). 

Finally, another notable difference between Watts’s politeness theory and Brown 

and Levinson is that Watts argues that linguistic forms are not inherently polite (Watts, 

2003). In other words, “could you give me a book” is not necessarily more polite than 

“give me a book”. The perception of politeness depends on the social context in which 

the interaction takes place (Watts & Locher, 2005). For instance, one roommate’s 

utterance of “give me a book” or “could you give me a book” by one roommate seems 

equally proper. The latter may be perceived only as appropriate instead of polite (which 

is claimed by Brown and Levinson) by the other roommate.  
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Turning specifically to negotiations, if the American participant makes a threat, this 

is not necessarily interpreted as inappropriate or impolite by Americans depending on 

whether it meets the American negotiation norms, although can be interpreted as 

impolite by the Chinese participant because threat making is not appropriate in Chinese 

negotiations. Therefore, politeness is a disputed concept, and participants can have 

divergent interpretations of an ongoing interaction. 

Due to the discursive nature of politeness, which indicates that politeness is a 

disputed concept closely related to the social norms associated with a certain event, 

Watts’s politeness model abandons speech act theory which Brown and Levinson 

applied in their theory, but instead advocates focusing on speech events to analyze 

politeness. Therefore, adhering to Watts’ politeness model, this study uses speech 

event analysis rather than one derived from speech act theory, the difference of which is 

discussed in the next section. 

Negotiation as Speech Event  

Most speech act studies have been concerned with utterance-level realization 

patterns (Watts, 2003; Locher, 2004). However, much of the research focusing on 

individual speech acts and their realization patterns has tended to overlook the dynamic 

and negotiable aspects of politeness in interactive contexts, which is the main flaw 

associated with a speech act approach to politeness (Watts, 2003; Pan, 2000). That is 

to say, if the focus is merely put on individual speech acts and their realization patterns, 

the essence of politeness, which is its discursive nature, is ignored. 

The discursive nature of politeness is evidenced in the way that lay members of 

society can hold different views of whether a certain social behavior is considered as 

appropriate, polite or even impolite (Locher & Watts, 2006; Watts, 1992; Watts, 2003). 
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In other words, the value of “politeness” may be evaluated differently by different 

individuals. Watts (1989), in his early study on politeness, advocates examining an 

event as a whole rather than as isolated utterances because speech event analysis 

emphasizes the interactional nature of politeness and considers the situational 

constraints in a particular social setting. He further argues that a speech event analysis 

is necessary for politeness research because it is very important to know a discourse 

context where politeness is involved, such as the nature of the social activity, the social 

distance between the interactants and their status with respect to the dynamic, ongoing 

social activity. All of these are related to social norms which influence an individual’s 

perception and evaluation of “politeness” in a specific speech event. 

An analysis on speech act, on the contrary, isolates politeness from its context 

thus failing to account for politeness phenomenon. Since politeness is “open to 

interpretation” (Watts, 2003, p. 246), politeness cannot be examined in any single 

speech act structure out of its context and one can not predict whether a linguistic 

expression is polite or not until its specific context is revealed. With the speech event 

analysis, Watts’s politeness model provides an appropriate way to investigate why “a 

linguistic utterance might be open to interpretation by interlocutors as polite” in an 

ongoing conversation (Watts, 2003, p.143). 

This study examines cross-cultural politeness in the speech event of negotiation. 

An analysis of such an event requires knowledge of what constitutes a negotiation: its 

processes and strategies. Putnam and Jones (1982) define negotiation as a 

communication process by which two or more parties who hold incompatible goals 

engage in an interaction to reach a mutually acceptable solution. It is “a face to face 
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decision-making process between parties concerning a specific product” (Graham, 1980, 

p. 14). Negotiation belongs to the most frequent phenomena in social interactions, 

because it is not only the essential activity in business, but also in everyday life, e.g. 

where professors, students, work colleagues, neighbors, and families are involved. 

Spangle and Isenhart (2003) state that when people are involved in problem solving in 

everyday life, it is also called negotiation because each participant has goals to reach 

and ways to achieve them, which is similar to other formal negotiations in nature. This 

kind of negotiation, namely everyday negotiation or quotidian negotiation, is what this 

study focuses on.  

Negotiation across cultures often takes place nowadays as people travel to 

different countries for various purposes, such as employment and academic exchange 

or training. Fang (1999) states that, from the view of many westerners, Chinese people 

are proud of their culture and sometimes the culture remains ambiguous, and their 

approach to negotiation is indirect and sometimes even time wasting; whereas Chinese 

regard Americans as direct, bold, aggressive, even rude. Based on the difference, 

communication breakdowns occur frequently and the root reason is that both sides fail 

to understand each other’s culture and values.  

It is well known that culture defines people’s behavior (Beamer, 1992; Adler, 1991; 

Brislin, 1998; Triandis, 1994). Beamer (1992) states that “culture governs 

communication behavior” (p. 291). Swidler (1986) states that culture influences 

behaviors by shaping a set of habits, skills and styles from which people construct 

strategies of action (here strategy is broadly used to refer to a general way of action). 

Since culture and behaviors are closely linked, it is important to understand Chinese 
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and American cultures to anticipate the ways they negotiate. Therefore, what follows 

next is a review on relevant aspects of Chinese culture, which are reflected in, and also 

in many ways, shape the style of Chinese negotiation. 

Roots of Chinese Culture 

Chinese culture has been influenced by three major systems of ethics: 

Confucianism, Taoism and Buddhism (Yao, 2000; Harvey, 1990; Hucker, 1995), which 

compose the essence of the traditional Chinese culture and serve as foundation of 

Chinese people’s moral value. Briefly, Confucianism is mainly related to human 

relationships; Buddhism is primarily concerned with immortal worlds; and Taoism is 

focused on how harmony is reached in our lives (Fang, 1999; Yao, 2000; Harvey, 1990; 

Hucker, 1995). 

Confucianism 

Chinese Culture is predominantly based on the ideas of Confucius, which not only 

influences the Chinese norms but also that of Asia. According to Yao (2000) and Faure 

(1999, 2001), Confucius states that only a society which is organized under a strict 

moral code can exist in a prosperous way. It distinguished and regulated five cardinal 

relationships: between ruler and the ruled, husband and wife, parents and children, 

older and younger brothers, and friend and friend. All of these relationships except for 

the last one are highly hierarchical. In other words, the ruled, i.e. wives, children, and 

younger brothers, were required to show great respect, loyalty and obedience to their 

rulers, husbands, parents and older brothers. Confucius provides guidelines for 

behavior conducted by people in society. Only with rigorous implement of these 

relationships can a society achieve harmony and prosperity. Chinese social norms are 

still derived from the guidelines (Yao, 2000). 
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Research in cross-cultural communication has shown that some values held by 

Chinese seem hard to be explained based on the Western cultures due to the cultural 

difference (Chiu, 1990; Leung & Bond, 1984; Fang, 1999; Zhang & Yang, 1998; Yao, 

2000). Take an example of having a dinner with Chinese family. Americans usually can 

hardly understand why the Chinese people keep on piling up food on their plate even 

after they have said they are full. Chinese culture is situation-centered, in other words, 

choices are greatly influenced by the situational context (Yang 1986; Bond & Hwang 

1986; Bian & Keller, 1999a, b). The difference between Western and Asian cultures is 

mainly due to the existence of individual values versus collective values (Hsu, 1985; 

Hofstede, 1980; Triandis et al. 1990; Singh, 1997). In individualistic cultures, typically 

found in Western Europe and North America, individual interests tend to prevail over 

group interests. Hsu (1985) states that, “the concept of personality is an expression of 

the western ideal of individualism. It does not  correspond even to the reality of how the 

western man lives in western culture, far less any man in any other culture” (p. 24). In 

collectivist cultures like China, there is a strong concern for group interests. Collectivists 

are oriented towards harmony. Chinese culture is different from U.S. culture, in that it 

prefers collectivism, which requires that focus be put on the society rather than 

individuals (Hsu, 1985; Hall, 1976; Hofstede, 1980, 1984). 

Many cultural norms relevant to negotiation are related to Confucianism, including 

Chinese social hierarchy and the concept of face (Yao, 2000). Face is described as “the 

positive social value a person effectively claims for himself by the line others assume he 

has taken during a particular contact” or “an image of self delineated in terms of 

approved social attributes” (Goffman, 1955, p. 213). Chinese face values are different 
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from that of western countries (Gu, 1990; Hu, 1944). The Chinese has two kinds of face: 

Mianzi and Lian. According to Hu (1944), Mianzi is “a reputation achieved through 

getting on in life, through success and ostentation” (p. 45). Mianzi “can be borrowed, 

struggled for, added to, padded – all terms indicating a gradual increase in volume. It is 

build up through initial high position, wealth, power, ability, through cleverly establishing 

social ties to a number of prominent people, as well as through avoidance of acts that 

would cause unfavorable comment” (Hu, 1944, p. 61). Lian “represents the confidence 

of society in the integrity of ego’s moral character, the loss of which makes it impossible 

for him to function properly within the community” (Hu, 1944, p. 45).  

According to Fang (1999), Yang (1986), and Yao (2000), Confucius also taught 

Chinese that a person who causes another to lose face is considered ignorant of the 

moral code of behavior and thus regarded as a worse case of face losing. Saving 

another’s face is preferred much more than telling the truth. Usually a person whose 

face is saved, feeling indebted, is grateful of the other’s conduct and is at will to return 

his goodwill in the future. 

Chinese face is evident in Chinese negotiation context. Confucianism requires 

people to pay attention to role and hierarchy so as to maintain the stability of society 

(Yao, 2000). Accordingly, behavior in a collectivist culture based on Confucianism 

should obey the power relation in a social relationship, as for instance in a negotiation 

situation involving a professor and a student. A student should usually “obey” his or her 

professor and if concerns or questions exit, they should be expressed only indirectly. 

Compared to Americans, Chinese people tend to accept without any problem the power 

relationship as a result of the hierarchy in a society (Hofstede, 1980, 1991; Ambler & 
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Witzel, 2004, Yao, 2000). Therefore, when examining negotiations or other speech 

event, the hierarchical relationships and harmony as advocated in Confucianism should  

be taken into consideration. 

Taoism 

The foundation of Taoism is Ying and Yang (Fang, 1999; Hsu, 1953; Pye, 1982; 

Harvey, 1990; Hucker, 1995), which are two opposite forces. Ying and Yang represent 

all the opposite forces in the whole universe, which are defined respectively as a 

feminine, passive and dark force and a masculine, active and light force. The 

understanding of Ying and Yang is that the key to life is a balanced combination of the 

two forces: a compromise, which is the essence of Taoism. According to Taoism, Ying 

and Yang, working at the same time, serves to oppose as well as complement one 

another all together (Harvey, 1990; Hucker, 1995). Taoism favors simplicity and 

satisfaction. Taoism states that direct conflict will be less successful over the long term 

than more flexible and enduring strategies. This indicates that an avoidance of direct 

encounter should be advocated in any social interaction including negotiation, which is 

the event examined in this study.  

 The moral value influences the way Chinese people negotiate (Fang, 1999, Pye, 

1982; Seligman, 2000). In a negotiation, Chinese tend to be more concerned with the 

ways than the end and they seem like to conduct long back-and-forth bargaining and 

communication in a negotiation, hope to arriving a satisfactory compromise. While 

Americans tend to believe that the disagreements should be solved directly and 

concisely, rather than getting back to it time and again. Chinese, on the other hand, 

prefer to linger on one point in a negotiation.   
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Taoism emphasizes that all things are connected. Graham and Lam (2003) argue 

that Chinese think more holistically, while Americans tend to think more sequentially or 

reductively. In the initial stages of negotiation, Chinese tend first to establish agreement 

on general principles before moving to more specific issues in order to avoid or 

postpone direct conflict. This practice can conflict with Western negotiators who want to 

move to concrete and specific details (Pye, 1982). 

Buddhism 

Buddhism came to China from India in the first century A. D. While Confucianism 

and Taoism have shaped Chinese culture, Buddhism has provided the Chinese with a 

kind of “immortal food” (Harvey, 1990; Hucker, 1995; Fang, 1999). Buddhism enables 

many Chinese to endure hardship and suffering in the belief that they will eventually find 

happiness in their next lives. Buddhism encourages harmony and kindness. This story 

has been well known by almost all the Chinese: in Chinese Buddhism, a good monk 

makes all the attempts to control his desires and adapt to difficult environments with 

great endurance. The influence of Buddhism is that Chinese people are encouraged to 

be persistent and patient, which is clearly relevant to the ways to handle negotiation. 

This is also the case for negotiation cases, where people should not give up hope and 

be persistent to their goals. However, at the same time, people in negotiation should be 

careful not to give the other a hard time which could hurt his or her feelings, thus being 

kind is necessary. 

After reviewing the cultural traits which influence the ways Chinese people 

communicate with others in general, a focus on how people from two different cultures, 

American and Chinese, negotiate is followed. 
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Negotiation Strategies 

Faure (1999) states that strategies in negotiation either in international or everyday 

contexts are led by norms and values relating to culture. He also assumes that when 

people engage in negotiations, they have prior expectations about the normal process 

of such a meeting in their primary culture (1999). According to him, in some cultures, 

action will be direct and conflict widely accepted; in others, action will be indirect and 

conflict not openly acknowledged. Similar to Faure, Kremenyuk (2002) also claims that 

negotiation in any setting involves informal understandings and formal ground norms 

that serve as expectations about how each party will behave during discussions. 

Strategies implement norms serving to enable or constrain negotiations (Ambler & 

Witzel, 2004; Chiu, 1990; Faure, 1999; Graham, 1980; Graham & Lin, 1987; Putnam, 

1992, Leung & Bond, 1984; Zhang & Yang, 1998). In other words, each culture provides 

its social members with a set of negotiation norms by which the process of negotiation 

is carried out and the agreements are reached.  

In the context of cross-cultural negotiations, since individualist culture, namely the 

culture of American negotiators in this study, and collectivist culture, which refers to the 

culture of Chinese negotiators, are distinct, it strongly suggests that these groups will 

differ with respect to their negotiation strategies (Faure, 1999; Pye, 1982). Politeness in 

cross-cultural negotiations is contingent upon shared and unshared norms. Cultural 

background undoubtedly influences how negotiation behaviors are perceived because it 

shapes views of negotiation of different parties. In the light of these different negotiation 

norms, utterances that are acceptable between Chinese negotiators can be fairly 

inappropriate between American negotiators. Within different countries, different society 

and cultures undoubtedly shape negotiation norms, negotiation process and 
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accompanying structures. As a natural consequence, they shape as well expectations, 

practices and evaluations of the participants involved in a negotiation. This study 

demonstrates that cross-cultural negotiations reveal differences in how individual 

behavior in negotiations varies across cultures. 

In all cases, participants in negotiations bring culture into the interaction. For 

participants, culture conditions how negotiations will be perceived, including their 

counterparts and the stereotypes (Pye, 1976). The cultural line drawn between what 

should be and what should not be done, or tolerated, varies from one culture to another. 

Negotiation strategy, which is the overall orientation to achieve a goal, is also led by 

cultures or norms. 

Cross-cultural negotiations usually involve participants from different cultural 

background. Any discord behavior which does not match with norms prevalent in a 

negotiation stage can be considered as inappropriate. Negotiation norms are the criteria 

explicating politeness and appropriateness in such an event. Any deviation or flout from 

the norms is considered beyond appropriateness, either polite behaviors or impolite 

behaviors, depending on negative or positive consequence it leads to. Negotiation 

norms, which are reflected by strategies, exert a key role on the way each party carries 

out and perceiving negotiation. 

In any cross-cultural negotiation, there are differences in the expectations held by 

people from different cultures. Before a discussion on differences between the 

negotiation strategies in America and in China begins, it is important to point out the 

similarities. In both countries, as well as in other countries throughout the world, 

negotiations generally proceed through the following stages: nontask sounding or 
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greeting, task-related exchange of information or request making, persuasion, and 

concessions and agreement, although specific stages may differ to some degree in 

literature (Graham, 1980; Graham & Lin, 1987). The nontask sounding, or the pre-

negotiation stage, is to discuss topics other than business to show friendliness as well 

as to learn about the other party’s background and interest. The information exchange, 

the second stage, deals with the parties’ needs and wants. Persuasion or the main 

negotiation stage, as the third stage, involves each party using various strategies to 

achieve his or her goals. The final stage, including concessions and agreement, is the 

stage at which an agreement which is based on mutual approval is made (Graham, 

1980; Graham & Lin, 1987). The four stages will be used and examined in this study.  

Strategies are applied in negotiations. It is therefore necessary to find the 

strategies used by Americans and Chinese. Allerheiligen, Graham, and Lin (1985) 

examined the negotiations in the United States, Japan, Brazil, and the Republic of 

China and find that Chinese negotiation styles are very similar to Japanese styles, but 

not American styles, although the level of honesty differs. Since the processes and 

strategies occurred in Japanese negotiations share commonality with China, this study 

assumes and adopts the strategies used by Japanese as well to examine Chinese 

negotiations. The related common strategies are listed as follows, based on literature 

review of Chinese and Japanese negotiation styles and international business 

negotiations (Allerheiligen, Graham, & Lin, 1985; Chan, 1998; Ghauri & Fang, 2001; 

Fang, 1999; Graham, 1980; Hodgson, Sano, & Graham, 2000; Young, 1982). 

Despite the consistency of the negotiation process across cultures, the content 

differs between the two cultural groups. This is true in cross-cultural negotiations where 
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counterparts have different interpretation and understandings on how to negotiate 

(Graham, 1980). For Americans, the first stage, nontask sounding, is very brief and 

sometimes omitted, since they focus on how to achieve their business goal. However, 

for Chinese, nontask sounding includes asking about their counterpart’s background, 

interests, even families, to express their friendliness and to maintain the harmony 

between the two parties (Allerheiligen, Graham, & Lin, 1985; Ghauri & Fang, 2001; 

Fang, 1999; Faure, 1999; Graham, 1980, Hodgson, Sano, & Graham, 2000; Young, 

1982). 

The second stage, which is the information exchange stage, is relatively direct, 

with clear statements of needs and wants. Americans tend to say what they want and 

explain the reasons behind the request only if necessary. For Chinese, this stage is 

usually associated with long explanations followed by an indirect request (Allerheiligen, 

Graham, & Lin, 1985; Ghauri & Fang, 2001; Fang, 1999; Faure, 1999; Graham, 1980, 

Hodgson, Sano, & Graham, 2000).  

The stage of negotiation is considered to be essential for a negotiation. Angelmar 

and Stern (1978) state that there are twelve categories for negotiation interaction, which 

are: questions, recommendations, promises, warnings, threats, commands, 

commitments, concessions, punishment, rewards, positive appeals, and negative 

appeals. They define that rewards and promises could usually yield positive responses 

while punishments and threats could bring unhappy feelings and negative responses 

(Angelmar & Stern, 1978). Recommendations are regarded as a positive strategy that 

could help the negotiators to achieve their expected goals (Graham, 1980).  
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In this same third stage of negotiations, Chinese use the following strategies: 

asking questions even repeatedly, positive strategies, and silence but seldom use 

negative strategies that cause negative influence (Fang, 1999; Pye, 1982; Young, 1982). 

For example, Chinese often ask the other party to repeat explaining their certain point, 

which in many cases results in their counterparts’ impatience, thus being more inclined 

to conceding (Chien, 1986; Pye, 1982). So asking questions not only derives useful 

information, but also serves as an effective strategy. Further, to maintain the harmony of 

both parties, Chinese are inclined to use the positive strategies such as rewards and 

recommendations. However, even in these cases, only subtle and indirect threats and 

commands are regarded as legitimate strategies and are therefore appropriate 

(Allerheiligen, Graham, & Lin, 1985; Ghauri & Fang, 2001; Fang, 1999; Faure, 1999; 

Graham, 1980, Hodgson, Pye, 1982; Sano, & Graham, 2000). Another difference from 

Americans is that Chinese use silence to show that they are not satisfied with the other 

party’s response (Fang, 1999; Pye, 1982; Young, 1982). In other words, Chinese try to 

avoid open disagreements with their counterparts in order to create a harmonious 

working relationship. 

The last stage is the wrap-up stage, which includes concessions and then 

agreement (Graham, 1980). An important difference between Americans and Chinese is 

that Americans tend to make concessions throughout the negotiation, settling one issue, 

then proceeding to the next. In contrast, Chinese prefer to make concessions at the end 

of the negotiations, and then agreement is concluded rather quickly (Allerheiligen, 

Graham, & Lin, 1985; Ghauri & Fang, 2001; Fang, 1999; Faure, 1999; Graham, 1980, 

Hodgson, Sano, & Graham, 2000). In other words, Americans target at a good deal 
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while Chinese concern about a long-term relationship (Graham, 1980, 2004; Fang, 

1999). 

American as well as Chinese negotiation norms will be used as the baseline to 

examine (im)politeness by participants from America and China in this study. Since so 

far there are no studies regarding the norms of informal negotiations, I must assume 

that norms for informal business negotiation reflect what goes on in formal negotiations. 

They are considered as appropriate negotiation behaviors in these two countries and 

are therefore called politic behaviors according to Watts’s politeness model as 

discussed earlier. 

This study focuses on strategies used by Americans and Chinese in the third 

stage of persuasion, which is the most important component or heart of a negotiation. 

As a summary, for Americans, the strategies are composed of positive strategies which 

bring positive feelings, including promises, recommendations, rewards, and positive 

appeals; and negative strategies (which brings negative feelings) of threats, warning, 

negative appeals, punishments and commands. As for Chinese, their positive strategies 

consists of asking questions, promises, recommendations, rewards, positive appeals, 

and silence, while negative strategies such as indirect threats, commands, and negative 

appeals are seldom used. 

Theoretical Framework 

This study will use Watts’s politeness theory as its theoretical framework. Although 

Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory has been the most influential one of the 

traditional politeness theories, it has the following drawbacks.   

First of all, Brown and Levinson’s theory fails to take the social context into 

account. They link politeness to the realization of speech acts and claim that these 
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linguistic forms are inherently polite or impolite. In contrast, as Watts proposes and the 

earlier discussion in this study shows, no linguistic forms are in fact inherently polite. 

Politeness is not a property of linguistic acts per se, but is negotiated in ongoing 

interaction. Second, in Brown and Levinson’s approach, practically any linguistic act 

may present a threat to the speaker or hearer’s positive or negative face. However, 

negative face in their theory does not apply to eastern cultures as discussed before. 

Negative politeness is motivated by respect for the other’s independence and autonomy 

of action in an individualistic culture, but is expected by the social norms in a collective 

society. In fact, the concept of face is interpreted differently in different cultures. In 

addition, politeness is not the same as facework because not all instances of facework 

will be perceived as polite due to the fact that linguistic expressions are not inherently 

polite. Finally, Brown and Levinson use a speech act approach to analyze politeness, 

which forces a sentence-based and speaker-oriented analysis in a non-interactive 

context, and thus fails to account for the dynamic and negotiable aspects of interaction. 

 Therefore, a shift away from investigating politeness based on an abstract face 

mitigation theory using a sentence-level, speaker-oriented analysis towards examining 

politeness via a dynamic discursive approach is needed. Since social norms of 

politeness are negotiated in interaction, a theory of politeness embedded in social 

theory is expected. Watts correctly places politeness within the context of social theory 

and defines appropriate behaviors as politic behaviors, closely related to the core 

concept in Bourdieu’s social theory, the habitus. The behaviors that are beyond politic 

behavior are open to be evaluated by the participants as either polite or impolite and 

can be found in Watts’s emergent networks where participants negotiate and even 
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attempt to change their expected positions. Watts’s theory is correct in the assumption 

that politeness cannot reside in single utterances, but is in fact negotiated in discourse, 

in an interactive context. Politeness can therefore be evaluated differently in different 

situations by subjective judgments and evaluation based on social appropriateness. 

Therefore, an investigation on how lay people who participate in an interaction assess 

the appropriateness of each other’s social behavior in that particular situation rather 

than in single static sentences needs to be carried out.  

Politeness is an essential component of interpersonal communication situations. 

Most of the existing politeness research has focused on analyzing politeness strategies 

and realization patterns of speech acts using Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory 

which equates mitigation with politeness and directness with impoliteness. However, as 

stated throughout this chapter, politeness is a social practice which should be evaluated 

by participants in an ongoing interaction. Therefore, politeness research using Watt’s 

social theory based politeness model should be called for. 

Politeness is conceptualized differently depending on both cultural and individual 

differences (Watts, 2003; Hu, 1990), however, no one so far has applied Watts’ model 

of cross-cultural politeness. Therefore, this study aims to contribute to this specific, 

unstudied field. 

Politeness can be best investigated in situations that contain some cooperative as 

well as conflictive elements. It is in those situations that speakers have to risk 

threatening each other’s face while at the same time having an incentive for maintaining 

a good relationship at the same time (Firth, 1995). The discourse type with these 

characteristics is the speech event of negotiation. 
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One particular innovation is that this study will use Watts’s politeness model, which 

is based on social interaction and treats politeness as a discursive social practice in an 

ongoing situation, to examine politeness in informal cross-cultural negotiation between 

Chinese and American participants. 

Research Questions 

This study seeks to answer the following two research questions: (1) what is the 

evidence in the data that the participants are adhering to the negotiation norms of their 

own culture, i.e. enacting politic behavior? (2) What is the evidence in the data that the 

participants are going beyond politic behavior, as required in the norms of each culture, 

to enact “politeness” and/or “impoliteness”? 

Chapter 2 discusses the methodology used in this study, including describing the 

data collection procedure and outlining the analytic framework. Chapter 3 describes the 

findings in the seven cross-cultural quotidian negotiation situations. Chapter 4 focuses 

on the supplemental data: retrospective accounts. In Chapter 5, the main findings of the 

analysis are discussed and evaluated. Finally, in Chapter 6, the conclusions are drawn 

and the implications of the study for future research are discussed. 
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CHAPTER 2 
METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This chapter elaborates the methodological framework of this study, reviews the 

major data elicitation methods in cross-cultural communication research, and describes 

the data collection and data analysis in this study. The advantages and disadvantages 

of the various methodological approaches are discussed in this chapter. 

Methodological Framework Used in this Study 

There are two research methodological frameworks, quantitative and qualitative. 

Quantitative methodologies usually use application of statistics to typically a large 

number of subjects, whereas qualitative research obtains more in-depth information, 

discovers meanings, and reveals the subtlety and complexity of cases or issues 

(Silverman 2001). Creswell (1994, 2003) states that quantitative methodology uses 

numbers as data to describe events while qualitative research relies on the written or 

spoken word to analyze relatively few participants. 

According to Cassell (1994), quantitative methods are strong for stating the 

research problem in very specific and set terms and achieving high levels of reliability of 

gathered data and eliminating or minimizing subjectivity of judgment. However, it usually 

contains little information on the context of the situation and lacks in-depth description of 

a social behavior. As the contrary, qualitative methodology is less driven by very 

specific hypotheses and more concerned with descriptions. Qualitative researchers are 

concerned with describing and interpreting a certain phenomena happening in the social 

contexts (Fryer, 1991). Ting-Toomey (1984) listed three characteristics of qualitative 

research. First of all, qualitative research focuses on description of conversations. 
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Secondly, qualitative research aims at interpreting the principles people use in activities, 

such as the norms people abide by in a specific situation. Lastly, qualitative research 

examines contexts relevant to the interpretation of discourse. It provides a descriptive 

analysis of the examined event which cannot be explained using numbers and statistical 

analysis. McKay (2006) argues that which one to employ, qualitative or quantitative 

methodology, depends on the following factors: the research questions, the preference 

of the researcher, and the constraints existing in undertaking the research. 

The purpose of this study is to discover, based on Watts’s politeness model, how 

politic behaviors and (im)politeness are negotiated and manifested by Chinese and 

American participants in seven negotiation situations. This research will focus on 

description and interpretation of politeness in interactive context between two 

participants from different cultures, which therefore calls for qualitative methodology that 

provides detailed examination and interpretation of a speech event. Qualitative 

methodology takes into account the specific dynamic aspects of the conversational data 

and at the same time pays attention to the choices participants make (Cohen, 2004). 

Since the focus in this study is on interactive conversational activities, a 

methodology that can provide an in-depth, dynamic and systematic analysis of linguistic 

behaviors in interactive contexts needs to be selected. In some politeness research 

where Brown and Levinson’s politeness theory is adopted, quantitative methodologies 

are used to provide statistical evidence of the quantity of different strategies. However, 

for one thing, politeness does not equate with facework mitigation strategies as 

elaborated in the first chapter; for another, quantitative analytic methods cannot capture 

the intricate negotiation of politeness present in the dynamic ongoing conversation in a 
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specific context, which is the focus of this study. In addition, qualitative analytic methods 

are a powerful methodology in understanding culture and behaviors (Patton, 1980) that 

are closely related to the behaviors the participants from the U.S. and China present in 

this research. Therefore, a qualitative approach, whose nature is interpretive and which 

seeks to analyze the interactive procedures associated with the social practice of 

politeness, is adopted in this study. 

Methods in Cross-Cultural Communication 

A wide variety of elicitation methods of data collection has been applied to 

research of cross-cultural communication. Gass & Neu (1996), in their book Speech 

Acts across Cultures: Challenges to Communication in a Second Language, write 

eleven chapters reporting on thirteen data collection techniques. With the exception of 

two studies which used TV commercials and puzzle-solving tasks to generate talk, all 

the studies used three data elicitation techniques: DCTs (three written, two oral), role 

plays (four), and retrospective interviews (two) to collect speech act behaviors. The 

DCT is by nature a type of questionnaire with these characteristics: it is written, one has 

time to think and plan ahead before he/she starts to write, and there is no interaction 

involved (Bardovi-Harlig & Hartford, 1993; Kasper and Dahl, 1991). For the role play, 

participants are asked to respond orally to a scenario where context is provided and 

performance is required. Retrospective interviews require participants to retrospect on 

their performance, for example, of role plays that they have conducted. Following is a 

review on various elicitation methods used in cross-cultural communication studies, 

including questionnaires, DCTs and role plays (Kasper and Dahl, 1991).  
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Discourse Completion Tests  

Questionnaires in discourse research usually refer to Discourse completion test 

(DCTs). The DCT is often referred to as written role plays, asking participants to fill out 

their responses to a given scenario. There are two kinds of DCTs: open questionnaires 

where no turn follows, and dialogue completion tasks where a reply is provided (Kasper 

1991). Beebe and Cummings (1996) compare data from DCTs and naturally occurring 

telephone conversations and summarize the advantages of DCTs as follows: (1) they 

collect a large amount of data quickly; (2) they provide classification of formulas and 

strategies; (3) they study socially appropriate responses and obtain insights into the 

social factors influencing performance.  

Although Bardovi-Harlig and Hartford (2005) state that questionnaires are the most 

commonly used elicitation procedure in pragmatics, Rose (2000) is opposed of applying 

and relying on one method to collect data. This is because participants write what they 

think they should say on DCTs, not necessarily what they will actually produce in reality 

(Boxer, 2002), which brings discrepancy between what they write and what they do 

eventually. For example, the utterances that the participants write on a questionnaire 

that they claim they would speak in the situation of making an apology can be different 

from what they actually say in such a situation. In addition, the space limitation may 

restrain the participants to write down only first turn of a sequence of a speech act, thus 

making it difficulty for the researcher to analyze how discourse is managed sequentially 

by turns (Beebe & Cummings, 1985, 1996; Rintell and Mitchell, 1989). Therefore, Tran 

(2004) states that the problem a questionnaire has is that the data is not equivalent to 

actual production data. 
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Interviews 

Tran (2004) distinguished three types of interviews: self-revelation, self-

observation and self-report interviews. Ericsson and Simon (1984, 1993) also call self-

revelation interview a think-aloud technique, which requires participants to verbalize 

their thought processes when working on a specific task. For instance, this technique is 

frequently used by teachers in the classroom. When a student answers a question, a 

teacher asks the student how he or she arrived at such an answer by uttering a 

question such as what makes you think so or how do you know that. In this way, 

students are guided in the right direction and are encouraged to think independently. A 

self-report interview is also called an ethnographic interview, where the researcher 

interviews participants who are generally native speakers, regarding their understanding 

of certain social act. This kind of interview is usually based on a participant’s memory on 

their past experience. A self-observation interview is used in this study. Followed is an 

elaboration on this type of interview. 

A self-observation interview is also called a retrospective interview. In this 

interview, participants observe their performance on video or audiotapes and are asked 

questions regarding their interpretation of their past behavior and their utterances. 

Cohen and Olshtain (1993) state that the advantage of this interview is that it helps the 

researcher to gather participants’ evaluation and understanding towards in the process 

of their communicative performance. They add that this kind of interview enriches non-

native participants’ performance if it is carried out in their first language. Therefore, this 

study on cross-cultural negotiation behaviors requires the participants to express their 

thoughts in their own native languages.  
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A disadvantage is that the reliability is reduced if the interview is not conducted 

shortly after the participants’ performance (Cohen & Olshtain, 1993). This kind of 

retrospective method also has its limitations in that participants may either consciously 

or unconsciously report inaccurate information about their behavior and the reasons for 

it, or they may remain unaware of some aspects of their actions (Ericsson & Simon, 

1987, 1993). 

Role Plays 

There are two types of role plays: closed and open role plays (Gass & Houck, 

1999; Kasper & Dahl, 1991). Closed role plays require participants to reply to a scenario 

provided by the researchers. The role play designer asks questions which were already 

prepared and the role play participants respond to them. From this perspective, the 

closed role play is more like an oral DCT. The closed role play is usually less flexible 

and less interactive. Open role plays first describe a scenario and then participants act it 

out, so participants have some flexibility in the interaction and the outcome is usually 

unspecified. 

The role play has many advantages according to Tran (2004). First, the data 

obtained from the role play is from actual oral communication rather than in written form 

and participants can talk as much as they want and develop the conversation topics 

freely. Second, it provides an efficient way for the researcher to collect data from 

different scenarios. Last, the open role play has been widely agreed to have the 

advantage of providing sufficient information in a discourse context for an examination 

of the research questions (Kasper & Dahl, 1991; Kasper, 2000). The role play requires 

the speakers’ similar processing abilities as naturally occurring interaction, in other 
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words, the participants need to react interactively and cognitively in a similar way 

(Kasper & Blum-Kulka 1993; Eisenstein & Bodman 1993; Tran, 2004). 

There are two disadvantages concerning role plays (Tran, 2004; Kasper & Blum-

Kulka 1993). First, the participants sometimes have to produce a speech event/act 

which they may not be interested in; second, sometimes the participants exaggerate the 

interaction to dramatize the effect, which may not be practically what they want to say.  

Data Collection 

Type of Data 

There are two types of role plays: closed and open role plays (Tran, 2004; Gass & 

Houck, 1999; Kasper & Dahl, 1991). The major source of data of this study is from role 

play. Naturally occurring negotiation situations, especially cross-cultural negotiations, 

are very difficult to encounter. It is not practical to wait for such an occasion and record 

a naturally occurring interaction between a Chinese participant and an American 

participant, since the chance of encountering such a situation is very slim. Due to this 

practical problem arising from the low frequency of occurrence of natural negotiation, 

open-ended role play is adopted as the main data collection method in this study.  

Besides practicality consideration, role play data is able to provides authentic 

resource for this research project since participants usually are not consciously aware of 

the linguistic phenomena that are focuses of a researcher’s investigation (Kasper & 

Blum-Kulka 1993; Kasper, 2000; Tran, 2004). Role play data are therefore useful in light 

of the goals of this study and they provide sufficient information in discourse context to 

allow an in-depth investigation of the sequential and interactive dimensions of 

politeness. 
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A questionnaire was first distributed to the participants to obtain information on 

everyday negotiations that had happened to them. Specifically, in addition to their 

personal background, the participants were asked to respond to who were the people 

they sometimes convince or argue with in their work and personal life and elaborate the 

events. The results were used to design the role plays, which are the main resource of 

data. In other words, the role plays were designed based on the participants’ experience, 

or at least they were feasible contact situations for the participants. 

The major data source in this study is the role plays. The data consist of one audio 

recorded dyadic conversations based on each of the seven situations. Each pair 

comprises an American participant and a Chinese participant. One of the questions in 

the questionnaire was that the participants were asked to reflect and elaborate the 

negotiation experiences that they encountered in the past. Based on the information 

from the questionnaire, seven situations were designed: negotiations with a roommate, 

a professor, a teaching assistant, an officemate, a neighbor, a landlord, and a friend. 

Most of the situations created were based on the participants’ real experience and the 

participants in most cases were asked to act as themselves, for example, as a 

roommate, as a university student, as a teaching assistant, and as a lab worker. This is 

to avoid having participants acting in situations which may be less likely to occur in real 

life and hence may be unfamiliar to them. As is pointed out by Cresswell (1994), 

unfamiliarity with situations may cause problems for speakers, leading them to produce 

inappropriate utterances in such contexts. The situations are open ended so that the 

conversation is not constrained but had to be negotiated in the actual encounter. This 
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characteristic is to enhance the participants’ personal, active involvement in the 

situations and to allow free development of an interaction.  

An informal retrospective interview was carried out individually after the role plays. 

The interviews were to investigate participants’ interpretation of their own behaviors. 

Shortly after the role plays, the participants individually were asked to view their own 

and the other party’s behaviors orally in their native language, and to comment upon 

segments of the interaction. 

The triangulation process, which means using more than one form of evidence or 

more than one procedure, is employed (Johnstone, 2000) in this study. Specifically, 

triangulation here is realized through collecting data in three ways: questionnaire, role 

plays and interviews. Triangulation is used to generate and integrate findings from 

different perspectives and verify the researcher’s interpretations of what is being studied 

(Silverman, 2001). After an initial discourse analysis of politeness behavior manifested 

in the role plays, the researcher examines the interview data and brings the participants’ 

own interpretation and understandings in for further analysis. The findings from the 

retrospective interviews will be compared with the analyses of the role plays.  

Participants 

The role play data consist of seven interactive conversations involving 14 

participants, seven Americans whose native language is English and seven Chinese 

were from Mainland China. All of them are users of English, who are aged from 25 to 35 

years old. They were working or conducting graduate study and research in a major 

university in southern part of the United States. The Chinese participants were the same 

informants as those who completed the questionnaire.  
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Procedures 

The recording of the role plays occurred in a room where only the two participants 

were present. According to Johnstone (2s000), having people tape themselves is the 

best way to proceed, without the researcher being present. Therefore, the researcher 

did not participate in the data collection of the role plays. Prior to the recording, each 

participant was given a role description by the researcher. Afterwards, the participants 

were left alone in the room and asked to act out the situation. No time limit was given.  

The data collection consisted of three procedures. Firstly, all the Chinese and 

American participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire aiming mainly at obtaining 

their negotiation experiences that were used to design the role plays. This took about 

15-20 minutes. Secondly, two days later, the role plays, which are the major source of 

the data, were recorded. The participants conducted dyadic conversations in pairs 

based on the seven situations. It took 10-20 minutes for each pair to role play one 

scenario. Each participant was given a piece of paper/card describing their situation, 

role and possible goals (participants’ goals were not revealed to each other in advance). 

Lastly, shortly after the negotiation, follow-up interviews were conducted by the 

researcher with individual participant in order to gain insights into their behavior – i.e. 

their perceptions of the negotiation. The interviews sought to discover the participants’ 

perceptions of their own actions and the actions of the other interactants. During these 

follow-up interviews the tape recording was replayed, and general as well as specific 

questions were asked. These interviews were also tape recorded. The follow-up 

interview provides insight into the processes which occur at the time of the original 

interaction. It also permitted the participants to clarify certain communication problems, 
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and also to verify the participants’ perceptions of discord in the communication. Each 

interview took 5-10 minutes. Every participant was paid $10 for participating in the study. 

Transcriptions 

The data were first transcribed by the researcher, and then checked by a native 

speaker of American English for accuracy. Because this research project adopts Watts’ 

politeness model as its theoretical framework, the transcription conventions used by 

Watts (2003) were followed for the data transcription. The transcript applies the HIAT 

conventions (Ehlich, 1993). The main feature of HIAT is that speakers are assigned 

their own tracks, their utterances are shown simultaneously, as in a musical score. The 

transcription aims at giving as close revealing of the event without giving readers too 

many unnecessary details. The following are the conventions used and an illustration 

with an exception from the data in this study is provided. 

The following negotiation excerpt is between an American professor and her 

Chinese student on submission of the student’s lab report. S refers to the student and P 

stands for the professor. 

1S: …uh, uh.. are you busy nowˊ\ could you do me a favorˊ\ could you please 
2 allow me\ to postpone handing in my lab reportˊ 
 
3 P: ok \why cannot you turn it in 
 
4S: uh..(2).. you know\ I’m taking 3 core courses this semester\ 
 
5 P:                                                                                     eh-hen 
 
6 S:                                                  and two of them have projects 
7 \one of the projects will be due\..:er: also will be due this Friday 
 
8 P:                          right 
 
9 S:                          and this project is team project\I need to discuss 
10 many things with my team partners\ 
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11P:                eh-hen\ 
 
12S:                so \I’m afraid\ I can NOT finish the old lab report this Friday\ 
13 by time 
 
14P: ok\ eh-hen 
 
15S: yeah\ I almost finished the report\ but I still need some time to\ ..uh.. to do 
16 more tests and\ … do more research\ so I’m afraid \..:er:.it’s not a good time for 
17 me submit this lab report this Friday  
 

Analytical Framework 

The qualitative analytical method for this study is discourse analysis. Stubbs (1983) 

defines discourse analysis as an analysis of language use beyond the boundaries of a 

sentence, with consideration of the interrelationships between language and society. 

Similarly, LoCastro (2003) states that discourse analysis investigates the choices 

participants make in their utterances as well as patterns appeared in specific context. 

This discourse analytic method is different from the strictly inductive procedure of 

conversation analysis. Discourse analysis is not only able to describe the structure of a 

conversation but also can pay attention to the interaction which may influence the 

participants’ choose of utterances, as well as take participants’ cultural background and 

their intentions under consideration. The emphasis in CA, however, is on detailed 

description of patterns and regularities in conversation, and only the structural aspects 

of interaction. In addition, since conversation analysis serves the main purpose of 

examining a single cultural context, it is not appropriate for analyzing interaction 

between people from different cultural backgrounds because such interlocutors have 

different expectations and interpretations of norms during interaction. Therefore, this 

study adopts discourse analysis as its analytic method, which places conversation in a 

broader context than is the case in conversation analysis. 
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Specifically, targeting at the two research questions, discourse analysis in this 

study describes and interprets politic behaviors and (im)politeness conducted 

respectively by American and Chinese participants in seven negotiations, specifically 

the different interpretations of such behaviors by the participants who have different 

cultural backgrounds, as well as the negotiation norms manifested in informal 

negotiations. Based on Watts’s definition, the behaviors that meet the negotiation norms 

are politic behaviors, while the ones exceeding the norms can be considered as polite 

or impolite depending on the participant’s interpretation. The negotiation strategies in 

each culture, namely, American culture and Chinese culture, are regarded as norms in 

negotiations, since strategies function as norms serving to enable or constrain 

negotiations (Chiu, 1990; Putnam, 1992, Leung & Bond, 1984; Zhang & Yang, 1998; 

Ambler & Witzel, 2004; Faure, 1999; Fang, 1999, Graham, 1986). Chapter 1 has 

introduced and elaborated the negotiation strategies or norms normally used by 

Americans and Chinese in different stages of negotiation. The negotiation strategies are 

considered as politic behaviors for Americans and Chinese based on Watts’ politeness 

theory and are used as the baseline in this study. 

Since Americans and Chinese have different negotiation norms, interpretations of 

each others’ behavior from each end can be different. In other words, the politic 

behavior, such as making a direct threat, considered appropriate by the Americans, can 

be open to being interpreted as impolite by the Chinese whose norms avoid this. On the 

other hand, asking many questions, which is regarded as politic behavior by Chinese, 

can be open to being interpreted as impolite by the Americans because they deviate 

from their negotiation norms. The researcher investigates the unmarked politic 
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behaviors which adhere to the negotiation norms based on the baseline, as well as 

marked behaviors which are beyond the negotiation norms and which are open to be 

interpreted as (im)polite behaviors. The data analysis was carried out mainly on their 

behaviors in the negotiations, with a supplemental analysis on their own feedback and 

interpretation in retrospective interviews. 
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CHAPTER 3 
DATA ANALYSIS 

Introduction 

This chapter analyzes the role play data in this study, which is the main body of 

data of this study. The retrospective account data, which is the supplemental data, will 

follow in the next chapter. This chapter assesses whether the participants are adhering 

to negotiation norms and whether the utterances are regarded as politic behavior. In 

addition, if participants are going beyond the politic behavior required in the norms of 

the two cultures, whether they are enacting “politeness” and/or “impoliteness” are 

examined as well in this chapter. Based on Watts’ politeness theory (2003), which is the 

theoretical framework of this research study, behaviors that meet the negotiation norms 

are politic behaviors; those exceeding the norms can be considered as polite or impolite 

depending on the participants’ interpretation. The role plays comprised of seven 

informal negotiation scenarios respectively between a professor and a student, between 

two neighbors, between an instructor and a student, between a landlord and a tenant, 

between two friends about borrowing money, between two officemates, and between 

two roommates.  

Chapter 1 has elaborated on the four stages of a cross-cultural negotiation 

between Americans and the Chinese. Briefly, the four stages are: nontask sounding, 

exchange of information, persuasion, and concessions and agreement. The nontask 

sounding discusses topics other than business to show friendliness as well as to learn 

about the other party’s background and interest. The information exchange, the second 

stage, deals with the parties’ needs and preferences. Persuasion in the third stage 

involves each other’s attempts to modify one another’s subjective expectations through 
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the use of various strategies. The final stage, including concessions and agreement, 

reaches an agreement that usually is the summation of a series of concessions 

(Graham & Lam, 2004; Fang, 1999). Based on Watts’ politeness theory (2003), the 

seven role plays are analyzed in accordance to the four stages in this chapter. 

The analyses of the role play data are in the order of a negotiation between a 

professor and a student, a negotiation between two neighbors, a negotiation between a 

teaching assistant and a student, a negotiation between a landlord and a tenant, a 

negotiation between two friends, a negotiation between two officemates, and a 

negotiation between two roommates. The participants of every role play include a native 

American participant and a native Chinese participant. 

Negotiation between a Professor and a Student 

Analysis 

The following informal negotiation is between an American professor and her 

Chinese student about submission of the student’s lab report. The Chinese student 

initiated the conversation, hoping that her professor could give her permission to 

postpone submitting the report since she was busy with other projects as well. 

Compared with her professor, this Chinese woman spoke rather slowly and in a low 

voice at the beginning. We will examine how they conversed at different stages of the 

negotiation. The following is a short excerpt: 

Example (1) 

1S: professor\ how are you 

2P: I’m fine\ thank you 

Based on the definitions of the different negotiation stages, which have been 

explained in detail in the previous methodology chapter, this extract can be classified to 
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the first stage: nontask sounding. In this first line, the student started the conversation 

by using a formulaic utterance: how are you. The professor responded also with a 

formulaic utterance: I’m fine, thank you. Since a greeting is an interpersonal act which 

routinely requires some form of greeting as a response, we usually have two utterances 

to complete the process, which is called an adjacency pair. A greetings is not inherently 

polite, instead, it is an appropriate behavior in a conversation, contributing to the smooth 

functioning of verbal interaction (Watts, 2003). This is the case for the above excerpt. 

The student’s greeting of how are you and the professor’s positive response of I’m fine, 

thank you are appropriate in the situation, which are interpreted as politic behavior. 

Although how are you should be responded to, it is rare to use the opportunity to 

give an extended description of one’s health or one’s mental or affective state. A brief 

response is usually normal. However, in the following excerpt, following the professor’s 

positive reply, the student expressed her concern about her professor’s health, 

specifically, dental problem. 

Example (2) 

1S: uh..I heard that you went to see a dentist last week\ I know it’s painful\ uh.I 
2 hope you are feeling better now 
 
3P:…(1 second pause) uh..yeah..thanks\ can I help you with something 

In addition to the formulaic greeting, the Chinese student expressed her personal 

concern of the professor’s specific condition of dental health and showed her personal 

sympathy. This behavior explicitly fits in Chinese negotiation strategies of the first stage. 

In the first stage of nontask sounding, Chinese usually start with relatively long informal 

nontask talk, while Americans do so very briefly or not at all. At the very beginning, to 

serve the purpose of getting closer to the other party of the negotiation psychologically, 
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therefore it seems that this Chinese student tried this strategy to make her professor 

feel that, emotionally and physically, she understood her pain and was very 

compassionate for her. 

However, this Chinese strategy commonly used at the first stage of negotiation 

may not be expected by the American professor. We can see that from the professor’s 

relatively long pause and her slight stuttering reacting to the student’s utterance, which 

could have resulted from her unexpected surprise due to the student’s concern on her 

health. For the American professor, the dental issue may be her personal business and 

it is not appropriate for a student to bring it up and express sympathy. She then 

immediately discarded the topic by changing to a direct question, can I help you with 

something. In accordance to Chinese tradition, the person’s response towards the 

other’s concerns and care cannot simply be uh, yeah, thanks; otherwise it is regarded 

as indifferent or inappropriate. The normal and appropriate reply usually contains heart-

felt appreciation and/or description of the medical procedures. Therefore, the 

professor’s brief reply can be interpreted as inappropriate or impolite from the Chinese 

student’s point of view. The next excerpt on the immediate response from this student 

supported this point. This excerpt involves the second stage of negotiation: information 

exchange. 

Example (3) 

1S: …uh, uh.. are you busy nowˊ\ could you do me a favorˊ\ could you please 
2 allow me\ to postpone handing in my lab reportˊ 
 
3P: ok \ why can’t you turn it in 
 
4S: uh..(2).. you know\ I’m taking 3 core courses this semester\ 
 
5P:                                        eh-hen 
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6S:                                       and two of them have projects \one of the projects 
7 will be due\..:er: also will be due this Friday 
 
8P:                          right 
 
9S:                          and this project is team project\I need to discuss many things 
10 with my team partners\ 
 
11P:                       eh-hen\ 
 
12S:                       so \I’m afraid\ I can NOT finish the old lab report this Friday\by   
13 time 
 
14P: ok\ eh-hen 
 
15S:       yeah\ I almost finished the report\ but I still need some time to\ ..uh.. to do 
16 more tests and\ (1.3) do more research\ so I’m afraid \..:er:.it’s not a good time 
17 for me submit this lab report this Friday  
 

At this stage of information exchange, the Chinese student put forward a request 

followed by a very long, even redundant explanation, while her American professor 

asked one direct question: why cannot you turn it in. Usually students know that it is 

their responsibility to submit his/her homework on time, or the consequence will be on 

him/her and it is “legitimate”. This Chinese student apparently had some difficulty to 

fulfill her responsibility so she tried to negotiate with her professor about her special 

circumstance. To achieve this goal, she used an indirect request supported by 

lengthy explanation. This is a very typical strategy when Chinese make a request in 

the process of a negotiation. She first used the utterance of could you do me a favor 

to ask for the hearer’s permission to make the request. Then this Chinese student 

attempted another indirect request by starting with could you please. Obviously, her 

request can be expressed either straightforwardly or simply made by one indirect 

request instead of two. This Chinese student tried to be “indirect enough” to achieve 

her goal, in other words. Her indirect request is in excess of the required politic 
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behavior of the interaction and is open to interpretation as polite. Compared to the 

Chinese student, the American professor was straightforward. Her direct questioning 

of the student’s request surprised the student to some extent, which can be reflected 

in the student’s slight hesitation. Since this kind of questioning may be beyond the 

student’s expectation or her ritualized understanding of the ways to bring up a 

question in response to her polite request, it could be interpreted as inappropriate by 

the student.  

Following is the third stage of negotiation, persuasion, where both Americans and 

Chinese use some positive strategies such as promises, recommendations, rewards, 

and so on and some negative strategies such as threat, where the degree of threat, 

however, varies greatly. After hearing the Chinese student’s explanation, the American 

professor first stated that she had an out-of-state conference to go to shortly after the 

original deadline of the lab report, which made it impossible for the student to turn it in 

late. Then she responded to the student’s request in a negative way as follows. 

Example (4)  

1P: also\ you’ve known about this deadline for a while \you know\ I didn’t assign 
2 this RECENTLY\ you know\ for some time\ and I really don’t think it’s fair for 
3 other students\ because I know YOU have a lot of work\ but I am sure OTHER  
4 students have a lot of work too\ you know so.. 
 
5S:  uh.yeah..\ so\ if I submit the report this Friday 
 

In this example, the professor used the negative appeal strategy, which attempts to  

increase one’s anxiety about not doing something or stresses the loss they will 

experience as a consequence. As a response, the student gave a brief pause, but she 

seemed not stunned at her professor’s direct remarks which probably left her little room 

for further explanation. In the process of negotiation, negative appeals are less 
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frequently used in comparison with positive strategies for Chinese negotiators, but still 

are considered as one of legitimate negotiation strategies if used in a negotiation. 

According to the negotiation norms in the U.S., however, negative appeals as a 

negotiation strategy like the above is commonly used and thus may not be interpreted 

as impolite for Americans. In addition, the status of a professor is regarded as higher 

than that of a student, thus yielding more power to apply the negative appeal strategy 

for the professor in this situation. Therefore, for both sides, it is regarded as the 

unmarked behaviors which are appropriate in the negotiation context, hence are politic 

behaviors. Following is another excerpt: 

Example (5) 

1P: so\uh\ I know many students also\ eh\ also have many work to do\ but they  
2 can submit the report on time 
 
3S: eh-hen\ but I have\ eh\ a special case\ 
 
4P:                                                    \uh-huh 
 
5S:                                      because when I do the lab\ eh\ do   
6 eh\ do \doing the experiment\ I’m \eh \it’s my fault not to write it very well\ I 
7 found my fault in my report\ so I need to\ eh\ need to do more details 
… 
8S: I’m afraid I have no time to do it before Friday\ but I am sure\ I can give you  
9 this weekend \so you still have time to review it and return to me.. 
 

In the above extract, the Chinese student appeared very persistent. She raised the 

request again with an excuse and promised her professor that she would be able to 

finish it up by the weekend so that the professor would still have a chance to read it 

before going for the conference. It is obvious that the professor’s earlier clear negative 

responses to her request and unfavorable comparison between her and her classmates 
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did not change the student’s initial intention. She was looking for a chance to propose it 

again and she made it.  

In response to the student’s repeated request, the professor finally took the 

negative strategy of threat. Consider the following extract: 

Example (6) 

1P: if\ the best \the only thing that I can allow you to do is\ if you submit your lab 
2 report after the deadline\ then I will lower it one letter grade from your lab report 
3 grade 
 
4S:                    <CLEAR THROAT>..but\ eh\ if eh \I do excellent in 
5 your lab report\ do youˊ\ 
 
6P: (sound impatient) if you get an A\ 

 
7S:                                   eh-hen\ 
 
8P:                            if you do so well that normally you would get   
9 an A \the best you will get is B 
 
10S: (3, long pause then very low voice, surprisingly) WHYˋ 
 

The direct threat of lowering one letter grade no matter how well the Chinese student 

had an effect on the student. In Chinese negotiation norms, chances that a direct threat 

is uttered are very low, although indirect threat is considered appropriate and unmarked. 

Therefore, the Chinese student’s turn in lines 4 and 5 reflect her embarrassment and 

discomfort because she was aware of the negative force from the professor: she spoke 

intermittently following a clearing of her throat, which might be used to cover her 

surprise at the professor’s straightforward threat and to mitigate the damage to her self-

esteem. She tried to offer another way to compensate for her delay; however, it was 

responded to negatively again by the professor. It is likely that the student would 

evaluate the professor’s response as unfair or not appropriate as bordering on being 
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impolite. It is reflected by the student’s response in the next turn in which she gave a 

significant pause as long as three seconds, followed by a stressed one word: why at a 

much lower volume level. 

Summary 

As can be seen from the above scenario between the American professor and the 

Chinese student, there are in general different understandings by each of them as to 

what is meant by appropriateness, politeness or impolite, which can be pertaining to the 

norms associated with a similar situation in each culture. To put it in a simple way, for 

instance, what might be considered appropriate by the American professor could be 

possibly interpreted as impolite by the Chinese student. This illustrated by example 6. 

Another facet revealed by the scenario is that impoliteness is an observable violation of 

politic behaviors, which is judged or assessed by the conversation participants 

themselves. 

Negotiation between Neighbors 

Analysis 

The following scenario is between two neighbors, one each from the U.S. and 

China. The American neighbor is a young man in his 20s. He lives next door to the 

Chinese neighbor who is a woman at the similar age. They simply greet when they see 

each other outside. The American has an out-going personality. He seems to have 

many friends and likes throwing parties on weekends, sometimes even on weekdays 

such as Wednesday or Thursday. His friends take all the parking lot in front of the 

apartment building at party times so the Chinese woman sometimes has to park her car 

at quite a distant place. In addition, his dog barks more when his friends are around and 
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the noise disturbs the Chinese woman’s to some degree at night. The Chinese neighbor 

decides to negotiate with her neighbor about these issues that bothering her.  

In the following examples, M refers to the American young man and L refers to the 

Chinese woman. Let us start from the very beginning of the negotiation. In this 

negotiation, the first stage of nontask sounding is omitted, it goes directly to the second 

stage of information exchange.  

Example (7)  

1L: hi\I’m sorry\ I live next to you\ eh..eh.I heard some music from your home 
2 yesterday\ 
 
3M:      yeah\ we had a party last night\. 
 
4L:                                         oh\yeah\ because I have to study\.eh..in my 
5home\ the wall is not sound proof\ so.. 
 
6M:                                              yeahˊ 
 
7L:                          (2 seconds pause) eh\I think\ eh. sometimes you 
8 get too late at night \so can you\ eh\ I mean\ can you stop the party a little 
9 earlier\ leaseˊ\ @@ (softly and nervously) 
 
In this extract, the Chinese woman followed Chinese negotiation patterns to 

express her request, that is, explanation followed by request. She began her 

conversation with her neighbor with greetings hi and I’m sorry on line 1 to show her 

apology as she might consider that she was interrupting her neighbor. Apologizing with 

I’m sorry is a highly routinised, ritualistic linguistic formula which may form part of the 

politic behavior of a social interaction, which is defined as first-order politeness in Watts’ 

politeness theory (Watts, 2003). 

In lines 1, 2, 4, and 5, the Chinese woman, interestingly, tried twice to give hints to 

her neighbor to state the problem of “noisy music”. As explained in the introduction of 
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the scenario, the music from the American’s room is loud and noisy, which greatly 

disturbs the woman on some weekdays and almost all weekends. Under this “severe” 

situation, the woman still approached the man with an indirect manner and used some 

music to try to maintain the harmony between her and her neighbor. From a different 

perspective, gender difference could also contribute here, as usually women are more 

inclined to express themselves indirectly than men. She might have considered her 

attempts over and over as polite under this circumstance and would expect a mutual 

understanding and cooperative attitude as a return.  

It seems that, however, the young man did not understand it. He replied with an 

explanation on line 3 instead. The woman went on, still making an effort to give hints to 

the man from a different perspective, try to ascribing the problem to the quality of wall, 

which is not sound-proof. It is obvious that the woman hoped, this time, the young man 

could realize that she was actually bothered by his music at the party. She put the 

“blame” on the wall rather than on the young man, which again is considered to serve 

the purpose of avoiding any damage of the interpersonal harmony. Given the fact that 

the purpose of her visit was not realized by her neighbor after the above attempts, at 

last, after a two-second pause, she made a request indirectly whether the young man 

could end the parties earlier. She might have felt that her “beating around bushes” did 

not work since the man still had no idea on what brought her there. She used a little to 

minimize the required action, immediately followed by soft and nervous laughter to 

minimize the impact of the request and maintain their relationship.  

The following four examples (8), (9), and (10) in this role play data fall in the third 

stage of negotiation: persuasion. Typical of American negotiation styles, the young man 
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made his point throughout the negotiation and was not willing to make any concessions. 

In the first line below, he replied to the Chinese woman’s request to end the party a little 

earlier with not really, which is very negative and blunt. 

Example (8) 

1M: not really\ I mean\ we just have people over listen to the music\ you 
2 know\ sometimes we finish earlier\ but most of the time I guess.. we don’t finish 
3 that late\ we finish like 2 or 3\ 
 
4L:                              oh\ but\ but 2 or 3 is too late for me\ eh\ because usually I go 
5 to bed at 11\ so\ eh\ because when the party\ eh \is finished\ I can hear a lot of\  
6 like noise\ maybe they talk\ eh\ after they go out of your home\ and I still can  
7 hear them there around\ so\ eh \ 
 
8M:                                          well you 
 
9L:                                                \I wonder can you 
 
10M:                                                \uh-huh 
 
11L:                                                ask them to leave earlier \like (2 second pause) 
1212 or 11@@ (softly and nervously) 
 

The young man responded to the woman’s request negatively in a direct way by saying 

not really on line 1. His responses which are consisted of clear and direct wording are 

usually favorable in American culture. However, unlike the American tradition, Chinese, 

in order to reject a request or proposal, usually adopt various indirect ways so as to 

soothe the possible embarrassment and maintain the relationship. Obviously, the young 

man’s direct refusal was beyond the woman’s expectations, her following utterance 

appears to be stuttering and indecisive. On a second attempt, the woman used again 

the indirect way to repeat her request by saying I wonder can you to minimize dispraise, 

after explaining that how the noisy disturbed her at night. Followed is Example (9), 

which shows what the young man replied to her.  
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Example (9) 

1M:                                 you can always go 
2 to the library \ the 
 
3L:             and I cannot go to sleep \ at my \ in my apartment \so you know  
 
4M:                                                                          sure \ you know \ I mean \   
5I have never heard any complaint from the other neighbors \  
 
6L: (2).. eh ..I don’t know about other neighbors \ maybe I don’t know \ but \ eh\I 
7mean \since I live here and \eh 
 
8M: oh I live here too   
   
9L: @@ (softly and nervously) yeah \ I know you live here \ but  
 
10M:                                                           the apartment complex 
 
11L:                                                            but\   
12you interfere my 
 
13M:       hasn’t said  
 
14L:                my life 
 
15M:                     well \ you are trying to do the SAME thing \you are   
16trying to interfere with MY life by telling me not to have these parties \and have 
17fun \ so you  
 
18L:    \I’m not telling you not to have these parties\ I just want you to have it a 
19little earlier not \ and not to stay  
 
20M:                    well \I mean 
 
21L:                               too late\  
 
22M: we cannot really have it early\ because people are still doing stuff and \ no 
23one really gets ready to party until 11 o’clock 12 o’clock at night \ like \ eh \ the 
24other neighbors haven’t complained \ the apartment complex hasn’t said 
25anything \ this is..(2)..Gainesville\ this is a party town \ like \ when you came 
26here \you should have thought of that\  
 
27L: (3). eh .(2 ) but  \ @@ (softly and nervously) \ eh.. eh (silence) 
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In this extract, the man pointed out an alternative way for the woman to avoid the 

noise, such as going to the library. In addition, he reminded the woman that both of 

them live in the apartment complex and both of them have rights to do what they want 

to. All of the above was delivered in a straightforward, clear, and explicit manner by the 

man. She responded again with the light laughter. The man shifted the topic to 

demonstrate that the woman was intervening with his business since that, neither the 

complex nor other neighbors have ever complained about the noise. In doing so, the 

man interrupted the woman and prevented her from continuing with her turn at talk three 

times on lines 9, 11 and 14. He further blamed the woman for her ignorance on the fact 

that this town where they reside has been renowned as a place often throwing parties. 

The Chinese woman responded with uncomfortable laughter. In contrast to the indirect 

negotiation strategies used by the woman, the American man’s direct blame is open to 

interpretation as impolite by the Chinese woman.   

The last example involves the issue on parking lots. The Chinese woman asked if 

the man could have his friends park somewhere else rather than occupying all the spots 

in front of the apartment building, which resulted in her parking in a place quite far from 

where she lives. Followed are the man’s responses. 

Example (10) 
 
1M: well\ that’s something you need to take up with the apartment complex\ this  
2 complex doesn’t have visitor spots\ so we can park wherever we want\ and then  
3 they’re just getting the closest possible space  
 
4L:                                   but   
 
5M:                                    we cannot always keep apartment   
6 space reserved for YOU\ we don’t know\ I don’t know\ what type of car you 
7 drive\ so I don’t know if you’d be there already so\  
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8L:                                                                    ..eh.. 
  
9M: for that\ I cannot tell them to not park in the closer spot\ because you MAY\ or 
10 may NOT want to park there later on\ like\ it’s first come first served  
 
11L:                                                                                                  ..eh.. 
 … 
12L: (long pause) ok \eh\ yeah\ eh \so please ask your friends\ eh 
 
13M:                                              I’ll see what I can do\   
14 but no promises \all rightˊ 
 
15L:             ok\ but \I may talk to you or someone\ if you still are noisy to me\  
 
17M:ok\ 
 

In this part, the man gave more potentially impolite speech by stressing you, and may or 

may not. For example, the man claimed that “we cannot always keep apartment space 

reserved for YOU”, indicating that what the woman suggested to do might not be 

reasonable and acceptable. The Chinese woman used quite a few hesitatious such as 

eh, especially in line 4. Hesitatious is a pause filled with non-lexical phonetic component 

such as uhh, eh, ah, or even instances of stuttering. (Definition from Merriam Webster 

Online Dictionary). All of these show the woman’s uncertainty and inability to deal with 

the man’s direct remarks, which may be interpretable as impolite by the Chinese woman 

because they were in excess of what is expected in a similar situation in China. At the 

very last, on lines 15 and 16, the woman, for the first time in the whole negotiation 

process, used a negative strategy, namely, making a threat by stating that I may talk to 

you or someone if the situation recurs. A threat is an expression of intent to do harm or 

act out violently against someone or something (Putman, 1992). She used indirect 

threat which tends to be vague and ambiguous. This kind of threat suggests that a 

violent act could occur, not that it will occur, which is achieved by the modification may 
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in this case. Moreover, she did not overtly say who this someone is, but it could be the 

leasing office or even a policeman at the worst. Although a threat may be interpreted as 

impolite in most situations, it is, in the negotiation process, interpretable as unmarked 

politic behaviors since it belongs to one of the negotiation norms commonly accepted by 

both parties. The American man’s easy and quick reply of ok indicates that he felt 

comfortable with the woman’s threat in the negotiation, thus might interpret it as 

acceptable and appropriate. 

Summary 

Based on the above analysis between two neighbors, we can see that establishing 

the linguistic structures that are classified as polite or impolite does not stand its points 

in the above example. For example, even making a threat, as what the Chinese woman 

did at the end of the conversation, does not necessarily carry impolite interpretation and 

may be interpreted as appropriate in such a social interaction, namely, a negotiation 

situation. No linguistic expressions are considered inheritly politeness or impolite. In line 

with the analysis of the first scenario, the second role play once again demonstrates 

that different interpretations may be conducted by participants with distinct norms. What 

may be considered as appropriate behaviors could possibly be interpreted negatively 

and yield opposite effect on the hearer. This is particularly the case in cross-cultural 

communications. 

Negotiation between a Teaching Assistant and a Student 

Analysis 

The following negotiation is between a female Chinese teaching assistant, and an 

American student, female too, in her computer class. The students are required to 

submit their take home test online by 12:00pm on Monday. Late submission will result in 
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a zero. One of the Chinese TA’s students, however, sent her test 20 minutes late. The 

Chinese TA then gave her zero point. The student then approached the TA. K stands 

for the American woman, R for the Chinese TA.  

Example (11) 

1K: uh\ excuse me\ I wanted to talk to you about my take home test\ 
 
2R:                                               yeah\ ok\ 
 
3K:                                                                uh\ I submitted it late\because my dial-
4 up minutes were used up for the month\ and I couldn’t submit it online\ so I had   
5 to rush to school\ so I don’t feel it’s fair \that I got a zero on the assignment\ 
 
6 R:uh..yeah..yeah\ because\ because\ you submit your assignment late \you   
7 know in our course policy\ late submission will receive a zero\ 
 

The American student, K, started the conversation using excuse me to indicate that she 

may have interrupted the Chinese TA and she needed some time for a talk. Her 

utterances lie within the framework of politic behavior in this type of interaction, following 

the social norms in initialing an interaction. With an explicit statement of I don’t feel it’s 

fair that I got a zero on the assignment, the American woman directly brought up her 

dissatisfaction. Direct expressions like that are widely accepted in America, thus K’s 

utterance can be interpreted as unmarked or appropriate. However, R may interpret it 

as impolite from her point of view because of the fact that, in China, almost no student 

would dare to publicly and directly blame his/her teacher for a possible mistake, whether 

it results from the student himself/herself, or even the teacher. It might be very possible 

that R considered K’s complaint on lines 5 and 6 unexpected in a negative way. An 

interpretation on a certain behavior relates to the social norms that a person 

understands and takes for granted.   

Example (12) 
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1K: but I couldn’t submit it then\ I tried to get to school to submit it on time\ I 
2 spent a lot of time working on it \so I should at least get some credit for doing it\ 
 
3R:                                                                                                                yeah\  
4 understand \but you know\ uh (2 second pause) it’s a take-home test\ so you  
5 have a long week to finish that assignment\ why did you @@@ (soft laughter)   
6 wait for until the last minute to submit it\ so  
 
7K:well\ I didn’t know that my internet would be out when it’s the time to submit it\ 
8 and rushed to school to submit it\ 
 
9R:                                                  I’m sorry that I cannot give   
10 you\ uh\ some points\ because it will be unfair to OTHER students who   
11 submitted in time\ so the ONLY thing I can do for you\ is to suggest you to  
12 contact the professor to see if he accepts this situation\ 
 

After the student K explained the reason for the late submission, the Chinese TA strictly 

adhered to her point that zero is the only score that a late work can get, no matter what 

the excuse is. R provided her reasons to the student based on the class policy. R 

sounded very firm with her decision that it would be impossible to change the student’s 

score at this time, given the fact that the low grade was resulted from her own conduct. 

As R pointed out to the student: you have a long week to finish that assignment, why did 

you wait for the last minute to submit it. Finally, she proposed that the student approach 

the professor of this course to see if the professor could give her an exception. 

Summary 

In Example (12), we find it interesting as well as strikingly clear that, compared to 

the Chinese neighbor in the previous negotiation with her American neighbor, this 

American woman expressed herself straightforwardly and “boldly”. She directly pointed 

out that it would be an unfair deed if the Chinese gave her an unsatisfactory score. The 

word unfair alone could be a challenge to the Chinese teaching assistant’s status and 

show the student’s suspect on the assistant’s professional judgment. We will find out 
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the interpretation by the teaching assistant herself in the next chapter focusing on 

retrospective interviews.  

Negotiation between a Landlord and a Tenant 

Analysis 

This negotiation happened between a landlord, who is an American male and a 

tenant, who is a Chinese male. Due to certain unforeseen reasons, the Chinese man, 

named B thereafter, had to move out of his apartment 15 days later than the date stated 

on his lease. He approached his landlord, thereafter called D, with a hope to solve this 

problem as he expected. 

Example (13) 
 
1D: good morning\ 
 
2B: good morning\ uh. the thing is\ my lease will be _will be_ expire in 15 days\ 
 
3D:                                                                                                                  right\ 
  
4B:                                                                                                             uh\ but   
5 the problem is \uh\ I still have some personal reasons..er: (CLEAR THROAT) if  
6 you don’t mind\I want to live here\ I think\ uh.。 more than.. more than 15 days\ 
  
7D:                                                                                                                     um 
 
8B: so\ uh.. I just want to see \would you mind I living here\ until I move\ 
 
The American landlord D initiated the conversation by greeting his tenant B. 

Generally, a landlord always greets a person who steps into his/her office in the first 

place. This is appropriate behavior on a daily basis. We therefore consider it politic 

behavior. The first stage of the negotiation, nontask sounding, is simply composed of 

short greetings in this case. 
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After returning the greeting briefly, the Chinese man started to reveal his 

information, namely, he led the second stage of the negotiation. To serve this purpose, 

he respectively used the structures of the thing is on line 2, if you don’t mind on lines 5 

and 6, and just on line 8. Specifically, B used the formulaic, clause structure, which is 

the thing is on line 2, as a means to state his problem. When it is time to make a 

request for a longer stay, he added a phrase, if you don’t mind on lines 5 and 6. At the 

end of his turn in this example, he put into his request just, the downtoner which can 

mitigate the impact of his utterance. 

In Chinese negotiation norms, an indirect request other than a direct one is usually 

expected and considered appropriate. In example (13), the Chinese man started his 

request with an excuse, followed by if you don’t mind to soften it. Since the approach of 

indirectness is what expected by the norms in a Chinese negotiation, this kind of 

behavior could be regarded as appropriate by the Chinese man. On the contrary, 

Americans usually prefer directness in their utterances, therefore the tenant’s attempt 

might be regarded as polite, which is in excess of the appropriate behaviors in such a 

context.  

Hearing the tenant’s request, the landlord D refused B as indicated in the following 

example, because as he reminded the tenant that the provision in the contract is very 

clear that a tenant has to give sufficient written notice beforehand and to have vacated 

the apartment by the date in the contract. Both B and D need to adhere to the contract 

and make no exceptions. Following is example (14), focusing on persuasion, the third 

stage of negotiation. Next we will see that both of them tried to reach their goals by 

persuading each other.  
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Example (14) 
 
1B: yeah\ I know it’s hard to do\ but ..uh.. you know it’s very hard to a foreign 
2 student\ to find a place here\ (2 second pause) I think \uh. because I have been  
3 here for one year \uh. you maybe can offer me the convenience\ because\ uh\ 
4 it’s very hard for foreign students to find any apartment now\  
 
5D:yeah\ I certainly see your situation\ BUT unfortunately. um .my hands are tied\ 
6 I cannot really.. I am responsible to the owner of the apartment complex 
  
7B:uh 
 
8D: and I really cannot make any exceptions\ 
 
9B: er: but it’s just about less than one month\ I can\ I can\ pay more money than 
10 the days to be here\ 
 
11D: so you were saying that \you will pay BEYOND what the amount would be in 
12 the lease for the monthˊ 
 
13B: right\ right  
 
14D: would you be willing to pay \um. the amount for that month plus another  
15 full month for\  
 
16B:                uh\  
 
17D:                the 15 days\ 
 
18B:                yeah 15 days\ 
 
19D:                                 it would be two months rent\ would you   
20 be willing to pay thatˊ 
 
21B: uh..two monthsˊ  
 
22D: uh-huh \ right  
 
23B:              um..(SILENCE) 
  
24D: would you be willing to do thatˊ 
 
25B: (SILENCE)   
 
26D: if you are reluctant to do that\ then you cannot\  
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27B:                                                          I think it’s a little too expensive\   
There are two places drawing attention in the example (14), both related to the Chinese 

tenant. One is the strategy that B used to appeal to the landlord’s sympathy. He spoke 

the same sentence twice, it’s very hard for foreign students to find any apartment, in 

order to receive sympathy and understanding from D so that he could achieve his goal 

of living at the same place longer. He failed, however. This strategy is not listed in the 

negotiation strategies commonly used by the Chinese. In this case, assuming, B could 

have applied or learnt such a skill in the similar situations in the past, which has stored 

in his memory and ready to put into use when he feels the need. The schema of his 

habitus related to negotiation skills and strategies supplies him with some ways he 

orients himself in it. 

The second issue worthy of special attention is silence. B used silence twice when 

he was in opposition to D’s proposal on the two-month rent. Silence is at times a form of 

resistance. In American cultural language, silence signals a negative 

response. Extended silence could reveal a stronger opposing attitude. Silence is a 

frequently used tactic in Chinese negotiation.  

Example (15) 
 
1B: as you have known \ I’m really\  I’m really\ ..uh have poor salary from my RA   
2 position ..uh and one month more rent is really expensive for me\ 
 
3D:                                     uh-huh 
 
4B:                                                so could you\ uh\ give me another   
5 price for one more monthˊ\ I’m always a good tenant\if..uh\ if you give me a  
6 reasonable price for the additional days\ I’ll recommend you.uh..to the new  
7 incoming Chinese students from China\ 
 
8D:                                                       well\ let me think about it… 
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In an attempt to get a better deal, B tried another negotiation strategy, making a 

promise. He offered to the landlord by saying that if you give me a reasonable price for 

the additional days, I’ll recommend you to the new incoming Chinese students from 

China. Promises aim to provide the other party with a positive consequence which 

would make the other party feel positive. This strategy is open to being interpreted as 

appropriate or politic behavior in this negotiation context since it is one of the 

negotiation norms for both Americans and Chinese. It turned out to be useful, as the 

landlord changed his mind and asked for only two third of the rent for the additional 

month as a compromise. 

Summary 

The data in Example (13) once again show that the Chinese are more inclined to 

use indirect requests than direct and explicit ones as the Americans do. This can be due 

to their understanding of indirectness as an appropriate norm in interaction. In Example 

(14), one of the negotiation strategies used by Chinese, keeping silent, was adopted by 

the Chinese tenant, the role of which is considered to highlight negation. However, the 

perception of its role by the American landlord cold be different. There may be diversity 

in the evaluation of the strategy.  

Negotiation between Friends 

Analysis 

This negotiation is between two friends. It happened relatively long ago that an 

American man borrowed some money from the Chinese man. But he had forgotten 

about it. The Chinese, in this negotiation, intended to get his money back. The 

American man is called O and the Chinese N in the following examples. 
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In terms of Chinese culture, it is inappropriate or impolite behavior to ask someone 

who borrows money to return it, especially to ask in front of their face. Therefore, many 

Chinese people who have lent money to others will opt to forget about it if the lender 

forgets to return and providing the amount is not enormous. Therefore, this current role 

play involves an interesting situation which is triggered by money and the amount is 

unneglectable for a Chinese student who lives on a small amount of teaching or 

research assistantship in a different country. In this situation, rather than asking directly 

or giving it up, the strategy that the Chinese man used is to tell his American friend that 

it was he who needed money, hoping that it could serve as a reminder to his friend that 

he still owed him some money and should return it. Let us focus on the example (16), 

which is the second stage of a negotiation, information exchange. 

Example (16) 
 
1O: how are you doing\ 

 
2N:  good\ thank you\ have you brought the physics ??? textbook from the library? 
 
3O: yeah\ 
 
4N: I need to buy it too\ ‘cause it is.uh. our core course\ but I don’t have enough   
5 money with me today...and..uh..this afternoon it is our first class\ 
 
6O: uh. . that’s all right\ you can buy it after class\   
 
7N: ..but..it will be helpful\ if I can have the book in class today\ 
 
8O:                                                                                         yeah\ 
 
9N: .uh. but I need some money\ can I borrow your 20 bucks\ 
 
10O:                                                                           20 bucks\ 
 
11N:                                                                                 yeah\ 
 
12O: I don’t have 20 bucks to give you\ 
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14N: uh..(SILENCE) 
 
The American friend, O, started the conversation by greeting the Chinese man, N. 

When two friends see each other, usually they greet each other, which is based on the 

appropriation required by social norms. In other words, usually unaware of what drives 

their acts, they can perform appropriate practices following social norms and 

expectations based on habitus that they have developed. Therefore, the ritualized 

greeting pattern of how are you, fine thank you is open to interpretation as appropriate 

or politic behavior. 

A pervasive Chinese strategy is to assume that the meanings can be inferred from 

the context or from hints. N took much effort to indirectly remind O of the money issue 

but failed. In doing so, first N “sacrificed” himself by putting him in the fake situation who 

did not have enough money to buy the textbook which would be used in the afternoon, 

with a hope that this could help O remember the money that he borrowed. Unfortunately, 

it did not ring a bell for O. Given such a negotiation situation, N could simply ask for his 

money back directly. His strategy of giving hints or creating a similar situation is in 

excess of what is minimally required could be a token that the Chinese was trying to be 

polite than merely be appropriate, although this might be interpreted negatively by his 

American friend.  

Finally, after applying all the means and still O could not get his real intentions, he 

had to raise this issue by asking for a loan of $20 dollars from O. But it must have been 

out of his expectation that O refused him clearly and directly, since this is supported by 

his sudden silence thereafter, which may be interpreted as a result of unexpected 

surprise, disappointment or intentional pausing used to consider the next step. That is to 
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say, N showed signs that he had interpreted O’s behavior as impolite since it violates 

the politic behaviors for Chinese in operation in the interaction.    

After O turned him down, N had no way out but to clearly state his target, which is 

to ask for his money back.  

Example (17) 
 
1N: do you remember\uh.. you borrowed 20 bucks from me the other week and   
2 you didn’t pay me back yet so @@@ (SOFTLY) 
 
3O: oh \ my\ I forgot that\sorry  
 
4N:  that’s all right\but can you\ do you have a card or  somethingˊ 
 
5O: @@@ NO\   
 
6N:                   can you withdraw something for meˊ  
 
7O:                                                                        no\ I cannot go to the bank right   
8 now\ I’m kind of tight right now\so  
 
9N:                                                      could you ask your friend in class ˊ 
 
10O:   WHAT ˊI cannot ask somebody else to borrow money to give to YOU\ 
 
11N:   but\ I need the money to give to somebody else because I broke her CD\  
 
12O:                                                                                                      yeah\ but it 
13 has nothing to do with ME \ 
 
14N:                                   but\ I lent my money to you 
 
15O:                                                                             yeah\ but I don’t want to   
16 get involved in YOUR own problem\  
 
17N:                                                      but it is YOU\ who own me money\  
 
18O: but I  don’t have any money on me now\ 
 
19N: but I’m afraid that I could not believe you\ I’m sorry about it\ you told me the   
20 same thing..uh..at the end of last year\ maybe you forgot\.uh. we had finals at 
21 that time\ 
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22O:                  Oh\ yeah\ what about this\ I have lots of CDs in my apartment\ 
23 maybe..eh..I have the one you broke\ so 
 
24N:                                                                so I can replace it to herˊ 
 
25O:                                                                                        that’s right\   
  
26N: and you don’t need to return my money\ 
 
27O:                                                         yeah\  
 
28N: (2 second pause) could you give me some time to think about it\ I need to  
29 ask the lady\.uh. to see if it’s fine with her\ and  
 
30O:  all right\ 
 

In line 3, O uttered sorry, in addition to using oh my to atone for such an embarrassing 

situation. This apologetic marker is used to provide an appropriate response, hence is 

bordering on politic behavior.  

In lines 4, 7, 10, and 11, we find three questions which were delivered in a 

straightforward way: do you have a card or something, can you withdraw something for 

me, and could you ask your friend in class. All of the utterances were made by the 

Chinese interactant, N. His three suggestions on the methods to get this sum of money 

apparently sounded unreasonable and even absurd to his American counterpart. It is 

someone’s personal business to figure out a way to deal with their money problem. 

Moreover, in accordance with the negotiation norms in either Chinese negotiations or 

American negotiations, repeating the similar question implies disrespect and distrust 

toward the borrower. N’s behaviors were not taken as adequate, thus stayed negatively 

outside the bounds of politic behavior. They are open to being interpreted as impolite. 

Example (17) shows how O reacted to the two questions and how he have inferred 

the intention of the utterances. Looking at O’s lines in lines 6 and 9, a simple and 
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decisive response is found: no. O expressed his negative idea to N immediately after he 

heard each of the three questions. O rejected N’s requests with no attempt to mitigate 

the rejection. He even burst into laughter to show he was not in agreement with N’s first 

question, which is proved by a stressed no. The third time, when N even suggested he 

ask for money from his friend, O responded at no time with what, then explicitly blamed 

N for his inconsiderate of others. Although O reacted openly and negatively to all of the 

three questions uttered by N, he was still within the bounds of politic behaviors 

appropriate for the special situation of a negotiation. In American negotiations, 

directness, threats and punishments are allowed and considered as appropriate. 

Therefore, O’s behavior is open to being interpreted as politic behavior, although it may 

be interpreted as impolite by N.  

In lines 22, 23, and 24, N implicitly told O that he could not trust him because he 

seemed to have repeated the same excuse last year. However, instead of directly 

revealing O’s dishonest, N seemed to make excuse for O. He first apologized for his 

views on O, then further mentioned final exams which might have taken much of O’s 

time and energy, and could result in his forgetfulness of returning the money. His 

behavior is clearly in excess of the appropriate behaviors required in this situation, thus 

is interpretable as polite.  

Summary 

There are several occasions in this scenario where the Chinese participants used 

hints to remind his counterpart of an issue that he has forgotten. He might have 

interpreted his behaviors as polite but his American conversant could perceive it the 

other way round since the negotiation strategy the Chinese people applied violated his 
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norms. This actually happens frequently in encounters between people from different 

cultural backgrounds. This again raises the fact that politeness is evaluated and 

identified by both of the conversation participants as norm based, and as a natural 

consequence, same utterance could lead to different interpretations.  

Negotiation between Officemates 

Analysis 

This negotiation happened between two officemates respectively from the U.S. 

and China. The Chinese, male, wanted to continue using the American officemate’s 

(also a male) lab equipment for another few days. He approached his officemate to get 

his permission. The Chinese is called T and the American W in the following examples.  

Example (18) 
 
1T: hi P \ (the American’s name) 
 
2W: hi\  
 
3T: uh\ can I just ask you somethingˊ 
 
4W: sure\ 
 
5T: yeah\ uh\ I haven’t done with the equipment in your lab\ uh \can I.. can I  
6 borrow that equipment again\ because\ that’s because\ we temporally lost 
7 power that day\so I didn’t finish \and left a mess in the lab \I am sorry for that\  
 
8W:                             that’s ok\ how 
9 much more time do you need it for\  
 
10T: maybe\ uh\ another weekend\ 
 
11W:                             I cannot finish my project by this weekend\ maybe 
12 I can let you use it later\ 

 
In this example (18), which is the information exchange part of a negotiation, T and W 

first greeted each other in accordance with the politic behaviors expected by the 
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social norms. Then T raised his question which includes the word, just, functioning 

here as an understater. The question would have been appropriate to the politic 

behavior of the situation, so that just allows it to be potentially interpreted as 

politeness. In line 7, T made an apology to W for having left a mess in his lab 

because of the temporary loss of power. Although the mess ascribed mainly to the 

loss of power, T was responsible for the experiment and the lab that W allowed him to 

use. Therefore T’s behavior of making an apology can be interpreted as appropriate. 

Maybe T was trying to show W that he is a trustworthy person who can be lent the lab 

equipment without worry. 

Hearing that his schedule conflicted with W’s, T started the persuasion part. 

Example (19) 
  
1T: uh\ laterˊ\ what about next week\ I can do that at night\ 
 
2W:                                        I’m gonna need it from\ let’s see\ today’s Thursday\  
 
3T: yeah\ 
 
4W: so  
 
5T: maybe tomorrow nightˊ 
 
6W:                                 I need it 
 
7T:                                               I  
 
8W:                                      no\ I cannot\ uh\ my project is due a week from  
9 tomorrow\ so next Friday\ I pretty much can be using it nonstop till then\ so you 
10 can start using it NEXT Friday\  
 
11T:                                         NEXT Friday\oh that’s a little bit late\ can I use that 
12 for todayˊ 

 
13W:I’m currently planning on this\ uh\ I mean \I haven’t been able to work on it 
14 \uh\ Friday is like the best I can do\ 
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The behaviors of W and T in the above example fall into the politic behaviors since 

they are appropriate based on the norms in the situation. Even though W uttered the 

exact word of no to T in using his lab equipment, it is appropriate in this case. For one 

thing, directness is fully allowed in American negotiation norms and, for another, W 

provided the excuse in a very reasonable way why he would not be able to let T use the 

equipment before he give an answer. 

After W refused to lend the equipment to T, he suggested some alternative to T, 

such as using the equipment in another lab in a different department. After realizing that 

T may have some difficulty getting the equipment from others, W offered to help. Let us 

look at the example (20): 

Example (20) 
 
1W: but yeah\ if that doesn’t work out \starting next Friday\ you can use it \you can 
2 use my equipment again\uh..but before like we break for the day\could you 
3 please just sort of clean up a little bit ˊ\so I can start it tonight \or come back  
4 tonight after dinner\ just be like a fresh start work\ 
 
5T:                                                       oh\ I’m sorry \ I’m so sorry\ I apologize for 
6 that\ I’m very busy today ‘cause I have an exam tomorrow \so  
 
7W:                                                                   I mean the thing is like\ I cannot 
8 really get started till it’s a bit cleaner\ and if you can clean it over the next couple 
9 hours just when you get a chance \right now it’s 5:20\ so I have a meeting with  
10 the chair for the project at 5:45\ and then after that \I am gonna grab some 
11 dinner and head back here\ so figure if I get back here at 7:30\ no 7:45\ if you 
12 can clean it up by then \ then I’d be able to start tonight \and maybe get you the 
13 equipment earlier if I finish earlier\  
 
14T:                                             yeah\ I see\ ok\ I can do a quick clean up\   
 

W offered to help T if T found it hard to use someone else’s equipment. However, as a 

condition, W requested T to clean up the mess he had left in his lab the other day, 

because he needed a clean environment to start his work. Since it is not his 
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responsibility and fault at all with this messy lab, W have the right to “command” T to 

clean it up. In addition, direct request and commanding, which are regarded as negative 

negotiation strategies, belong to the appropriate negotiation norms in America. Despite 

these, W made this request using could you please, followed by the explanation that he 

could start right away then. In doing so, he opened up his utterance to a polite 

interpretation.  

T responded to W’s request positively and quickly, he promised to start right away 

in addition to making multiple apologies. He said I am sorry, then I’m so sorry, which 

contains a deeper degree adverb of so, to show his sincerity. His behavior clearly is in 

excess of appropriateness as well, and therefore is open to be interpreted as polite.  

Summary 

To attention, one of the adjency pairs used in this scenario is I am sorry and that’s 

all right. Different from what some politeness theories point out that I am sorry is an 

expression for politeness, we prove from the example (18) that it is unmarked in the 

conversation and can be interpreted as appropriate in the context. However, if the 

conversation went without I am sorry by the Chinese, his behavior would be considered 

as inappropriate or impolite. On the contrary, in example (20), the Chinese said I am 

sorry repeated three times, which even involved a degree adverb so, it can be 

evaluated as polite since it was beyond what is normally required in such a situation. 

Therefore, I am sorry cannot labeled merely as a polite utterance, it can instead be 

assessed as appropriate or polite, depending on whether it falls within the requirement 

of the norms or goes beyond it.   
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 Negotiation between Roommates  

Analysis 

In this scenario, two roommates, an American and a Chinese, signed a contract 

together upon moving in and are sharing a two-bedroom apartment. One of the 

roommates, an American male student, subleased informally his room to his American 

friend over the summer for three months, but bond by the contract, he was still the only 

legal tenant with his Chinese roommate, who is also a male. At the end of the summer, 

however, the man who subleased the room disappeared without paying the last month’s 

rent and utility bills, which was $ 400 in total. The Chinese student then approached his 

old roommate who just returned, hoping that he could compensate him for some of the 

bills. The American is represented by F, while the Chinese C. In this negotiation, the 

first stage of nontask sounding is omitted by the participants. The Chinese roommate 

went directly to the point; in other words, the negotiation goes directly to the second 

stage: information exchange.  

C’s goal is to negotiate with F and persuade him to take care of part of the unpaid 

bill immediately. F, however, insisted on looking for the lost roommate first.  

Example (21) 

1C: hello\ could I talk to you for a minute 
 
2F: yes 
 
3C: your\ your friend\ didn’t show up any more.. \ and he didn’t pay the last  
4 month’s rent and utility \ so I was wondering\ whether you can find him out\ 
5 otherwise what will we do \ .. because you know\ you and me 
 
6F:                                                                                    so did he JUST leave 
 
7C: I’m sorry I don’t know\ 
 
8:F                                      you were\ you were there\ like \did he just move out or 
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9 didn’t leave his stuff like\  
 
10C: I don’t know..sorry\because you know\ the fa\ facility is yours\ I mean\he  
11 didn’t bring anything in\  
 
12F:                              ok\ I don’t know \I didn’t get any note if he was using my 
13 stuff \or he bought more stuff \did you see him move out when did he leave\ 
 
14C:    I don’t know \ sorry \ he is your friend \maybe you can contact him whether 
15 he is out \or just leave \ 
 
16F:                            yeah\ 
 

The Chinese student, C, started the conversation with a question can I talk to you for a 

minute. Instead of directly asking for money from his roommate, he asked a question 

containing the modal verb can to express the deontic modalities of desire and 

permission. In Chinese culture, to get permission to start a topic is commonly 

considered as appropriate social behavior. Therefore, C’s behavior can be interpreted 

as politic behavior here. After getting approval, although C’s intention is to have F pay 

for his fleeing friend’s part, he did not explicitly state this. He posed instead a question 

to F, what will we do, to test F’s attitude as the first step. However, F ignored this 

question; rather he concentrated on the whereabouts of his friend, who “mysteriously” 

left without leaving any note or message.  

The Chinese student C seemed patient about achieving his goal. He answered F’s 

repeated questions regarding if there were any clue to trace his friend. C replied I don’t 

know three times, which seems like giving hints to F that they should just forget about 

looking for the person who eluded and focus on the unpaid bill. We need to note here 

that the apologetic structure, I’m sorry, does not necessarily represent polite behavior 

as we revealed in the previous scenario. In this case, when C replied with I’m sorry I 

don’t know, he did not mean to apologize for his unawareness but being appropriate in 
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this social context; thus it can be interpreted as politic behavior. A blunt reply of I don’t 

know usually is considered as an offending behavior by the Chinese. We would like to 

argue that what we are witnessing is a negotiation or struggle between C and F to 

convince each other of their different ways in tackling the money issue. The following 

examples belong to the third stage of the negotiation: persuasion. 

Example (22) 
 
1F:   eh\ we get school starting soon\ could you just pay it now\ and then like\ just 
2 so\ we don’t get the late fee\ and I’ll get in touch with my friend\ try to get a hold 
3 of him and work it out\  
 
4C:..eh.. (slowly) you cannot pay for him\ 
 
5F:                                                             well\ I’m gonna get him to pay for it \but  
6 like \for  now\ just for NOW \ when you go to pay your part of rent \ could you  
7 also pay that part 
 
8C:                        uh 
 
9F:                         just because I don’t have ANY money on me to pay for rent\ 
 
10C:                                               eh\  you see\  we alrea\ we need to pay the  
11 money\ otherwise we need to pay the late fee\ so\ eh \you mean\ you have no 
12 money on you 
 
13F:  ??? (increase volume) yeah\I don’t have checks on me ??? so\ I cannot write 
14 the check \ 
 
15C:   but\ eh  
 
16F: could you just pay \and then either he gives you the money \or if he (2 
17 second pause) won’t\ then \ (1 second pause) I’ll pay the rent and then you can 
18 pay the utilities\ 
 
In example (22), F offered a way out, which is to have C pay the total in advance 

since he did not have any money on him. Then after he caught his friend and asked for 

the money to repay C. We have already shown earlier in this chapter that the politic 

behavior for conflictual interaction in negotiation allows for non-mitigating, challenging 
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behavior. It is not perceived as impolite, but is likely to be evaluated by the interactants 

as appropriate, or politic behavior. 

In this example, F was making requests. As discussed before, Americans tend to 

make a request in a direct manner. Therefore, F could simply say, according to 

American negation norms, you pay…However, he used an indirect way to express his 

suggestion. In addition to using the consultative device such as could you, which seeks 

to involve C and bid his cooperation, he also applied the downtoner, just, to modulate 

the impact of his utterance. This is undoubtedly in excess of what is appropriate for 

positive negotiation strategies; therefore, it can be open to interpretation as polite. He 

also promised that if his friend failed to repay C, he would compensate him for the rent 

part. His positive strategy of making a promise fits well into American negotiation norms, 

and thus can be interpretable as appropriate.  

One of the strategies used by Chinese in negotiation is to ask questions, 

sometime even repeatedly. In the next extract, we can clearly see that the Chinese 

roommate asked time and again whether he can get his money back if he paid in total 

first.  

Example (23) 
 
1C: but.. \how can I know \ if I pay the money first\ can\ can I get the money back 
 
2F:                                                                                                               oh\ you   
3 know where I live\  
 
4C:                          I\ I mean 
 
5F:                          you see me EVERY day  
 
6C:                                                                 but 
 
7F:                                                                  we have a year lease  
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8C:                                                      I mean\ if you\ if your friend need to pay   
9the money  
 
10F: all what I am saying is that\ I’ll get a hold\ I \I will call him up\ get a hold  
11of him \and get the money\ 
 
12C:                                     but if you can NOT find your friend\ and can’t get   
13 money from him\ HOW can you pay me\ 
 
14F:                                                            we can just split it up like  
 
15C:                                                                           how to split it\ I just need\   
16 only need to pay my part \and you will pay it for your friend\  
 
17F:                                                                          oh\you ALSO need to pay   
18 the utilities because\ I mean\ you were living here TOO using the water  
 
19 C:                                                                                        yeah \I mean\ I  
 
20 F:                                                                                              you should   
21 at least pay more utilities\ 
 
22C: NO (seriously and loud) 
 
23F: uh… 
 
24C: I \ no \ no (voice getting a little lower)  
 
25F: ...well… 
 

The second time when C raised this similar question again in line 13, the American 

roommate F simply interrupted him and offered a solution, which is to split up the total 

bill. We can infer that F was getting tired of C’s repetition of the same question, maybe 

because he sensed that all of this was resulted from C’s distrust on him. In this sense, F, 

as an interactant in the context, may interpret C’s behavior as not appropriate, in other 

words, as impolite, since it contradicts his negotiation norms connecting with American 

negotiation strategies. Towards the end of this extract, something surprised F: the 

Chinese roommate explicitly and loudly shouted no in response to his proposal of 
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spitting up the bill. Apparently, C did not behave according to F’s expectations. As a 

matter of fact, C’s response does not fit in any negotiation norms either from American 

or Chinese perspectives. He himself realized his inappropriate behavior shortly after he 

lost control. He then tried to turn down his voice volume to some extent. We, therefore, 

can interpret this kind of behavior which is beyond appropriateness as impolite.   

 The final example shows one of the commonly used strategies by Chinese in 

negotiation: silence. F insisted that C should pay all the utilities since he had not lived 

there in the summer at all so he should take no responsibility for the utility bill. However, 

after hearing F’s recommendation, C confirmed it with a repetition, then instantly kept 

silent, even after F’s second round of attempt at getting his opinion. 

Example (24) 
 
1F: I’ll cover his rent \I think you should pay the utilities\ I think that’s FAIR 
 
2C: (2 second pause) I need to pay all the utilities 
 
3F:                                  yeah\ 
 
4C:                                  your friend also lived here for a whole month\ why only I  
5 need to pay the utilities\ 
 
6F:                                   I am paying the entire rent like 
 
7C:                                                                    entire rent 
 
8F:                                                                                the entire \ like\ I’m paying   
9 him rent so\ 
 
10C:          eh-hen\ 
 
11F: I think you should at least help me out some\ 
 
12C: (SILENCE) 
 
13F: what do you think\ 
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14C: (STILL SILENCE) 
 
15F: (LOUD) ALL RIGHT, all right\ I’ll cover it\  
 …. 
 
16F: I pay my rent every month so far\ all I’m asking is that\ you just cover it for  
17 now while I work this out with my friend\  
 
18C: yeah\ just because I trust your friend\ now he disappeared\ how can I make 
19 the SAME mistake 
 
20F:                    well\ I mean now you know me LONGER than my friend\ you  
21 know\ I will pay\ 
 
22C:                       ok\ ok \you didn’t take any money\ or didn’t take any checks 
23 with you now\ eh\ you will give money later\ just\ ok\ but you need to remember 
24 it’s YOU and ME who signed the lease\ otherwise\ if you cannot get the money\ 
25 it’s \it’s your.. \YOU should take the responsibility\ 
 
27F: ok 
 

Summary 

Silence can have different reactions. In this case, F’s negotiation norms do not 

contain this strategy, which may make him feel differently towards this strategy. When C, 

whom he was negotiating with, is silent, he first asked what C was thinking as a 

response to C’s silence. After continuously getting no response, he stopped asking and 

offered to pay all the utilities used by his friend. In this context, although C did not make 

any utterance, we still may say that C’s behavior can be interpreted as impolite from F’s 

point of view. This is proved by F’s retrospective reflection in the next chapter.  

This chapter is the analysis of the role play data. It shows the dyadic 

conversations each between an American and a Chinese participant in seven 

negotiation scenarios. Based on Watts’ politeness model regarding (im)politeness, 

which is the framework of this study, a close analysis of appropriate behaviors and 

(im)polite behaviors are conducted based on this model, with examples drawn from the 
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scenarios. The next chapter will include retrospective accounts by the Chinese and 

American participants on their and their counterparts’ negotiation behaviors.  
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CHAPTER 4 
RETROSPECTIVE ACCOUNTS 

Introduction 

 To supplement the detailed analysis of the role play data in chapter 3, chapter 4 

provides the retrospective interview data collected from the role-play participants. This 

chapter focuses on a review of the participants’ personal descriptions and 

understandings of (im)politeness in the informal negotiations that they involved in, as 

well as the reasons behind their choice of negotiation strategies in the events.   

 The interview was used for the purpose of triangulation of data. According to 

Denzin (1988), triangulation is to apply "multiple methods in an investigation so as to 

overcome the weaknesses or biases of a single method" (p. 511), the purpose of which 

is to enhance objectivity and reliability of the findings (Kasper, 1998). The retrospective 

interview investigates the participants’ interpretations and understandings of 

(im)politeness during an ongoing conversation. They were required to reflect on their 

role-plays of negotiation by means of listening to the playback of the recordings. Both 

American and Chinese participants were asked questions regarding their own 

negotiation strategies as well as their reaction and assessment of their counterparts’ 

unmarked or marked behaviors. The interviews were conducted in the participants’ 

native language to ensure that they could communicate with the interviewer, who is the 

researcher, in a comfortable and clear way. This chapter consists of examples of the 

retrospective interviews and analysis of the participants’ statements. This chapter is 

organized based on the participants’ own division and explanation of their negotiation 

behaviors, which are reflected in the interviews in this study: appropriate behaviors and 

non-appropriate behaviors.  
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Accounts of Appropriateness 

Generally speaking, judging whether an utterance is appropriate or not is related 

to the participants’ perceived cultural norms associated with a certain situation. The 

appropriate behavior that the participants in this study understand, quoting from their 

own words, is “what one should say or do in a given situation” and usually goes 

unnoticed. The appropriate behaviors in the events of negotiation, according to them, 

should abide by the negotiation rules, in other words, by the strategies that are normally 

acknowledged and used in negotiations.  

The rest of this section contains instances of explanations and evaluations of 

negotiation behaviors by both parties: American and Chinese, regarding their 

understanding and interpretation of appropriate behaviors in the role plays, with a 

concentration on the following categories of strategies: greetings, apologetic behaviors, 

making a promise, making negative appeal, and making a threat.  

Greetings 

The following interviews focused on greetings such as how are you and I’m fine, 

thank you. In Scenario 1, which contains negotiation between an American professor 

and her Chinese student who intended to ask for an extension of her lab report, they 

first greeted each other. Example (25) is the conversation between the interviewer and 

the American professor and Example (26) is between the interviewer, female, and the 

Chinese student, female. J refers to the interviewer, S refers to the Chinese student, P 

the American professor. 

Example (25) 
 
1J: Your Chinese student started the conversation with a greeting, how are you.  
2 How do you feel about it?  
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 3P: I feel comfortable with that. 
  
 4J: Do you think it is a polite to say how are you? And your response of I’m fine, 
 5 thank you is polite too? 
 
 6P: Well, it’s appropriate. You know, usually when someone says something  
 7 like how are you, you are supposed to respond like that.  

 
Rather than considering her counterpart’s greeting as a behavior that is polite, the 

American participant, P, used the word of appropriateness, as seen in line 6 in Example 

(25), to comment on the Chinese participant’s behavior. In addition, she also regarded 

her own response to the greeting spontaneous and appropriate. Meanwhile, her 

counterpart, the Chinese participant’s review of her own conduct is shown in the 

following example. 

Example (26) 
 
1J: ni   weishenmo yong  how are you  kaishi  ni  de  tanhua? 
2 You    why     use    how are you  start    your    conversation 
 
3 ‘Why did you use how are you to start with your conversation?’ 
 
4S: yinggai xian wenhou ta, mei duo xiang. 
5 Should first greet her,    not more thinking 
6 ‘I should greet her in the first place. I did not give this a second thinking.’ 
 
7J: wenhou le jiu biaoming ni you limao ma? 
8 greeting  then shows  you polite 
 
9 ‘Do you think greeting her shows that you are polite?’  
 
10 S: buneng shuo hen limao, zhineng shuo shi shidang de. wo genben mei xiang  
11 cannot  say very polite,     only can say  is  proper.   I  at all  not thinking 
 
12 wenhou shi weile biaoming wo limao. 
13 greeting is  for  showing I   polite 
 
14 ‘I cannot say it’s polite, but it is proper. I didn’t think at all to use greeting 
15 to show that I was polite’. 
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Likewise, the Chinese participant described her behavior of greeting proper. The 

two examples above show that both American and Chinese participants considered 

greeting each other as appropriate rather than polite. Interviews with other participants 

who initiated their negotiations with greetings also demonstrate that greetings are 

regarded as a natural and proper behavior rather than a polite conduct.  

Making an Apology 

Apologetic expressions such as I am sorry and that’s ok are interpreted as 

appropriate based on the interviewees’ explanations. The following negotiation in 

Scenario 6 happened between two officemates: a Chinese man (referred to as T), who 

wanted to continue using his American officemate’s (referred to as W, also male) lab 

equipment for another day. The Chinese man apologized to his American officemate for 

making a mess in his lab. Example (27) is between the interviewer and the American 

officemate while (28) is between the interviewer and the Chinese man.  

Example (27) 
 
1J: Your Chinese officemate made an apology to you when he was explaining the 
2 reason why he left a mess in your lab. 
 
3W: Yes. 
 
4J: What if he didn’t say it? 
 
5W: I would then consider him impolite. 
 
6J: Does the saying of I am sorry here making him polite? 
 
7W: Uh, I wouldn’t say so, but it’s perfectly appropriate for him to say that.  
 

Making an apology is not considered as a polite behavior, as seen in Example (27). 

Reacting to his Chinese officemate’s apology, the American thought that it was perfectly 

appropriate to do that. However, leaving a mess without apologizing for that was 
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evaluated as impolite.  The following is his Chinese officemate’s response to his own 

behaviors. 

Example (28) 
 
1J: ni weishenmo yao shuo I am sorry? 
2 You why    said   I am sorry 
 
3 ‘Why did you say I am sorry’? 
 
4T: wo ba renjia shiyanshi nong zang le, dangran yao shuo. 
5 I    his    lab     did messy, of course should say. 
 
6 ‘I messed up his lab, so of course I should apologize.’ 
 
7J: shi   bu  shi  jue de ziji shuo le jiu hen limao. 
8 Was  no  was feel   self say   make     polite  
 
9 ‘Did it make yourself feel polite when you said it’? 
 
10T: dao  bushi,  shi wo gai shuo, dan bu shuo jiu bu limao. 
11 Really not    is I should say but no say then   no     polite. 
 
12 ‘Not really, it’s what I should say. But it would make me impolite if I didn’t 
13 say it’. 

 
Likewise, the Chinese officemate did not conceive his apology as a polite utterance but 

rather wordings that fit in the situation, since he had brought inconvenience to his 

officemate. It seemed to him that making an apology was necessary at that moment and 

should be viewed as an unmarked behavior. Based on his explanation, a marked 

behavior would be one that is an absence of apology under that circumstance. 

Making a Promise 

Another negotiation strategy used by both American and Chinese is making a 

promise. Being a negotiation norm shared and accepted by both parties, it is regarded 

as appropriate behavior in the negotiation based on the participants’ explanation. The 

next example involves a landlord, who is an American male, and a tenant, who is a 
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Chinese male. In Scenario 4, the tenant made a promise towards the end of the 

conversation. What he promised was that if his request was granted by the landlord, he 

would definitely recommend the landlord’s service to others so as to help him promote 

his business. In example (29), the tenant is referred to as B and the landlord as D. 

Examples (29) and (30) are excepts of the interviews between the interviewer and the 

two participants. 

Example (29) 
 
1J: ni zai taipan de zuihou yong de shi shenmo shoufa ? 
2 You  negotiation end  use     is what  strategy 
 
3 ‘What kind of strategy did you use at the end of the negotiation (with the  
4 landlord)’? 
 
5B: wo gei ta xia baozheng. 
6 I   give him promise 
 
7 ‘I made a promise to him’. 
 
8J: shenmo yang de baozheng? 
9 What   kind  promise 
 
10 ‘What kind of promise did you make’? 
 
11B: wo shuo ruguo ta daying wo de yaoqiu, wo jiu gei ta jieshao zhuhu. 
12 I    say  if    he accept my  request, I then give him introduce clients. 
 
13 ‘I said if he approved my request, I’d recommend people to his complex’. 
 
14J: zhemo shuo ni juede heshi ma? 
15 This say     you feel proper 
 
16 ‘Do you feel it’s appropriate saying so’? 
 
17B: dangran le. Zhe shi he ta de tanpan,    tanpan   dangran keyi gei   ta 
18 Of course   this is with he negotiaiton,   negotiation of course can give him  
 
19 xie   baozheng   he   tiantou. 
20 Some promises    and  benefits 
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21‘Of course, because this is negotiation, which can surely involve making 
22 promises that could benefit the other party (if my request is granted)’. 
 

In the retrospective interview with the Chinese tenant, he clearly stated that making a 

promise was definitely appropriate in a negotiation, as a strategy to draw the other 

party’s attention and interest, thus increasing the chance of achieving his goal, which in 

this situation, was extending his stay without having to pay an extra charge. His 

American landlord also agreed that making a promise was considered appropriate, as 

seen in the following example. 

Example (30) 
 
1J: Your tenant promised to publicize your apartment complex on the condition  
2 that you approved his request of extending his current lease. Do you think that, if 
3 you were the tenant, would you use the similar method?  
 
4D: Probably I would.  
 
5J: Is making a promise acceptable in a negotiation? 
 
6D: Yes, I think it’s more than acceptable.  
 
7J: Do you think making a promise is a polite behavior in a negotiation? Any 
8 politeness involved? 
 
9D: uh, not so much politeness…uh, I ’d say it’s appropriate. 

 
As seen above, both the American and Chinese participants evaluated making a 

promise an appropriate behavior in a negotiation rather than labeling it as a polite 

behavior. The interview also suggests that making a promise is a negotiation strategy 

that is used by Chinese and Americans. The American participant commented that he 

would probably use the same strategy if being put in the same shoes.  

Negative Appeals 

Interviews show that participants who used another negotiation strategy called 

negative appeal equally consider the strategy involved in the negotiation was quite 
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acceptable and unmarked, since, according to them, a negative appeal strategy, which 

is a strategy normally used to increase one’s self-awareness and anxiety as introduced 

in Chapter 1, is one of the negotiation strategies that people from east or west apply 

and take for granted in a negotiation. The following example is the interview between 

the interviewer and the participants who have used this strategy in their negotiation on 

an unpaid bill in Scenario 7. Two roommates, an American and a Chinese, negotiated 

an unpaid bill left by a temporary roommate who stayed over the summer and 

disappeared without any advance notice. The American is represented by F, while the 

Chinese C. C reminded F again that they were both contract signers so both of them 

should be responsible for the unpaid balances. At the end, C made a negative appeal 

by saying to F that “if you cannot get the money, you should take the responsibility” and 

F agreed. The following is the interview with the American. 

Example (31) 
 
1J: your Chinese roommate said it’s your responsibility to pay for the rent if you 
2 fail to get the money from your friend, do you think it’s too straightforward? 
 
3F: In the other conversations, it may be a bit inappropriate, uh, too 
4 straightforward, but it was a heated or quick back and forth between the 
5 two of us in a negotiation, so it wasn’t really out of line given the nature of 
6 our conversation. Uh, so that was fine. 
 
7J: So you think it is appropriate rather than inappropriate? 
 
8F: Right.  
 

Making a negative appeal usually results in an uneasy even tense atmosphere in a 

conversation since it aims to create pressure on one party. It was nevertheless 

evaluated as an appropriate behavior in a negotiation by the American participant, as 

shown in Example (31). He pointed out as well that it may be inappropriate in 
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conversations other than negotiations. Although being the target of a negative appeal, 

the American participant still held a supportive attitude towards using this kind of 

strategy in a negotiation. To find out whether the Chinese participant, who made the 

appeal, shared the same ground, a retrospective account between the interviewer and 

the Chinese tenant is provided as follows. 

Example (32) 
 
1J:  ni   zai    zuihou   dui    ta   shuo   ruguo   zhao   bu   dao  ren   
2 You at      end    to      him  say    if      find    not      him 
 
3 jiu  ziji   jiaoqian, ni  juede zhe yang shuo  shi  bu shi tai zhijie  le? 
4 then  self    pay    you feel this kind saying  is  not is too direct? 
 
5‘At the end of the conversation, you asked him to pay by himself if he failed to  
6 find his friend. Do you think it’s too direct’? 
 
7C: shi  zhijie, dan   meiyou   guanxi 
8 Is  direct, but   no  have   problem 
 
9 ‘It is indeed direct, but that’s all right’. 
 
10J: wei shenmo? 
11 Why 
 
12 ‘Why is that’? 
 
13C: yinwen zai tanpan zhong ke yi zhemo zhijie gaosu  ta keneng  chuxian 
14 because  in negotiation   allow this  direct appealing him possible appearing 
 
15 de buhao de huoguo. 
16 bad     result 
 
17 ‘Because negotiation permits negative appealing (strategy), to tell him the 
18 possible negative result’. 
 
19J: zhemo shuo, you   mei    you   juede   ziji   bu    limao 
20 this saying, have  not    you    feel   self    no   polite? 
 
21 ‘Do you feel that it’s impolite by saying like that’? 
 
22C: mei  you,  wo   juede  hen   zhengchang   hen   deti  
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23 not   have,  I     think   very  normal     very    fit 
 
24 ‘Not at all. I think it is very normal and fits in the situation’. 
 

It is evident in Example (32) that the Chinese participant held that same view that 

making a negative appeal is proper in a negotiation and neither of the participants felt 

that it was an impolite behavior in the conversation. It seemed that making a negative 

appeal is a commonly agreed strategy in a negotiation.  

A negative appeal strategy was also used in the negotiation between the Chinese 

student and her American professor in Scenario 1. The former was trying to obtain her 

professor’s permission to postpone a report deadline. In this negotiation, the professor 

compared the Chinese student with the other students, who she believed were also very 

occupied by tons of work, but did not request any extension. The next interview with the 

Chinese student indicates that she also deemed her professor’s negative appeal 

strategy as appropriate. 

Example (33)  
 
1J: ni  jiaoshou  shuo  bieren  neng   wancheng,  jiu  ni  buneng,  ni   
2 Your  professor say   others    can   finish,    only you  cannot,  you 
 
3 Jiude  zhemo  shuo   heshi  ma? 
4  Think  this    say   appropriate ? 
 
5 ‘Do you think it’s appropriate that your professor said only you couldn’t get the  
6  work done while others had no problem?’ 
  
7S: heshi,  ta   xiang   gei   wo   yali,   suiran   wo   tingzhe  you  die 
8 Appropriate, she want   give   me  pressure, although I   listen   have  little  
 
9  ganga,  wo  haishi   juede  shi   heshi  de, wolia  bu  shi  zai  tanpan ma? 
10 Embarrassment, I still  thought is   appropriate, we two  no  are negotiating 
 
11 ‘It is appropriate way of saying that. She wanted to give me some 
12 pressure. Although I was a little embarrassed hearing that, I still felt that 
13 it’s appropriate. We were negotiating, weren’t we!’ 
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14J: ni   yiqian   he   bieren   tianpan   guo  ma? Yong zhezhong fangfa ma? 
15 You  before   with  others    negotiate?        Use  this kind strategy? 
 
16 ‘Have you ever negotiated with others before? Have you used this kind of 
17 strategy?’ 
 
18S: ge   bieran   fumian   yali  ma? Wo dangran  zai  tanpan zhong yongguo. 
19 Give   others    negative  pressure?  I definitely  in   negotiation    use. 
 
20 ‘Do you mean give others pressure? Definitely, I used this way before in a 
21 negotiation’. 
 

The interview with the Chinese student shows that she did feel a bit uncomfortable 

hearing her professor’s negative appeal, but still regarded her behavior as appropriate 

since it happened in a negotiation. Furthermore, she mentioned that she used this 

strategy before in a negotiation. As a supplement, Example (34) is the American 

professor’s account of using the strategy. Based on her explanation, she as well 

considered this strategy quite appropriate.   

Example (34) 
 
1J: You were comparing the Chinese student with other students who managed 
2 to submit their reports on time regardless of their heavy load, do you think it is 
3 appropriate? 
 
4P: Absolutely. One of the things that in my background of working as a 
5 teacher is that, the appropriate behavior for a professor in that situation is  
6 to, you know, acknowledge my point of policy. I’m sympathetic when I’m  
7 talking with my students, definitely. But would be less sympathetic with her than I 
8 was with my other students because you know, you’ve gone through school  
9 your whole life, you know exactly what is expected.  
10J: What kind of situation or conversation do you think you were having with the 
11 Chinese student? 
 
12P: uh, negotiation, I think so, because you know, you have particular goals, and 
13 with the role of professor, she does not want to get the assignment late, her  
14 goal is to get the students to do it early and you really, uh, need to comprise on 
15 these goals, uh, you are saying, uh, ok, you know, back and forth, and forth,  
16 well, this is gonna work, either we are going to come to complete stands 
17 though, or we are gonna come up with something alternative and agree on it.  
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18 So I think, it is negotiation. 
 

As seen from Example (34), the American professor clearly claimed that her negative 

appeal to the Chinese student was legitimate and proper. Fully aware that the situation 

of the conversation was a negotiation, she stressed that it was necessary to 

acknowledge her point of policy on late submission although she understood that her 

conduct could discomfort her student. As a response to the question on whether she 

regarded her strategy as appropriate, she was very firm. All in all, the above four 

excerpts exemplify how making a negative appeal falls in the category of 

appropriateness, according to both Americans and Chinese.  

Making a Threat 

Making a threat to someone is usually regarded as impolite behavior in our daily 

life. However, in negotiation, it is a strategy considered as appropriate and legitimate 

behavior by both Chinese and Americans as discussed in Chapter 2 (p. 47). In the 

scenario between two neighbors over the loud music, the Chinese threatened the 

American neighbor at the end of the negotiation, stating that I may talk to someone or 

you if you are still noisy to me and her neighbor replied to her with a yes. Example (35) 

contains the American neighbor’s retrospective account of his understanding of threat 

making in negotiation of Scenario 2, followed by Example (36) which has the Chinese 

neighbor’s. 

Example (35) 
 
1J: Your neighbor said at the end of the conversation that she would talk to  
2 someone or you if you continued to be noisy. Did you think it was impolite? 
 
3M: No, that seems reasonable. If after all the sessions we were still loud, she 
4 can talk again, that seems normal. 
 
5J: Did you think that what she did was a threat to you? 
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6M: Yes, it was, but that’s fine in negotiations. Because, uh, no absolute  
7 compromise was reached, if it is still too loud, it’s perfectly acceptable and 
8 appropriate to say “hey, if this is too loud, I’m gonna come back and tell   
9 you.” 
 
10J: So you think making a threat is fine in negotiation? 
 
11M: Yes. In the situation where you are negotiating, that would be 
12 appropriate. I think it’s even appropriate to be commanding people,  
13 ‘cause that is a part of (???) negotiating. 
  

Under normal circumstances, making a threat belongs to impolite behavior. However, 

this is not the case in negotiation, as can be seen from the example (35). In line 3 and 

line 6, the American neighbor clearly stated that, in negotiation, making a threat was not 

impolite; instead, it was reasonable and appropriate. Furthermore, he added that “it is 

even appropriate to be commanding people” in a situation where negotiation is involved. 

Example (36) is the interview with his Chinese neighbor. 

Example (36) 
 
1J: ni  zai   tanpan  de  zuihou    shuo,  ruguo  zai   zhemo  chao,  jiu  zhao  
2 You at   negotiation   end     say,     if    again   this   noisy,  then  find   
    
3 bieren  huo   ta  benren. 
4 others   or    he himself. 
 
5 ‘At the end of the negotiation, you said that if it’s still noisy, you will talk to him 
6 again or some other people.’ 
 
7L: shide.   Wo  shi  shuo  le. 
8 Yes.        I    did   say. 
9 ‘Yes, I did say that.’ 
 
10J:  Ni   shi   weixie   ta  ma? 
11 You    are    threaten him 
 
12 ‘Were you threatening him?’ 
 
13 L: shide. Ta  ruguo   zai   chao,  wo  jiu   caiqu   shouduan. 
14 Yes.   He   if   again   noisy,   I   then   adopt   way. 
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15 ‘Yes. If he would be noisy again, I will have to adopt a way.’ 
 
16J: ni  renwei   weixie    wuli   ma? 
17 You  think  threat    impolite? 
 
18 ‘Do you think making a threat is impolite?’ 
 
19L: buhu.  He heli.   Ta   ye  keyi    weixie  wo,  tanpan  ma!   
20 No,      very proper.  He  too  can    threaten me,  negotiation!   
 
21 ‘No, it’s very appropriate. He can threaten me as well (if he wants). (It’s a) 
22 negotiation!’ 
 

The Chinese neighbor admitted that she threatened her neighbor and did not think her 

behavior was inappropriate in such a situation as negotiation. Her view coincides with 

her American neighbor’s, who also regarded making a threat as appropriate behavior. 

The above examples suggest that threatening should not always be viewed as impolite 

behavior – it can be appropriate as well, depending on the situation where it occurs.  

Summary 

According to the participants’ retrospective interviews, it is found that 

appropriateness is based on the norms or expectations in a negotiation from the 

sociocultural perspective of each participant. In Chapter 1, it was repeated that, 

according to Faure (1999), strategies in negotiation are led by norms and values 

relating to culture. Strategies implement norms serving to enable or constrain 

negotiations (Chiu, 1990; Putnam, 1992; Leung & Bond, 1984; Zhang & Yang, 1998; 

Ambler & Witzel, 2004; Faure, 1999). Clearly, as indicated in the accounts, recognized 

negotiation behaviors enacted in the strategies are usually considered acceptable and 

appropriate. Strategies, for instance, such as making a promise or making a negative 

appeal are common in both Chinese and American cultures. Therefore, if applied, they 

are interpreted as appropriate or unmarked, “fit in” behaviors by both parties. On the 
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contrary, behaviors that do not adhere to the recognized strategies or norms are 

evaluated as polite or impolite acts. The next section will focus on the participants’ 

views on non-appropriateness of some behaviors. 

Accounts of Appropriateness 

Non-appropriateness in this section is composed of politeness and impoliteness. 

According to Watts’ (2003) politeness modal which is detailed in Chapter 1, politic 

behavior refers to the appropriate behavior in an ongoing social interaction, but a non-

appropriate behavior is the marked behavior which exceeds politic behavior and can be 

evaluated as impolite or polite. In the previous section, participants’ retrospective 

accounts on what negotiation behaviors they deem as appropriate behaviors were 

reviewed. Next are the examples that describe behaviors that went beyond the 

participants’ expectation or norms. The retrospective accounts below of the participants 

indicate that they categorize non-appropriateness either into polite behaviors or impolite 

behaviors, depending on whether or not the behaviors comply with the negotiation 

norms.  

Example (37) is between the American professor and her Chinese student about 

submission of the student’s lab report in Scenario 1. The Chinese student is referred to 

as S, the American professor P. At the beginning of the conversation, at the stage of 

non-task sounding, the Chinese student expressed her concern about her professor’s 

dental problem, which is actually a very common strategy used at this stage by Chinese, 

namely, to chat about issues irrelevant to the content of the negotiation, such as the 

participants themselves or their families, with the purpose of creating an easy and 

friendly atmosphere. As a response, the American professor replied with a direct 

question: “can I help you with something”.  
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Example (37) 
 
1J: ni  gang  kaishi   biaoshi   ni   hen   lijie   ni   jiaoshou  de  ya  bing, 
2 You just start show   you very understand your  professor dental problem  
 
3 Weishenmo? 
4 Why 
 
5 ‘Why did you show great concerns on your professor’s dental problem?’ 
 
6S:  weile   lajin   juli,      rang   ta  mingbai  wo   lijie  ta  de   tongku. 
7 For  shorten  distance,    make her  know    I   understand her   pain 
 
8 ‘To bring us closer, by letting her know that I used to be on the same boat’. 
 
9J:ni  de   mudi   shi    shenmo? 
10 Your    purpose   is   what  
 
11‘What is your purpose?’ 
 
12S: zan   zhongguoren   tanpan   bu  dou   zheyang,  xian  laolao  jiachang, 
13 We     Chinese     negotiate  not   all    this way,  first  chat  trivials, 
 
14 ranhou  kaishi   tanpan. 
15 Then    start    negotiation. 
 
16 ‘Don’t we Chinese negotiate like that? The real negotiation starts 
17 after a chat’. 
 
18 J: na  ni   jiude   ni   zai  tanpan  kaishi     guanxin  ta   hen   heshi? 
19 Then you  think you  at negotiation beginning concern her very appropriate? 
 
20 ‘So, do you think that your showing concerns (to your professor) at  
21 the beginning of the negotiation is appropriate? ’ 
 
22S: dangran le. 
23 Of course. 
 
24 ‘Of course’. 
 
25J: ni   juede   ni   jiaoshou   de  huida  ruhe   ne? 
26 You   think  your   professor     reply  how   
 
27 ‘How did you like your professor’s reply’? 
 
28S: ta   tai   bu  limao  le 
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29 She   very  not   polite 
 
30 ‘She was very impolite’ 
 
31J: weishenmo ? 
32 Why 
 
33 ‘Why’ ? 
 
34S : ta  yinggai   ganxie  wo  yixia,  ranhou  shuoshuo  ta  de  qingkuang,  
35 she   should   thank   wo,       then     say      her     situation,    
 
36 Shuoshuo  biede,  er   bu  shi   namo   lengmo  zhijie  de  huida,   ni  
37 chat something else,  but not  is   so    cold      direct   reply,   you 
 
38 zhao   wo   gan  shenmo? 
39 look for me   do   what? 
 
40 ‘She should’ve thanked me and then mentioned about her situation 
41 or something else, rather than only replying me in a cold and direct  
42 way: can I help you with something’?  
 

Obviously, the Chinese student thought her showing concern to the American professor 

was very appropriate, fitting in the situation of negotiation. She, however, was 

dissatisfied with her professor’s response, which she evaluated as impolite and “cold”.  

In contrast with the Chinese student’s accounts, the American professor reflected 

in her interview that the Chinese student should not have asked about her dental 

problem, which was her own business. She therefore considered the Chinese student’s 

behavior inappropriate and impolite.  

While Americans tend to ask direct questions and consider doing so appropriate, 

Chinese often interpret this strategy as inappropriate since it is against the traditional 

Chinese indirect way of questioning. The following is the retrospective account by the 

Chinese student regarding her professor’s straightforward question of why cannot you 

turn it in. 
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Example (38) 
 
1S: zhe   yang   wen   tai   zhijie,    ta   hen  mei   limao. 
2 This     kind   ask    too  direct,    she very  not    polite. 
 
3 ‘She is very impolite by asking me such a direct question’ 
 
4J: na   ni    xiwang   ta   shuo   shenmo? 
5 Than  you   expect   her   say    what? 
 
6 ‘Then what did you expect her to say?’ 
 
7S:  ta  zhishao  yao   biaoshi   tongqing,   zai  liaojie  yidian  qingkuang. 
8 She   at least  should   show  sympathy,   then   know  more    difficulty. 
 
9 ‘At least she should have showed her sympathy to me, then probably 
10 asked me more about my difficulty’. 
 

Based on the Chinese student’s explanations, she expected a return of concern from 

her professor, similar to what she offered at the beginning. However, instead of concern 

or sympathy, what she got from her professor was a direct and brief question. The 

student therefore considered her professor’s question very impolite, since it was beyond 

the scope of what a teacher should say to a student when the student is encountering 

difficulty, from the Chinese sociocultural perspective.  

There is another example of directness, which was regarded by the Chinese 

participant as very rude and very impolite. Example (39) is the Chinese participant’s 

retrospective account of her conversation with her neighbor revolving around frequent 

parties that he throws and extra parking space that his friends take, which is in Scenario 

2. In replying to the Chinese woman’s request to end the party a little earlier, the 

American neighbor said not really without any hesitation. In addition, he asked his 

Chinese neighbor to go to the library instead of staying at her apartment to study and 

blamed her for not being aware in advance of the fact that the town where the university 
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is located is famous as a party town. Example (39) is the American neighbor, M’s, 

retrospective account. 

Example (39) 
 
1J: You told your neighbor that “this is a party town, you should be aware 
2 that when you come here”, what makes you say it? 
 
3M: I said that because Gainesville is a party town, and uh, I just felt that that 
4 was the best thing to say in that situation because that is exactly how it is  
5 around here and in a lot of places. 
 
6J: do you think it is too direct? 
 
7M: No.  
 
8J: so you think it is appropriate to say something like that? 
 
9M: Yeah. 
 
10J: You asked your neighbor to study in the library? 
 
11M: Yeah. All of my roommates, whenever they study, they just go to the library  
12 just because we usually have people over either partying or hanging out, so  
13 stuff really doesn’t get done in my apartment, so if you want to get something 
14 done, you go to the library. I’d say that if you have 30 people partying and  
15 having fun, and one person who is trying to do something, I mean, especially 
16 like the overwhelming majority is like 30 to 1, so 
 
17J: You thought that your directness fits in the situation? 
 
18M: Yeah, of course.   

 
The American neighbor who likes to throw parties directly blamed his Chinese neighbor 

for her ignorance of this party town and considered his own directness and behavior 

appropriate. The following example, however, shows the Chinese neighbor’s negative 

comments on the American neighbor’s behavior. The Chinese is represented by L.  

Example (40)   

1J: ni  rang   nide   linju  zao  dian  jieshu   juhui,  ta  huida   no,  ni  you 
2 You asked your neighbor early  a bit  finish  party, he replied no,  you have 
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3 shenmo  ganjue? 
4 what   feeling? 
 
5 ‘When you asked your neighbor whether he could finish the party a little  
6  earlier, his response is no. What do you think about it?’ 
 
7L: wo  hen   chijing,   shengqi.   Wo  de   yaoqiu   hen  heli,  dan   ta 
8 I  very   surprise   angry.      My    request    very reasonable, but he  still 
 
9  zhemo  wuli   zhijie  jujue  wo.  Wo  tingwan   ta  shuo  de hua  dou  dai  
10 this    impolite  direct  refuse me.  I   after hearing he say  words  even shocked   
11 le yixiaohui. 
12 a little while. 
 
13 ‘I was very surprised and angry hearing his reply. My request was very  
14 reasonable, how could he directly refuse me like that! I was even shocked   
15 and speechless for a little while the moment I heard his response.’ 
 
16J: suoyi   ni   jiude   ta   bu  limao? 
17 So    you  felt    he   not   polite ? 
 
18 ‘So you felt that he was not polite?’ 
 
19L: Dui,  hen   bu  limao.  Zhe   shi   wo  jia,   weishenmo  wo  yao  qu   
 20 Yes.    Very  not   polite.  This  is   my  home,  why       I     go   
 
21 tushuguan  xuexi?  Wo  xiang  dai  na   jiu   dai  na. 
22 library     study?   I   like   stay  where then  stay where 
 
23 ‘Yes, very much so. This is my apartment, why do I need to go to the  
24 library? I can stay wherever I want’. 
 
25J: wo  faxian   ni  shi   ting  le  ji  miao  meiyou   shuohua. 
26 I  find   you  are    stop    several seconds no   talking 
 
27 ‘I found that you paused for a few second (after his response)’. 
 
28L: shi ya.  wo  zai   xiang  zhege  ren  zenmo   zhemo  woli. 
29 Yes,      I   am   thinking  this  person  how   this   impolite. 
 
30 ‘Yes, I was thinking how this person could be this much rude’!  
 
31J: na  ni  jiude   ta   yinggai   zenmo   huida? 
32 Then you think  he    should    how    reply 
 
33 ‘Then how do you think he should reply to you?’ 
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34L: jiu  san   ta  jianyi  wo  qu   tushuguan,  ye  yinggai   weiwan  de   
35 Even  though he  suggest me  go  library,     he  should    indirectly 
 
36 shuo,  nayang  cai  heshi. 
37 say,   that way  is  appropriate. 
 
38 ‘Even if he suggested I use library, he should say it indirectly, which is the  
39 appropriate way’. 
 

Based on the Chinese neighbor’s response, it is clear that she was very angry at her 

neighbor’s direct suggestion on going to the library to study to avoid the music, which 

she considered as a rude behavior.  To her, the appropriate request should be an 

indirect one. Indirectness is usually the strategy the Chinese people try to adhere to 

when they negotiate, since it is regarded as one of the negotiation norms by Chinese. 

Since direct utterances are out of line, they are considered as inappropriate or impolite 

behavior by Chinese. However, Americans prefer directness in negotiation (Chapter 1, p. 

50). An indirect utterance by the Chinese may be assessed by Americans in a different 

way. Next are another two more retrospective accounts of indirectness. 

At the beginning of the same scenario between the two neighbors, the Chinese 

neighbor tried to bring up the problem in an indirect way. Instead of asking her neighbor 

to minimize the number of his parties or end the party earlier, the Chinese neighbor 

started with I heard some music from your home. Receiving little response to that, she 

made the second attempt by trying to give hints to the American by saying that the wall 

was not sound proof. When both of these failed, she got to the point, which was to 

request her neighbor to stop the party a little earlier. The interview with her focuses on 

the reasons behind her efforts to create fake excuses. Example (41) is the interview 

with the Chinese neighbor, L. 
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Example (41) 
 
1J: ni  weishenmo  bu   zhijie   rang  ta  zaodian   jieshu   juhui? 
2 You    why     not   direct   ask   him  earlier   finish   party 
 
3 ‘Why did you directly ask him to finish his party earlier?’ 
 
4L: na   bu  hao,  bu  limao.   Yao  jianjie     cai  heshi.   
5 That   not  good, not  polite.  Should indirect  is    proper. 
 
6 ‘That’s impolite. We should be indirect to other, which is the proper way.’ 
 
7J: ni  dengshi   shi   zemo   xiangde? 
8 You  at that time  is   how    think 
 
9 ‘What were you thinking at that time?’ 
 
10L: wo  xian  gaosu  ta   wo   neng   tingjian   yinyue,  wo  xiang 
11I      first    tell    him  I    can     hear      music,  I   think 
 
12 ta  jiu   neng   fanyin  shi  ta   yinyue  tai   da,  dan  meiyou. 
13 he  then  can    realize  is  his  music   too   loud, but  no. 
 
14 ‘I had thought that he could pick it up that his music was too loud when I first  
15 told him that I can hear the music, but he didn’t.’ 
 
16J: meixiangdao,   shi  bu   shi? 
17 Beyond your expectation, is   no   is? 
 
18 ‘It’s beyond your expectation, isn’t it?’ 
 
19L: dui ya. Suoyi  wo   jiu   huan ge  weiwan  de  fangshi,  wo  shuo qiang 
 20 Yes.      So   I     then   change  indirect     way,     I  say   wall 
 
 21 bu  geying.      Dan   ta   haishi   bu   mingbai.  
 22 not sound-proof.   But   he   still    not   understand. 
 
 23 ‘Absolutely. So I pretended to blame that the wall was not sound proofing, 
 24 (hoping that  he could get it this time), but still no.’ 
 
 25J: ni  juede  zai  tanpan  zhong  yinggai  yong  jianjie  de  yaoqiu ma ?  
 26 You  think  at  negotiation     should   use  indirect    request? 
 
 27 ‘Do you think that we should make a request indirectly in a negotiation?’ 
 
 28L: dangran  le.   Women  zhongguoren  dou  zheyang,  zheyang  cai  heshi ya. 
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 29 Of course.        We     Chinese     all    this,      this    is   appropriate. 
 
 30 ‘Of course. We Chinese always do that. It is the appropriate way’. 
 

Based on the Chinese neighbor’s talk, it can be found that she was disappointed and 

surprised that her intent was not understood by the American through the indirect ways: 

first, she mentioned that she could hear the music; then, she blamed the wall for not 

being sound proofing. Actually, her sole purpose was to make her neighbor end the 

party earlier. In the interview, she stressed that making a request indirectly rather than 

directly is the appropriate way. As a coin has two sides, while the Chinese neighbor 

took for granted that her indirect way of making a request was appropriate, the 

American neighbor thought it was impolite. Example (42) is an interview with the 

American neighbor, M.  

Example (42) 
 
1 J: As you know later, your Chinese neighbor wanted to complain about your  
2 loud music, but instead of making a direct request, she mentioned that she  
3 heard some music and wall was not sound proofing, do you think her point  
4 was clear? 
 
5M: No, uh, not clear. I didn’t pick it up. There might be a better way to 
6 open the conversation, to make it seem, uh, less confusing.  
 
7J: If you the one who got bothered by the music and went to knock at your  
8 neighbor’s door, what are you going to say? 
 
 9 M: I would probably, more likely start with, I would say something along  
10 the lines of, uh, what you were up to because, uh, you know, something  
11 direct. 
 
12J: What did you feel about your counterpart’s indirectness? 
 
13M: I didn’t interpret it as anything out of the ordinary.  
 
14J: Did you think it was impolite? 
 
15M: Yeah, very much so.  
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As can be seen above, indirect behavior which was regarded as appropriate by the 

Chinese participant, as, according to the American, he would definitely get to the point 

instead of beating around the bushes.  

Reflections on indirection can also be seen from the next example. The situation 

related to example (43) is that of an American man who borrowed some money from a 

Chinese man, but he forgot to return it at a later time in Scenario 5. The Chinese, in this 

negotiation, tried all means to get his money back. The American man is called O and 

the Chinese N. As analyzed in this scenario in Chapter 3, from the perspective of a 

Chinese, asking for money back from a borrower puts the person in an embarrassing 

situation. Therefore, at the beginning of the negotiation, N pretended that he was the 

one who needed to borrow money from O to purchase a textbook that he needed 

immediately for a class, with the hope that this behavior could indirectly remind O of the 

money that he borrowed from N a while ago. Unfortunately, it did not work. As a matter 

of fact, from the American man’s retrospective account in Example (43), it is found hat 

he considered N’s indirect behavior vague and not polite.  

Example (43) 
 
1J: Did you realize that N was trying to remind you indirectly that you had 
2 borrowed some money from him? 
 
3O: oh, no, not at all.  
 
4 J: How did you feel about his indirect strategy? Did you think that it’s   
5 appropriate? 
 
6O: I didn’t think that that’s appropriate…uh, it’s ridiculous to create such a 

 7 fake situation. 
 
8J: Do you think that it’s impolite? 
 
9O: Yes.  
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Obviously, the American did not figure out what his Chinese classmate was trying to 

indicate, which was to return his money. He responded negatively towards the 

Chinese’s behavior by describing it “ridiculous” and “impolite”. Example (44) shows the 

Chinese man, N’s accounts of his behavior. N, on the contrary, thought that his behavior 

was very appropriate, with a good and clear intention.  

Example (44) 
 
1J: ni  weishenmo  shuo   ni   que   qian   mai   shu? 
2 ou    why      say    you  lack  money  buy  book 
 
3 ‘Why did you say it was you who needed money to buy a book?’ 
 
4N: wo  bu  xiang   rang   ta  nankan.   Jie   qian   mei   huan  duo  
5 I     not  want  make   him embarassed borrow money not  return  very   
 
6 duiren ya. 
7 shame 
 
8 ‘I didn’t want to make him feel embarassed. Anyway, it is a shame thing not 
9 to return money’. 
 
10 J: na  ni   jiude   ta   neng    mingbai    nide   zhenzheng  yongyi ? 
11 Then you  assue    he  can     understand  your   real      purpose  
 
12 ‘Did you assume that he could figure out your real purpose?’ 
 
13O: wo benlai yiwei shi zheyang,  meixiangdao   ta  ting  budong. 
14 I originally assumed  is  this,   unexpectedly  he  listen not understanding. 
 
15 ‘Originally I assumed so, but it turned out that he didn’t pick it up’. 
  

Behavior with good intention by the Chinese participant was nevertheless interpreted as 

rude and unreasonable by the American participant, as the above examples show. The 

Chinese classmate tried not to ask directly for his money back as, from his sociocultural 

perspective indicated in the conversation, forgetting to return someone’s money would  
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embarrass the loaner. However, his indirectness eventually turned out to be useless 

and was unfortunately regarded  as impolite by the other party.  

As shown in Chapter 1, one of the strategies used by Chinese in negotiations is to 

ask questions, sometimes even repeatedly. In Scenario 7 between two roommates, the 

Chinese roommate repeatedly asked his American roommate whether he could have 

his money back when his roommate found his friend. As a response, the American 

roommate F interrupted his Chinese roommate C and offered a solution. Towards the 

end of the negotiation, the Chinese roommate explicitly and loudly shouted no in 

response to his American roommate’s proposal of spitting up the bill. The following is 

the American roommate’s retrospective account regarding his Chinese roommate’s 

behavior in the interview. 

Example (45)  
 
1J: In the process of negotiation over the bill payment, you may have noticed  
2 that your Chinese roommate repeated his question on whether he would  
3 be refunded for the money he’d pay in advance. How do you feel about  
4 that? 
 
5F: well, it may just, uh, it tends to get a little redundant, if he says it a lot. In that  
6 situation, I got a little bored when hearing him repeatedly say can I get my 
7 money back. Uh, he said made it sound a little bit too much, uh, I think it’s 
8 unnecessary and inappropriate. 
 
9J: Did you consider it as impolite? 
 
10F: Yes, definitely. 
 
11J: So what kind of way in a negotiation do you prefer? Direct, indirect, concise  
12 or? 
 
13F: Uh, direct and concise.  
 
14J: When you suggested that you two split the cost, your Chinese roommate 
15 screamed a big loud no, what were you thinking? 
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16F: Uh, I was surprised. 
 
17J: Did you think it was rude? 
 
18F: Yes, a little bit. 
 
19J: What made you think so? 
 
20F: He was way out of line. No one overreacts like that under normal  
21 circumstances. 
 
22J: So you thought that’s an appalling behavior in a negotiation? 
 
23F: Yes. 
 

Apparently, the Chinese roommate’s behavior did not fall in his American roommate’s 

expectations of negotiation behaviors, which should be concise and less redundant. The 

Chinese roommate’s repeated questions frustrated the American, who therefore 

considered it rude. As for the exclamation of no by the Chinese roommate, it actually 

does not fit in any negotiation norms either from American or Chinese perspectives. 

Unsurprisingly, the American roommate regarded it as impolite. Presumably, the 

Chinese roommate would think so too for his behavior that had gone out of control and 

beyond the norms. Next is the account by the Chinese roommate on his own behaviors. 

Example (46) 
 
1J: ni  weishenmo  yao   yibian  yibian   chongfu  ni   de   wenti? 
2 You   why      always  once   again    repeat   your   question? 
 
3 ‘Why did you ask the question repeatedly?’ 
 
4C: wo   shi   youyi   de. 
5 I   did    purposefully. 
 
6 ‘I did it on purpose’.   
 
7J:  ni  bu  xiangxin   ta? 
8 You  not   trust    him ? 
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9 ‘You didn’t trust him, did you?’ 
 
10C:  bu  tai  dui,   wo  zhuyao   shi  xiang  fan  ta. 
11 Not  very correct, I   mainly   am  want  bother him. 
 
12 ‘No exactly, the main purpose was to bother him’. 
 
13J: weishenmo   yao   fan   ta? 
14 Why       need    bother him? 
 
15 ‘Why did you bother him?’ 
 
16C: fan  ta   ta   jiu   hui  meiyou   naixin  le,  jiu  hui  daying  wo  de   
17 Bother him   he  then  will  lose    patience,   then  will  accept    my 
 
18 yaoqiu. Zhe  shi   celue. 
19 request. This  is   strategy. 
 
20 ‘By irritating/bothering him, he will get impatient so as to accept my   
21 request. This is strategy’. 
 
22J: shi   tanpan    de   celue  ma? 
23 Is   negotiation   ‘s   strategy ? 
 
24 ‘was that a negotiation strategy?’ 
 
25C: dui. 
26 Yes. 
 
27 ‘Correctly’. 
 
28J: ni  juede   zheyan  zuo   heshi   ma? 
29 You  think   this   behavior  appropriate ? 
 
30 ‘Did you think this kind of behavior is appropriate in a negotiation?’ 
 
31C: dangran le. Wo chang yong. 
32 Of course.    I often  use 
33 ‘Of course, I use it often’. 
 
34J: he shui? 
35 on whom? 
 
36 ‘On whom?’ 
 
37 C: zai  zhongguo  shi  he   wode   tongshi,  jiaren,  bu   renshi  de ren,   
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38 In     China    is    on   my   colleagues,  family, not  familiar persons, 
 
39 duo le. 
40 many. 
 
41‘In china, (I used this strategy) on my colleagues, my family, strangers many 
42 times’. 
 
43J:  ni  juede   zhe   zhong  celue    limao  ma? 
44 You   think    this   kind  strategy  polite 
 
45 ‘Do you think that this kind of strategy polite?’ 
 
46C: bu  yinggai   shuo  limao,   yinggai   shi  gongren          heshi de. 
47 Not  should     say   polite,   should   is  commonly accepted  proper. 
 
48 ‘Should not say it’s polite, it is a commonly accepted proper (strategy).’ 
 
49J:  ni  zai   ta   shuo   he  ni  pingfeng  zhangdan  hou  dajiao 
50 You   at  he  say    with  you  split   bill     after   shout 
 
51 bu,  shima? 
52 no,  right? 
 
53 ‘Did you shout a no after he said that you two should split the bill?’ 
 
54C: shide.   Tai  bu   limao   le.    Wo  dengshi   mei  xiangdao   ta     
55 Yes.      Very  not   polite.       I  then         not expect    him   
 
56 zhemo  zuo,   shikong  le. 
57 this  saying,    lose control. 
 
58 ‘Yes, it was very impolite. I did not expect such a solution from him, so I 
59 lost control.’ 
 
60J: juede  ziji  de  zuofa   bu  limao   ma? 
61 Thought   your  behavior  not  polite ? 

 
62 ‘Did you think that you behavior was impolite?’ 
 
63C: dui.   Tai   mei   guiju   le. 
64 Yes.    Very  no    norm. 
 
65 ‘Yes.  This is so  beyond  (negotiation) norms.’ 
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Based on the conversation, the Chinese roommate was very firm that her strategy of 

repeated questioning is very appropriate and she had used this strategy before in 

similar situations. She also revealed that her repetition was purposeful, aiming at getting 

the American impatient and frustrated so as to accept her request. As for her 

exclamation of no, she admitted that she lost control and regarded it as impolite, as the 

American roommate did.  

As can be seen from the above retrospective accounts, behaviors that fall outside 

of the negotiation norms acknowledged by each party are considered as inappropriate. 

Repeated questions are obviously an example that complies with Chinese negotiation 

norms, but violates the norms adhered to Americans, thus interpreted as rude by 

Americans but appropriate by Chinese. Following is a similar case which involves 

different assessments of the same negotiation behavior: keeping silent.  

Keeping silent occurred in two situations in this study, between a tenant and a 

landlord in Scenario 4 and between two roommates in Scenario 7. In the first situation, 

the American landlord asked twice if the Chinese tenant was willing to pay for two 

months in lieu of an extension of his current lease, but he received a response of 

silence. In the second situation, the American roommate asked his Chinese roommate 

to help him out by taking care of some portion of the bill, but the latter’s response was 

continued silence. As a negotiation strategy used by Chinese rather than by Americans, 

keeping silent is viewed either as an appropriate sign or impolite mark. The American 

roommate perceived silence as “negative”, “awkward”, and “making people 

uncomfortable”; therefore, he considered it impolite. Example (47), which is the account 

by the American landlord D, shows his opinion on keeping silent. 
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Example (47)  
 
1J: Your tenant gave it a long silence after you asked him to pay for two months 
2 rent as a condition to extend his lease. It was still silence after you repeated the  
3 same questions, right? 
 
4D: That’s correct. 
 
5J: What did you think about his silence? 
 
6D: Uh, he’d be either trying to process, uh, like not knowing how to go  
7 further, or possibly thinking of the next strategy, it’s really kind of  
8 ambiguous. 
 
9J: Do you think that keeping silence is appropriate? 
 
10D: No, I think that’s rude. Silence puts pressure on the other people. If I  
11 were in that situation, I wouldn’t do it. That’s not the way you are talking  
12 to people.  
  

Apparently, based on the American landlord’s evaluation, the Chinese tenant was rude 

and ambiguous in using silence as a response to his question. The American landlord 

clearly mentioned that he would not engage in the same behavior if he were in the 

Chinese tenant’s position, since his norm does not include such a way to talk to people. 

Example (48) is the Chinese roommate’s responses on keeping silent. 

Example (48) 
 
1J: ni  you   hao  ji ci  dou   baochi   chenmo. 
2 You  have  several times   keep      silence. 
 
3 ‘There are several occasions that you kept silence (in the negotiation).’ 
 
4C: shide. 
5 Yes. 
 
6 ‘Yes.’ 
 
7J: shi  xiang   bu   chu   yao   shuo   shenmo  haishi  guyi  de? 
8 Is  think   no  out    want   say   what  or   intentionally? 
 
9 ‘Did you do it because you couldn’t figure out what to say or did you do it  
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10 on purpose?’ 
 
11C: wo  guoyi   de. 
12 I    intentionally. 
 
13 ‘I did it intentionally.’ 
 
14J:  weishenmo? 
15 Why 
 
16 ‘Why?’ 
 
17C: zheshi   wode   jimo  ya. Shuoxian  wo  chenmo  ta  jiu  zhidao  wo  
18 This is     my    strategy.   Firstly    I     silence  he  then  know  I 
 
19 bu  tongyi   ta  shuode,  dier  zheyang  raoluan  tade   qingxue. 
20 not agree   his   saying,  secondly this   disturb  his    mood. 
  
21 ‘That was my strategy. Firstly, by silence he knew that I didn’t agree with 
22 him; secondly, silence can disturb his mood.’ 
 
23I: wenshenmo  yao   raoluan   ta de   qingxue? 
24 Why        want    disturb   his    mood? 
 
25 ‘Why did you want to disturb his mood?’ 
 
26C: ren  xinfan   le   jiu    bu   lengjing,  jiu  rongyi  daying  wode yaojiu. 
27 Person  disturbed   then   not    calm,    then   easily  accept  my  request. 
 
28 ‘If a person is disturbed, he is not calm. Then my request will be easily 
29 accepted.’ 
 
30J: ni   renwei   zhemo  zuo   heshi   ma? 
31 You   think   this    behavior  appropriate? 
 
32 ‘Do you think it’s appropriate to do so?’ 
 
33C: zhezhi   jimo,  hen   heshi. 
34 This is    strategy, very appropriate. 
 
35 ‘This is a strategy, very appropriate.’  
  

Similar to repeated questioning, the Chinese kept silent on purpose: to exert pressure 

and invoke discomfort in the other party, so as to achieve her goal. As one of strategies 
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that is commonly used by Chinese in negotiations, keeping silent is regarded as 

appropriate by the Chinese participant. Conversely, it causes problems when used in 

negotiations with Americans who prefer straightforwardness and their list of negation 

strategies does not include silence. Silence is therefore a “rude” behavior from their 

perspective.  

The above examples have indicated that different cultures may have various 

understandings and interpretations of appropriateness and (im)politeness. The next 

example shows the participants’ attitude towards personal issues. In the United States, 

it is usually considered impolite if a person is too “nosy”. Private invasion is by no 

means an appropriate behavior, especially for people who are not very close to each 

other. However, this conception is totally unknown to most of Chinese people. Private 

topics such as age, weight, marital status, even salary, are openly inquired about and 

discussed, even between two strangers.  

In Scenario 5, where an American man borrowed some money from a Chinese 

man, when O, the American man, rejected N, the Chinese man’s request for money, N 

then directly reminded O that he owed him 20 dollars. The following are his three 

questions to O, which are: whether O had a card on him, whether he could withdraw 

some money for him, and whether he could ask his friend in class for money if he did 

not have any with him. Lastly, the Chinese man even pressed O that he had to get his 

money back in order to compensate for his friend’s CD that he broke. The following is 

O’s account of his reaction to N’s behavior. 

Example (49) 
 
1J: Do you think N is a little rude in doing that? 
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2O: Yeah, I guess it was. I mean it’s a little rude especially ‘coz he’s like  
3 bringing in an outside, you know, because he wanted to borrow money  
4 from me, and I said no, then he tried to bring in, bring up something from  
5 before that really didn’t really have anything to do with it, you know.  
 
6J: Did you think that your refusing his request directly is appropriate? 
 
7O: Of course, I was being straightforward with him.   
 
8J: he asked you to borrow money from your friend, would you use the 
9 similar way to deal with a similar situation? 
 
10O: I don’t think so. That’s extending it too far. If I want to borrow money   
11from somebody and that person doesn’t have any, then it’s my job to find 
12 somebody else for the money. I am not gonna tell them to go find  
13 somebody to lend me money. That is rude. 
 
14J: So he shouldn’t have told you to go find somebody else for money. You mean 
15 that’s none of his business? 
 
16O: Exactly.  
 

In the interview, the American clearly stated that it was none of the Chinese’s business 

to ask him to borrow money from another friend of his; therefore, he commented that it 

was very rude to mind others’ business. He added that he would never do such a thing 

to others. Without any doubt, he then refused the Chinese friend’s request. He regarded 

his refusal as very reasonable and appropriate as it adheres to the norms of being 

straightforward and clear. The following is the Chinese man’s account of his and his 

counterpart’s behaviors. 

Example (50) 
 
1J: ta  que   zhijie   jujue   ni  le,  ni  zenmo renwei ? 
2 He  then  directly  rejected you,  you  how  think ? 
 
3 ‘He directly refused to lend money to you, what did you think?’ 
 
4O: ta  namo   zhijie,  wo  dangshi  hen   chijing. 
5 He  so     direct,   I    at that time very    surprised. 
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6 ‘I was very surprised then that he was so direct in refusing my request’. 
 
7J: ni   juede   ta   yinggai   zenmo   shuo  ne? 
8 You   think  he     should   how     say? 
 
9 ‘In your opinion, what should he have said?’ 
 
10O:  ta   yinggai   zhao   ge   yuanyi  zai  jujue  wo,  hai  yao  shuo 
11 He  should   find   an   excuse   to  refuse me,  and should have said 
 
12 Baoqian. Zhe  shi zhongguo xiguan.  
13 Sorry.  This   is  Chinese habit. 
 
14 ‘He should have found an excuse to reject my request and should have 
15 said sorry. This is our Chinese way.’ 
 
16J:  ni  juede   ta   limao  ma? 
17 You  thought   he  polite ? 
 
18 ‘Did you think that he was polite?’ 
 
19O: bu  limao,  hen   bu  limao. Ta yao  weiwan  de  shuo. 
20 No  polite,   very  no   polite. He should indirect  say.  
 
21 ‘No, he was impolite, very impolite. He should have said it indirectly’. 
 
22J:  weishenm  ni   rang  ta   qu   zhao  pengyou  jie  qian  huan  ni? 
23 Why    you    ask    him  go   find   friend  borrow money return you ? 
 
24‘Why did you ask him to find his friend to get some money to refund you?’ 
 
25O:  wo  shi  xiang  bang   ta   xiang  banfa    
26 I      am   try    help   him   find   way 
 
27 ‘I was just trying to help him find a way out’. 
 
28I: ni   juede   zhemo  zuo   heshi   ma? 
29 You   think   this    way   appropriate ? 
 
30 ‘Did you think it was an appropriate way to do so?’ 
 
31O:  na   dangran   le.  Hen  heshi   ya,  wo  zai  bang  ta. 
32 That   for   sure.   Very appropriate,  I   am  help  him. 
 
33 ‘That was for sure very appropriate. I was helping him (to find a way out).’ 
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As can be seen in line 21, the Chinese participant was a bit furious at his counterpart’s 

direct refusal, which he commented as “very rude”. What he preferred, as he mentioned, 

was an indirect way, followed by an excuse. Definitely, the American’s conduct was out 

of his expectations and norms. In addition, he regarded his “minding others’ business” 

as appropriate since he was trying to help his friend out. Interestingly, the above 

examples relating to Scenario 5 indicate the discrepant interpretations of each other’s 

behaviors by the two participants. What the Chinese considered appropriate, such as 

helping his American friend figure out a way to get the money, was regarded as rude 

and nosy by the American man. Nevertheless, the direct refusal that the American man 

deeded proper and reasonable was evaluated as a rude behavior by the Chinese man.  

Summary 

Negotiation norms play a crucial role in each participant’s evaluation of whether a 

behavior is appropriate or not. Since negotiation norms vary widely across cultural 

groups, interpretation of a behavior may accordingly be different, which accounts for the 

fact that one behavior is regarded as proper by a Chinese participant but as rude and 

awkward by his or her American counterpart. The accounts in this chapter demonstrate 

that judgment by the participants is linked to the norms that they identify as rules that 

they should follow.  

The following chapter, Chapter 5, includes discussion of the results, organized 

according to the research questions.  
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CHAPTER 5 
DISCUSSION 

Introduction 

Chapter 3 analyzes the seven negotiation scenarios on an individual basis and 

Chapter 4 presents the retrospective accounts by the American and Chinese 

participants of their negotiation behaviors. This chapter focuses on the research 

questions stated in Chapter 1. The research questions are: first, what is the evidence in 

the data that the participants are adhering to the negotiation norms, i.e. enacting politic 

behavior? Second, what is the evidence in the data that the participants are going 

beyond politic behavior, as required in the norms of the two cultures, to enact 

“politeness” and/or “impoliteness”? 

 The discussion of the results includes the evidence in politic behaviors, which 

is in line with the negotiation strategies used by the Chinese participants and the 

American participants in this study (a summary of the strategies used is provided), 

and the evidence of (im)polite behaviors, which consists of examples of behaviors 

that do not stick to the negotiation strategies. Negotiation strategies are determined 

by negotiation norms, which are key factors that influence whether a behavior is 

politic or (im)polite. In negotiations, strategies implement norms that negotiators are 

expected to abide by (Chiu, 1990; Putnam, 1992; Leung & Bond, 1984; Zhang & 

Yang, 1998). To address the first research question, in the first place, a summary of 

the negotiation strategies used by the American and Chinese participants in this study 

is provided, compared with the baseline negotiation strategies included in the 

literature review of Chapter 1; second, discussions on the appropriate behaviors or 

politic behaviors in different stages of negotiation are carried out thereafter. The 
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second research question on (im)polite behaviors is answered through a discussion 

on behaviors in each stage that do not fall in the “box” of negotiation strategies.  

Politic Behaviors 

The negotiation strategies used by the Americans and the Chinese in this study, 

as a comparison to the baseline strategies in Chapter 1. 

In stage one, nontask sounding, the strategy that the Americans used in this study 

is exactly the same as the baseline strategy in this stage; while in addition to using the 

strategy identical to their baseline strategy, the Chinese participants brought in a new 

one, which is to conduct brief informal talk. In stage two, the strategies that both parties 

adopted are the same as their independent baseline strategies. Similarly, the strategies 

the Americans employed in stage three covers most of their baseline strategies, except 

for giving a reward or punishing. The Chinese participants as well drew on most of the 

strategies that their baseline strategies include, with the exception of making a 

command. The next section is the detailed discussion of the negotiation behaviors that 

comply with the negotiation strategies in the first three stages where most baseline data 

came from. Those behaviors are considered by the participants as appropriate 

according to the analysis of retrospective interviews in Chapter 4.   

Non-Task Sounding 

Nontask sounding refers to informal and even possibly non-negotiation related 

“chat” prior to exchange of negotiation related information, such as talking about one’s 

family or hobby. For Americans, the negotiation norm they hold for this stage allows 

very brief talk or even no “chat” at all. For Chinese, on the contrary, their negotiation 

norm usually requires relatively more talk, which could range from inquiring about their 
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counterpart’s personal interests, health, to his or her families, with the purpose of 

showing concern, maintaining harmony, and increasing friendliness (Faure, 1999).   

In line with the negotiation norms, with no exception, all the American participants 

of the seven negotiations conducted brief, informal nontask talk. The brief talk uniformly 

includes simple greetings, such as “hi” or “how are you doing”. The retrospective 

interviews with them indicate that they believed such brief greetings or nontask talk fall 

in the category of appropriateness in a negotiation. Below is an example representing 

their view. 

Example (51) 
 
1 Interviewer: You greeted your Chinese counterpart with a hi, right? 
 
2 Interviewee A: en-uh. 
 
3 Interviewer: Did you think that was appropriate at the beginning of a negotiation? 
 
4 Interviewer A: Yeah, uh, very appropriate.  
 
5 Interviewer: Why didn’t you talk about something more, such as your Chinese   
6 counterpart’s daily life, family, etc? 
 
7 Interviewee A: (surprised) what for? 
 
8 Interviewer: to, maybe, shorten the distance between you two and increase  
9 friendliness? 
 
10 Interviewee A: I don’t think that’s necessary. Negotiation issues are more  
11 important than relationships. I was interested in identifying and analyzing key  
12 issues of the negotiation.  
 

The American participant considered greeting the other party in a negotiation “very 

appropriate” (line 4). When being asked about extending to other topics at the beginning 

of a negotiation, such as about each other’s family, the American participant first 

reacted with “what for” (line 7) with surprise, then responded that he did not think going 
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into other topics was necessary since from his perspective, besides greeting each other, 

a negotiation should merely cover the issues to be negotiated instead of personal 

relationships.  

The American participant’s reaction to greetings is that it is “appropriate” behavior. 

Appropriateness is what Watts calls politic behavior in his politeness model. This is the 

behavior which is deemed proper and adequate by the interactants in a certain social 

interaction, rather than being polite or impolite. The adequate behavior is the behavior 

that complies with the norms required for particular cultural context (Watts, 1992). 

According to Watts’ politeness theory, the participants adhering to the norms can be 

considered conducting appropriate behaviors. Example (51) is an example confirms 

Watts’ theory by showing that the participant described her behavior of giving a simple 

greeting, which fits the negotiation norms for Americans, as appropriate.  

Turning to the Chinese participants, although the negotiation norm for Chinese at 

the stage of nontask sounding tends to involve long, informal talk, for all seven Chinese 

participants, there is only one who seemed to adhere to this negotiation norm, which is 

to talk relatively at length at this stage; the rest of them simply conducted brief nontask 

sounding such as greeting the other party with “hi”, “hello”, “how are you”, or “good 

morning”. This unexpected brief nontask sounding performed by the Chinese 

participants raises two questions. First, how did their American counterparts assess the 

brief nontask talk; second, what caused the Chinese participants to choose brief 

“chatting” instead of the regular lengthy one? 

For the first question, unanimously, the American participants considered their 

Chinese counterparts’ brief greetings as appropriate. This is not surprising, since the 
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quick nontask sounding at the beginning of a negotiation fits the negotiation norms held 

by Americans, who prefer getting to the point in a negotiation. The second question is 

related to the Chinese participants themselves: what contributes to the change? 

Retrospective interviews with the Chinese participants show that 100% of the 

interviewees, including the only one who started the negotiation with long nontask 

sounding, responded that long non-topic related talk was not necessary for informal 

everyday negotiation and greetings were “good enough” to initiate such kind of 

negotiation. Obviously, from the view of the Chinese participants, the factor contributing 

to the change is the context of the informal everyday negotiation itself. One of the 

typical responses follows. 

Example (52) 
 
1Interviewer: ni  kaishi   tanpan   qian   dui  ta  shuole  ni hao. 
2 You begin  negotiation before  to  him  say   hello 
 
3 ‘You said hello to him at the beginning of the negotiaiton’. 
 
4 Interviewee B: dui. 
5 Yes. 
 
6 ‘Yes’. 
 
7 Interviewer: wenshenmo  bu   duo   liaoliao? 
8 Why       not   more   chat 
 
9 ‘Why didn’t you chat more?’ 
 
10 Interviewee B: wenhou   ta   zugong  le.  richang  shenghuo  women  bu 
11 Greeting    him  enough,     daily    life       we    not 
 
12 dou   zhemo   kaishi    duihua  ma?   Zhe   shi  richang 
13 all    this      start   conversation ?    this   is   daily 
 
14 tanpan,   suoyi   wenhou  yixia  jiu  xing le. 
15 negotiation, so   greetings       then work. 
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16 ‘Greetings alone are enough. Isn’t it what we do to start a     
17 conversation everyday? This is everyday negotiation, so greeting     
18 should work.’ 
 
19 Interviewer: ni    jiude  jiu  wenhou   ranhou  tianpan  heshi ma? 
20 you  think  only greetings  then    negotiate proper? 
 
21 ‘Do you think greetings alone before negotiation are appropriate’ 
 
22 Interviewee: shide. 
23 Yes. 
 
24 ‘Yes’. 
 
25 Interviewer: na  chang  de   liaotian  ne?   Nayan  bushi  keyi  cujin 
26 Then  long   chat ? That   not or is  may   promote guanxi  ma? 
 
27 “Then what about long talk? Is it supposed to promote each other’s  

  
28 relation in a negotiation?’  
 
29 Interviewee B: liaotian  dangran  ye  heshi  ya,  keyi  cuojin   guanxi. Dan 
30 Chatting   surely    too  appropriate,  can  strengthen relation.  
  
31 zai   richang   tianpan  zhong,   liaotian  ke   you   ke   wo, 
32 but in  everyday   negotiation,     chat     may  have may  not, 
 
33 wenhou  jiu   keyi   le,  hen  he   shi. Dan  bu  wenhou  jiu     
34 greetings should fine,   very proper.   But   no  greetins then 
 
35 bu  limao  le. 
36 not polite. 
 
37 ‘Chatting is surely appropriate too and it can strengthen relation. But 
38 for everyday negotiation, chatting can be omitted. Greetings alone 
39 should be fine and are very proper. But (to start a conversation) without  
40 greetings it is impolite.’  
  

All in all, the Chinese participants considered either brief greetings or relatively long 

chatting to start a negotiation as appropriate. While relatively long nontask sounding is 

the norm for the first stage for Chinese in business negotiations (Chiu, 1990; Putnam, 

1992), simple greetings alone can be regarded as a negotiation norm as well for the 
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same stage in informal, everyday negotiations. This, perhaps, in addition to context, is 

also due to a young student population. Both are considered to be within the scope of 

appropriateness, thus politic behavior in a negotiation. 

Information Exchange 

The second stage of negotiation is information exchange, which functions to reveal 

to the other party the negotiation-related issues, interests, or concerns. Hall (1976) 

states that different cultures may have different information-sharing strategies in 

negotiation. In the second stage, the negotiation norm for Americans is that they tend to 

say what they need and explain the reasons behind the request only if necessary; in 

other words, they embrace direct information exchange strategy, while for Chinese, this 

stage is usually associated with long explanations to back up an indirect request or 

make an implicit request (Fang, 1999).  

At the stage of information exchange in this study, with no exceptions, all the 

American participants expressed their needs briefly and directly and all of the Chinese 

participants used the indirect strategy, which is to make an indirect request with a long 

explanation for this request. Therefore, the participants all seemed to adhere to their 

negotiation norms at this stage. Watts (2003) states that behaviors within norms or 

expectations would be regarded as appropriate. This is precisely the case here: 

retrospective interviews with participants in Chapter 4 indicate that each of them 

deemed his/her way of information exchange appropriate since they adhere to the 

negotiation strategies which are implemented by norms in their culture in the context of 

negotiation.  

Norms of what are regarded as appropriate is closely related to their specific 

cultural context. Low or high context is a cultural dimension that influences the way 
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information is communicated: explicitly or implicitly (Hall, 1976). In low-context cultures, 

such as the U.S., information is given usually directly and communication is solution-

minded; in high-context cultures, like China, information is shared indirectly and 

communication is harmony-oriented (Pye, 1982; Ting-Toomey, 1985). This statement is 

supported by the data in this study: the American participants, who are from low-context 

cultures, adopted the direct strategy to exchange information and the Chinese 

participants, who are from high-context cultures, employed indirect communication 

strategies. 

While Americans prefer straightforward approach, which can be achieved by direct 

request, Chinese are very hesitant about engaging in the direct approach and are 

inclined to make efforts to use an indirect way to reach a goal. This is due to the fact 

that Chinese people are collectivist with an emphasis on maintaining and promoting 

interpersonal harmony and relationships, given the norm of avoiding any direct or 

aggressive behaviors which may risk relationship directed by Confucianism, whose 

essence is harmony (Hofstede, 1991; Ting-Toomey, 1988; Yao, 2000).  

Persuasion 

Briefly, persuasion in the third stage involves each party’s attempts to modify one 

another’s subjective views or expectations by means of various negotiation strategies. 

Strategies that are widely used by Americans include positive influence strategies, such 

as making a promise, recommendations, and rewards, etc., and negative influence 

strategies, including making threats, punishments, negative appeals and commands. In 

this same stage of negotiations, Chinese employ similar strategies, although they prefer 

positive strategies to maintain the harmony of both parties rather than negative ones. In 

addition, the following strategies are used only by Chinese: asking questions and 
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keeping silent. Chinese tend to ask questions as a persuasive strategy; they also use 

silence to show that they are not satisfied with the other party’s response. In other 

words, Chinese try to avoid open disagreements with their counterparts in order to 

maintain a pleasant relationship. 

In this third stage of negotiation, namely, persuasion, both positive strategies such 

as promises, recommendations, rewards, etc and negative strategies such as threats, 

commands, and negative appeals are included. Chapter 1 in this study states that these 

negotiation strategies, positive or negative, are regarded as implementation of norms 

that are adhered to by both Chinese and Americans in a negotiation. Based on their 

past experience, negotiation participants have stored certain behaviors for a particular 

event, which abide by culture-specific norms and expectations. “Linguistic behavior 

which is perceived to be appropriate to the social constraints of the ongoing interaction” 

is defined as politic behavior or appropriateness (Watts 2003: 19). It is unmarked and 

non-salient. Therefore, these negotiation behaviors entail negotiation norms that are 

labeled as politic behavior that the participants expect and consider appropriate or 

unmarked under similar negotiation circumstances.  

The detailed analyses in Chapter 3, Data Analysis, and Chapter 4, Retrospective 

Accounts, have suggested that the participants from both cultures — China and 

America, evaluate their and the other party’s use of the commonly shared negotiation 

behaviors, including negative and positive strategies, as appropriate, in other words, 

politic behaviors. The analyses provide evidence in this stage that the participants 

adhering to the negotiation norms were enacting politic behavior or appropriate behavior. 

For example, to make a threat, which can be regarded as a rude behavior in other 
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events, the American and Chinese in this study, however, seem to have mutual 

understanding and acceptance of the use of it, as it is one of the negotiation strategies 

shared by both parties. The notion of negotiation and strategies associated with 

negotiation, which are consistent to the culture-specific norms on appropriateness, have 

already been defined and stored in the negotiators’ minds and guide their behaviors in 

negotiation. This further affirms Watt’s view that appropriate behaviors are those that 

adhere to the norms in a given situation, in this study, in the situation of negotiation.  

However, since this is cross-cultural communication, negotiation norms are not 

identical in American and Chinese cultures; thus mismatches can result due to different 

evaluations of the negotiation behaviors conducted by people from different cultural 

background. In other words, an utterance that is perceived as appropriate by one party 

might not be considered so in the same light by the other party. Lee and Song (2000) 

also state that appropriateness is subject to cultural expectations, and cultures can draw 

boundaries to the understanding of appropriateness. The next Section in this Chapter 

demonstrates that a behavior which is considered appropriate by the Chinese based on 

their sociocultural perspective is nevertheless put into an opposite category by the 

Americans.  

The next section presents a discussion focusing on the second research question: 

what is the evidence that the participants are going beyond politic behavior, as required 

in the norms of the two cultures, to enact “politeness” and/or “impoliteness”? 

(Im)polite Behaviors 

Non-Task Sounding 

According to the prior discussion on appropriate behaviors, all the negotiations in 

the stage of nontasking sounding involves brief greetings except one, which is between 
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an American professor and a Chinese student regarding an extension for a lab report. 

At the beginning of the negotiation, the Chinese student expressed her concern and 

sympathy about the professor’s dental condition, as seen in Example 52. 

Example (52) 
 
1 S: uh..I heard that you went to see a dentist last week\ I know it’s painful\ uh. I 
2 hope you are feeling better now 
 

As can be seen in the analysis of retrospective interview in Chapter 4, the Chinese 

participant was affirmative that her nontask talk about the professor’s health condition 

was appropriate since Chinese people are inclined to mention something irrelevant 

before getting into the real business in a negotiation. Although she did not use the exact 

word: negotiation norms, in the interview, she was obviously aware of them in the 

negotiation and behaved according to the rules, hence regarding her conduct as 

appropriate in terms of the norms that consistent with the Chinese culture. In the 

interview with the researcher, she expressed that the nontask chatting can help 

establish the connection or boost the relationship so it serves the purpose of facilitating 

the negotiation goal. Such behavior, which was considered appropriate by the Chinese 

student herself, conversely, was evaluated as impolite by her professor because it is 

different from the American professor’s view on norm. According to the professor’s 

explanation in Chapter 4 (p. 148), the beginning stage of a negotiation should only 

involve brief or none talking. Watts (2003) defines politeness or impoliteness as a 

marked behavior which goes beyond appropriate behaviors that stick to the norms. This 

example supports Watt’s perspective in that the marked behavior could be perceived as 

polite or impolite, in this case, impolite. The data analyses in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 

provide evidence that a speaker and a hearer may hold different norms on a certain 
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event and it is very possible that a behavior that is meant to be appropriate or polite by 

one party is taken in an opposite direction by the other due to the different cultural 

specific norms that they hold.  

Information Exchange 

In this stage, as discussed earlier, Chinese tend to exchange information by 

means of indirect or implicit strategy, while Americans prefer a brief and direct way. 

Hence, the sociocultual difference could yield different interpretation and evaluations of 

each other’s negotiation behaviors. Take the negotiation between two neighbors 

regarding the noisy music for example. Adhering to Chinese negotiation norms, the 

Chinese woman made efforts to direct the topic of the noisy music from her neighbor’s 

party. The music from the American’s apartment was loud and noisy, which greatly 

disturbed the woman on some weekdays and almost all weekends. First, she tried to 

give him a hint by saying that “I heard some music from your home yesterday”. 

Realizing it did not work, she pretended to “blame” the wall: “the wall is not sound proof”. 

While still getting little reaction, she had to make the request indirectly: “I think 

sometimes you get too late at night, can you stop your party a little earlier?” It seems 

that, however, the American man did not pick it up. The analysis of the man’s detailed 

reflections in the Chapter 4, Retrospective Interview, shows that he thought the Chinese 

woman’s lengthy request should instead be straightforwardly expressed, which is not 

only more efficient but also not misleading. Thus, he labeled the woman’s conduct as 

“rude” or impolite.  

Likewise, in the scenario of borrowing money, the Chinese man, who wanted to 

get back his money that his American friend had borrowed from, created a fake situation 

that he needed the money to pay for the textbooks. His intention and indirectness were 
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again not picked up by his American friend and to even the worse, were considered 

impolite based on the retrospective interview with the American in Chapter 4, since 

directness is preferred by Americans based on their cultural-specific norms.  

Conversely, the American participants’ directness is evaluated as impolite by the 

Chinese participants. Bilmes stressed as well in his study of negotiation in Thailand that 

any knowledge of negotiation activity must be rooted in knowledge of how people from 

that specific culture conduct such activities (1992). He investigated Thai and U.S. 

community mediators and found that Thai mediators more frequently seek harmony by 

asking disputants to forgive each other and to apologize, which is due to Thailand’s 

sociocultural norms which put priority on harmonious relationship. Take Scenario 3 

between the American student and the Chinese teaching assistant for instance. The 

students were required to submit their take home test online by 12:00 pm on Monday. 

Late submission would result in a zero. One of the Chinese TA’s students made a late 

submission and received a zero. When the student approached the TA, she directly told 

that Chinese TA that she unfortunately used up all the minutes allowed online and she 

thought it was unfair to give her a zero. Such a direct request was interpreted as 

“improper, rude” from the Chinese TA’s point of view. The Chinese TA complained 

about the American student’s frankness and directness in making the request, which is 

very inappropriate or impolite, because in low context cultures, like China, information is 

usually exchanged indirectly.   

This reflection fits in with Watts’ (2003) view that there is sharedness of 

expectations against which behavior is judged and any conduct falling outside of the 

norms is considered either polite or impolite. Impoliteness can be attributed to a 
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mismatch of expectations due to cross-cultural difference. In addition, Eelen states that, 

“terms such as ‘polite’ and ‘impolite’ can never be said to merely describe behavior, 

since their use always involves a moral evaluation and thus a morally involved position” 

(2001: 183).  

Persuasion 

As discussed before, behaviors that are beyond the norms are categorized as 

(im)polite behaviors (Watts, 2003, p. 162). (Im)polite behaviors are the ones that are out 

of expectations. Following is the evidence in the stage of persuasion that shows the 

participants are going beyond politic behavior, as required in the norms of the two 

cultures. 

In addition to the negative and positive appeal strategies, the Chinese participants 

used two strategies that Americans do not possess: asking questions repeatedly and 

keeping silent. In the scenario between two roommates, the Chinese roommate 

repeatedly asked his American roommate whether he could get his money back if he 

paid the total in advance. The data analysis in Chapter 4 shows that, to the Chinese’s 

repeated question, the American counterpart responded in the retrospective interview 

that it was “unnecessary and inappropriate” in a negotiation, thus regarded as impolite 

behavior.  

Similarly, keeping silent, one of the commonly used strategies by Chinese, is 

evaluated as impolite behavior by the Americans, according to their reflections in 

Chapter 4. Silence can be used in social encounters to avoid imposition, confrontation 

or embarrassment which may not be avoided when one uses verbal expression 

(Jaworski & Stephens, 1998; Sifianou, 1997). In a high-context culture like China (Pye, 

1976), keeping silent is an appropriate negotiation strategy which can avoid open 
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disagreement, thus serving the purpose of maintaining harmony. However, silence can 

be uncomfortable and intolerable, in this case, particularly for someone whose have 

different negotiation norms. For instance, the different evaluations of silence were 

shown in the retrospective interview with the American roommate and the Chinese 

roommate over the unpaid bill. To the Chinese, this silence is quite normal and 

legitimate in negotiation, since he regarded it as a non-verbal negotiation to reflect his 

reaction to his roommate’s proposal, which was reluctant and disagreeable. On the 

contrary, from his American roommate’s perspective, this silence was inappropriate and 

annoying, because he expected the Chinese to talk it out even if he was holding an 

opposite view. Chinese people tend to hope that their counterparts are able to figure out 

that silence means they are dissatisfied or disagree with what has been stated or 

proposed. However, Americans seem to be considerably uncomfortable with silence, 

which can make them hesitate about their views or even give them up. This proves that 

cross-cultural differences on perception of silence in negotiation based on the 

soicocultural perspectives affect assessment of politeness.   

Summary 

The discussions in this chapter that politic behaviors are within the expectation of 

social norms in specific situations of negotiation, while (im)politeness is beyond what is 

expected. Specifically, in the stages of negotiation, the negotiation behaviors that are 

consistent with the negotiation strategies which are determined by norms are 

considered appropriate; the negotiation behaviors that do not abide by the strategies 

are evaluated as (im)polite behaviors. This study has provided evidence that the shared 

strategies are considered appropriate by both parties, including, for example, making a 

threat. Watts’ politeness theory correlates appropriateness with social norms that are 
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commonly expected in a specific situation. In this study, any behavior which is within the 

appropriate negotiation social norms is considered politic or unmarked conduct, 

because they meet with the social norms in the particular context of negotiation.  

The participants deem that it is appropriate and normal to apply the negotiation 

strategies within their social norms in a particular context, even making a threat, which 

thus cannot be classified as rudeness. However, any utterance out of the scope of their 

negotiation norms are considered either polite or impolite. This study is thus supportive 

that Watts (2003) model applies to the cross-cultural comparison on politeness. 

Evidence in this study further supports the relational approach to politeness as 

represented by Watts’ (2003), wherein he argues that analysts need to ''pay closer 

attention to how participants in social interaction perceive politeness'' (Watts, 2003, xix). 

This has been achieved in the retrospective interviews with the participants, detailed in 

Chapter 4. 

This study on negotiation supports Watts’s (2003) view on using a relational 

method to tackle politeness and supports that politeness should be evaluated based on 

social appropriateness. This politeness model provides a tool to investigate when and 

why participants in a social interaction perceive a certain utterance as polite or not. 

Watts’ model provides a much wider theory of communication for interpreting politeness, 

a necessary and essential advance in politeness research. Politeness analysis should 

look at the participants’ behavior and perceptions, linking them with the specific context 

of interaction and the cultural context, since social norms may vary across cultures and 

are sometimes the root of problems in cross cultural communication.  
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As can be seen from this study, communication problems arise due to participants’ 

different sociocultural backgrounds, which is resulted from participants’ interpretation 

and understanding on the interactants’ acknowledgement on which forms are 

normalized and considered as appropriate. Politeness in cross-cultural negotiations is 

contingent upon shared and unshared norms. Cultural background undoubtedly 

influences how negotiation behaviors are perceived because it shapes views of 

negotiation of different parties. Data analyses of this study suggest that any behaviors 

which are beyond social norms, which are reflected by strategies in this case, can be 

interpreted as impolite. Take the stage of information exchange for example, the 

Chinese way of information exchange usually sounds much longer and the American 

participants considered it as inappropriate, since this strategy obviously flouts the 

Americans’ negotiation norms which expect shorter and direct request.  

In short, data analyses in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 have provided evidence to 

suggest that politeness is a discursive or relational concept measured and judged by 

interactants themselves. Interactants possess their standards and perceptions which fit 

into their individual normative expectations of politic behavior or appropriateness in a 

specific event (Locher, 2004; Watts, 2003). This obviously indicates that a change of 

situation or social context can very possibly result in different perceptions or 

expectations set for that circumstance accordingly. That is to say, the unmarked 

behaviors which are appropriate in the negotiation context are politic behaviors, 

although the same ones may be evaluated in the opposite direction in some other 

situations. 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSION 

Findings 

This study has attempted to investigate appropriateness and (im)politeness in 

American-Chinese quotidian negotiations through a detailed analysis of role plays in 

seven different scenarios, in which the participants negotiate to attain their purpose, as 

well as retrospective interviews with the participants. This study draws on Watt’s 

politeness theory as the theoretical framework, where he introduces two terms to 

distinguish appropriate behaviors and behaviors beyond appropriateness, namely, 

politic behavior and (im)politeness. Both appropriateness associated with unmarked 

behaviors and (im)politeness assigned to the marked behaviors have been discussed in 

all the negotiation situations in this study. 

This study addressed two research questions: (1) what is the evidence in the data 

that the participants are adhering to the negotiation norms, i.e. enacting politic behavior? 

(2) What is the evidence in the data that the participants are going beyond politic 

behavior, as required in the norms of the two cultures, to enact “politeness” and/or 

“impoliteness”? In order to answer these questions, detailed analysis was conducted to 

examine the behaviors of the participants in role plays comprised of seven informal 

negotiation scenarios respectively between a professor and a student on extending the 

deadline of a report, between two neighbors regarding the loud music, between an 

instructor and a student on a delayed assignment, between a landlord and a tenant on 

an expiring lease, between two friends regarding returning money, between two 

officemates on use of a lab, and between two roommates regarding an unpaid bill. In 

terms with the theoretical framework, the perception and interpretation of each other’s 
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conversational behaviors relate to the participants themselves. Therefore, to have a 

better and thorough understanding of negotiation behaviors, the researcher triangulated 

the baseline data with the retrospective interviews, which provides rich evidence as well 

as actual evaluations from the participant themselves, thus making the conclusion more 

persuasive. 

In response to the two research questions, it is found in this study and confirmed 

by the participants themselves that the negotiation behaviors that are consistent with 

the negotiation strategies, which are determined by norms, are considered appropriate. 

Examples of these behaviors include making negative appeals and positive appeals, 

which are shared and acknowledged by both Americans and Chinese. However, 

negotiation behaviors that do not abide by the strategies in one culture are evaluated as 

(im)polite behaviors by the participants in another culture. Examples of these behaviors 

include keeping silent, which is one of the negotiation strategies by Chinese and was 

considered as appropriate by the Chinese participants in this study, was nevertheless 

regarded as a rude behavior by Americans, since this strategy is beyond the norm from 

their sociocultural perspective. The in-depth analysis illustrates the participants’ 

evaluation of what constitutes politeness in the given context and their expectations of 

what the negotiation utterances should be in accordance with the negotiation norms in 

their respective cultures. The social and cultural norms or the rootedness of 

(im)politeness in assessments of what are appropriate, or politic behaviors, in a specific 

speech event is important for an analysis of (im)politeness.  

Implications 

The results of the present study support the validity of Watts’ politeness model. 

This study has demonstrated that the concept of appropriateness is applied in everyday 
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negotiations, following Watts’ (2003) politeness theory. Individuals in an interaction rely 

on standards or norms of appropriateness or (im)politness to judge social behavior 

which they are involved in. Their standards are built upon social norms and 

expectations they agree on and adhere to. In other words, the predispositions of their 

habitus lead them to acknowledge or reproduce certain social behaviors which they feel 

or deem to be appropriate or (im)polite in similar emerging situations. To study 

“politeness”, based on the data analyzed in this study, it is suggested that researchers 

employ a relational or discursive approach to evaluate what is appropriate/politic and 

(im)polite behavior in line with the interactants’ evaluations that are linked to and guided 

by their habitus. In addition, politic behaviors and (im)politeness cannot be analyzed in 

relation to single utterances or speech acts, nor can they be evaluated only by 

assumptions of the speaker’s intentions. They can only be understood in a 

contextualized way and with consideration of the culture related understanding of 

utterances. The findings of this study indicate that Watts’ postmodern politeness theory 

can apply to cross-cultural politeness research.  

Applications to Pedagogy 

Quotidian negotiations occur frequently in our daily life. The findings of this study 

show that evaluations of appropriateness or (im)politeness largely relate to the 

participant’s sociocultural norms in a specific situation and cultural differences in 

negotiation are potential sources for misunderstanding between participants who 

possess different cultural background. For example, keeping silent, which is considered 

as an appropriate strategy in negotiation by Chinese is otherwise assessed as an 

impolite and vague behavior by Americans. Therefore, it is suggested that 

understanding the other parties’ cultural background can help participants facilitate their 
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negotiation and minimize misunderstanding and confusion. For international students, in 

addition to teaching language itself, language teachers need to bring cultural knowledge 

into curriculum and attempt to seek culture-specific patterns of language use in a certain 

situation. Generally, this study emphasizes the importance of teaching social and 

cultural aspects of language use. 

The present study highlights that politeness is better tackles in relation to an entire 

speech event, the contexts, and the participants’ expectations and evaluations of such a 

situation. Hence, it seems that, in language teaching, rather than teaching single 

utterances, emphasis can be to analyze different speech events and demonstrate the 

appropriate interaction in those events. In this way, a more realistic view of the 

appropriate use of language could be achieved. For the teaching of informal 

negotiations in different sociocultural contexts, the differences and similarities can be 

taught in classrooms especially to beginners as a guidance to appropriate negotiation 

behaviors.     

Limitations 

Several limitations of the study must be pointed out.  

Firstly, it is important to note the limitation on methodology. Due to the practical 

reasons that have been discussed in Chapter 2, the baseline data were obtained from 

the role plays that required the participants to react to a situation which triggers 

negotiation, rather than from real time, actual negotiation. Thus, the findings can not be 

generalized to all cross-cultural interactions between Americans and Chinese.  

Secondly, the present study is primarily based on the analysis of the verbal 

behavior of the interactants, since this study adopts Watts’ politeness theory as its 

theoretical framework and Watts’ model applies only to verbal interactions. Therefore, 
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paralinguistic features such as pause, gestures, and facial expressions were not given 

systematic attention. However, some paralinguistic features, such as pausing, were 

transcribed and mentioned where they seemed to be significant for the participants’ 

evaluation in this study. Systematic study focusing on paralinguistic features and other 

nonverbal aspects of communication such as posture and movements remains a task 

for future research.  

Contribution and Future Research 

The findings of this study enrich the cross-cultural study on negotiation by adding 

quotidian negotiation, which has not been studied so far, to the best of my knowledge, 

as well as on current knowledge of politeness by drawing on Watts’ politeness model, 

which provides a proper approach for politeness research based on the evidence of this 

study. From a theoretical point of view, this study can be seen as a contribution to the 

cross-cultural politeness research where native American and Chinese participants are 

involved, using a postmodern approach. This study can increase empirical and 

theoretical knowledge on what consists of appropriate and (im)polite behaviors in cross-

cultural communication.  

Generally speaking, in this study, it is clear that interactants tend to judge the 

others’ behaviors using their own norms, that is, culturally-based ways of talking or 

behaving, which is a continual and ongoing process. While the present study has 

attempted to shed some light on cross-cultural politeness research in the situation of 

negotiation, it leaves some areas that can be extended for future study.  

More in-depth work is needed on negotiation encounters involving parties that 

speak the same native language, in other words, on negotiations between Americans 

themselves or Chinese themselves inclusively, which, in turn, will allow contrastive 
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patterns to be identified in cross-cultural negotiations. More detailed, micro-analytic 

studies are encouraged, covering individuals with different backgrounds, including 

different languages, and communicating in a variety of settings.  

While the present study has been able to demonstrate that Watt’s politeness 

model is valid in the situation of negotiation, further research can cover a range of 

different interactional contexts. A detailed analysis of a variety of contextual features 

could further increase understanding of this postmodern politeness model.  

In reference to politeness research, investigations can be conducted with different 

interactants from various cultural and linguistic backgrounds to find out whether Watts 

politeness model also applies.  

In addition to role play method, it is suggested that various methods to be used to 

collect data from naturally occurring conversation. Different approaches will be able to 

offer various insights from different perspectives, thus produce better understanding of 

politeness.  

In conclusion, the present study has been concerned with the evidence of how the 

participants enacted politic behaviors and politeness, based on the data analysis of 

quotidian negotiations between Americans and Chinese. This study has demonstrated 

that Watts’ politeness theory provides an appropriate framework to examine politeness 

behaviors. Notwithstanding its limitations, it hoped that this study has made a 

contribution to current knowledge of politeness research.  
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APPENDIX A 
TRANSCRIPTION SYMBOLS 

\: Termination of a tone group 
 
.: A pause between 0.2 and 0.5 of a second 
 
..: A pause between 0.5 and 0.8 second 
 
…: A pause between 0.9 and 1.2 second 
 
/: False start 
 
ˊ: A rising tone 
 
ˋ: A falling tone 
 
^: A rising falling tone 
 
_: Stuttering or repetition 
 
???: Indecipherable speech 
 
@: Laughter 
 
:: Filled pauses 
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APPENDIX B 
QUESTIONNAIRE 

Please fill in the questionnaire. The information you provide here will not be available to 
anyone but the researcher. You do not have to answer any question you do not wish to 
answer. I very much appreciate your involvement and your cooperation in completing 
this questionnaire.  

 
Name:  
        
Sex:        
 
Department: 
 
Age Range:    18-20    20-30      31-40     41-50       >50    (Please circle the one)  

 
1. In which country were you born? 

 
2. How long have you lived in U.S.? 

 
3. How long have you been living in Gainesville, FL? 

 
4. Do you have any working experience either in China or in the U.S.(including TA or 

RA)? What is/was your job? How long is/was it? Please elaborate it. 
 

5. What was the first language you learned? 
 

6. How many years have you studied English?  
 

7. What are your TOEFL and GRE score? When did you take them? 
 

8. What is your SPEAK test score? When did you take it? 
 

9. Are you married?  
 

10. Who do you live with?  
 

11. How often do you use English at home? Please circle your answer. 
 

Not at all….. …Rarely………Sometimes………Often………. Always 
 

12. Outside your home, what are the occasions at which you use English? (For 
example, in the lab, in the classroom, in the church, with a conversation partner, etc.) 

 
13. Have you ever argued with or persuaded someone over some matters? Please 

comment on your experience.  
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14. Who are the people you sometimes convince or argue with in your work and 
personal life?  
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APPENDIX C 
ROLE PLAYS 

The Chinese and American participants are asked to participate in role plays which are 
designed to evoke a negotiation. Every situation needs two people (a Chinese and an 
American) and is role played by two pairs. Each participant is given a piece of 
paper/card describing their situation, role and possible goals (participants’ goals are not 
revealed to each other in advance).  
 
Between a Professor and a Student 
Chinese participant: Your professor/advisor requires you to submit a lab report to her 
this Friday. However, you are working on several core courses this semester and 
having 2 papers due by Friday. You would like very much that your professor/advisor 
could postpone the deadline for the lab report. 
American participant: You are a professor. You require your Chinese student to submit 
a lab report to you this Friday. However, the student is approaching you and asking for 
putting off the deadline since the student is working on several core courses this 
semester and having 2 papers due by Friday. You do hope the student could get it done 
by Friday because you are leaving at the beginning of next week for a conference and 
you don’t like to read the report on a plane.  
 
Between Neighbors 
Chinese participant: Your neighbor is an American young man at his 20s. He lives next 
door to you. You two simply greet when you meet each other. He seems having many 
friends and likes throwing parties on weekend, sometimes even on weekdays such as 
Wednesday or Thursday. His friends take all the parking lot in front of your apartment at 
party times so you have to park your car at quite a distant place. In addition, his dog 
keeps barking when his friends are around and the noise disturb your study at night. 
You decide to talk to the neighbor today, without offending him by being rude or pushy, 
hoping that his party stops earlier, his friends park somewhere else, and the noise could 
be down.  
American participant: Your neighbor is a Chinese young man at his 20s. He lives next 
door to you. You are an out-going person having many friends and like throwing parties 
on weekend, sometimes even on weekdays such as Wednesday or Thursday. Your 
friends take many parking lots in your complex at party times. You sense that the noisy 
cars and the barking dog are becoming a problem for your neighbor and you really 
don’t’ want to make this big, but you like the way you live and enjoy throwing parties and 
talking with your friends.  
 
Between a Teaching Assistant and a Student 
Chinese participant: You are a teaching assistant in your department. Your students 
took the mid-term exam last week. One of the questions asks students to write the 
experiment steps (5 steps) in the correct order, which accounts for 15 points. A student 
is approaching you asking for points on this question, since he is correct in the third step 
but you took off all the points. In your opinion, if one step is messed up, the whole 
experiment is messed up.  
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American participant: You are a student in a Chinese teaching assistant’s class. You 
took the mid-term exam last week. One of the questions asks students to write the 
experiment steps (5 steps) in the correct order, which accounts for 15 points. You were 
correct in the third step but the teaching assistant took off all the points. You feel that 
you should get partial credit for your answer.  
 
Between a Landlord and a Tenant 
Chinese participant: Due to some reasons, you will have to move out of your apartment 
one month later than the date stated on your lease. You want to talk with your landlord 
hoping to live here until you move. 
American participant: Due to some reasons, one of your tenants will have to move out 
of the apartment one month later than the date stated on the lease. Since this violates 
the lease and a new tenant will move in two months later, you are very reluctant to do it. 
 
Between Friends 
Chinese participant: Your good friend wants to loan 20 bucks from you. However, you 
are short of money lately. And your friend forgot to return the $5 bucks he borrowed 
from you 2 months ago. Now he is approaching you hoping that you could loan him $20. 
American participant: You hope to borrow 20 bucks from your good friend. You 
borrowed $5 from your friend before and have not returned it yet. But since you are 
good friends and you are really in a need for $20, you now talk with your friend. 
 
Between Officemates 
Chinese participant: Your officemate wants to use your equipment which you are using 
in the lab for only a week. You agreed. However, he is still not done using the 
equipment a week later and made a mess in a lab one day. He talks with you to see if 
it’s ok for him to continue using the machine for an extra week. This conflicts with your 
schedule. 
American participant: You used your officemate’s equipment in his lab for a week. 
However, you are not done using it a week later and made a mess in a lab one day due 
to the loss of power that day. You talk with your friend to see if it is ok to continue using 
the machine for an extra week. 
 
Between Roommates 
Chinese participant: You and your roommate live in a 2-bedroom apartment. You two 
get along very well. Your roommate subleased his room to his friend over the summer 
for 3 months. You did not sign any new lease with the second roommate. At the end of 
the summer, however, his friend disappeared without paying the last month’s rent and 
utility bills, which is $400 in total. You approach your first roommate today, hoping that 
he could compensate for some of the bills. Since he will continue to be your roommate, 
you do not want to offend him. But you hope to find a way to lessen your damage. 
American participant: You and your roommate live in a 2-bedroom apartment. You two 
get along very well. You subleased your room to one of your friends over the summer 
for 3 months. Your roommate agreed on it and he did not sign any new lease with your 
friend. At the end of the summer, however, your friend disappeared without paying the 
last month’s rent and utility bills, which is $400 in total. Your roommate is upset. You 
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don’t want to offend your roommate since you’ll have to deal with each other on a daily 
basis (you are moving back). You, however, think it is not your responsibility once you 
are away. You are trying to work it out with your roommate. 
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APPENDIX D 
ROLE PLAY TRANSCRIPTS 

Between a Professor and a Student 

S: professor\ how are you 
P: I’m fine\thank you 
S: uh..I heard that you went to see a dentist last week\I know it’s painful\uh.I hope you 
are feeling better now 
P:…(1 second pause) uh..yeah..thanks\can I help you with something’ 
S: …uh,uh..are you busy now’\could you do me a favor’\could you please allow me\to 
postpone handing in my lab report 
P: ok\ why cannot you turn it in 
S: uh..(2).. you know\ I’m taking 3 core courses this semester\ 
P:                                        eh-hen 
S:                                         and two of them have projects\ one of the projects will be 
due also will be due this Friday 
P:                          right 
S:                          and this project is team project\ I need to discuss many things with 
my team partners\ 
P:                eh-hen 
S:                so\ I’m afraid\ I can NOT finish the old lab report this Friday\ by time 
P: ok\ eh-hen 
S:      yeah\ I almost finished the report\ but I still need some time to\..uh.. to do more 
tests and\ (1.3) do more research\ so I’m afraid\..:er:. it’s not a good time for me submit 
this lab report this Friday  
P:   well\ I understand your problem\ but there are few things I have to say 
S:                                                     eh-hen 
P: first\ I am leaving for a conference right after\ en.. 
S:                           (low voice) this Friday 
P:                                            no\ actually\eh\on Monday\ I’m leaving for a conference\ 
so I needed\ I had planned  
S:                               eh-hen 
P:                                   on grading the lab reports over the weekend\ because I will 
have absolutely no time when I’m at the conference to read the reports 
S eh-hen 
P: also\ you know about this deadline for a while\ you know \I didn’t assign this 
RECENTLY\ you know\ for some time\ and I really don’t think it’s fair for other students\ 
because I know YOU have a lot of work\ but I am sure OTHER students have a lot of 
work too\ you know so 
S: uh.yeah..\ so\ if I submit the report this Friday 
P:                                                          eh-hen 
S: when will you\ re \return the report 
P: when will I return it to you 
S: eh\ yes 
P:I can give it back to you on Monday 
S: on Monday’ 
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P: eh-hen 
S: so\ uh\ I know many students also\ eh \also\ have many work to do\ but they can 
submit the report on time 
P:        eh-hen 
S:             eh-hen\but I have\ eh \a special case\  
P:                                  \uh-huh 
S:                                      because when I do the lab\ eh\ do eh \do\ doing the 
experiment \I’m\ eh\ it’s my fault not to write it very well \I found my fault in my report\ so 
I need to eh need to do more details 
P:                             eh-hen 
S:                                 and after all\ I\ I may say I finished most of the requirement in 
this lab report\ but I want to do better 
P:                                            eh-hen 
S:                                            I’m afraid I have no time to do it before Friday\ but I am 
sure\ I can give you this weekend \so you still have time to review it and return to me 
P: when\ when are your other projects due you said\ you don’t have time to work on it 
because you have other projects \right’ 
S:              yeah 
P: when are they due 
S: this Friday 
P: they are due this Friday too 
S: yeah 
P: why didn’t you ask for an extension on those projects? 
S: because those projects are two projects\ and they still have other students to do this 
project 
P:                                                              eh-hen 
S: and I it’s not easy to say that\ I have no time to do the project\ I have to\ eh submit 
my lab repot  
P:                                                                 eh-hen 
S:                                                                 and eh\ just\ let several other students to 
wait for me 
P:                        eh-hen 
S: so I \after\ after long thinking 
P:                      eh-hen 
S: I\ I\ I ask for you to postpone the deadline for just one or two days  
P:                                                    eh-hen 
S: so \eh \I can\ eh \I can finish my project on time  
P:                                   eh-hen 
S:                                   and I both can submit my lab report this weekend 
P:                                                                          if\ the best\ the only thing that I can 
allow you to do is\ if you submit your lab report after the deadline\ then I will lower one 
letter grade from your lab report grade 
S:                                          CLEAR THROA >..but\ eh\ if eh\ I do excellent in your lab 
report \do you’\ 
P:   (sound impatient) if you get an A\ 
S:                            eh-hen 
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P:                            if you do so well that normally you would get an A\ the best you will 
get is B 
S: (3, long pause then very low voice, surprised) WHY’ 
P: because you are turning it in on the deadline 
S: but \eh 
P:     like I said \you know about this\ I \I understand you have this project and 
everything \and I don’t know how long you’ve known about this project \but this is 
something that you know about\ and you know my policy is \no late assignments\ so\  
normally I would say no absolutely not\ but I understand that you have a lot of work to 
do \and the best thing that I can do is of one grade lower 
S: eh\ as I know some other course \if you turn eh submit your homework or project 
later 
P:                                                               eh-hen 
S:                                                               they will reduce some points for you\ em  
P:               eh-hen 
S:               maybe 10 percent for one week 
P:               eh-hen 
S:               something like that\ but why I just you\ you need to reduce 
P:                                                                    well\ 10 percent would be one low one 
letter grade\ eh 
S:                                 eh-hen 
P:                                 if you get 100 points 
S:                                                eh-hen 
P:                                                  if you earn 100 points for this projects 
S:   eh-hen 
P:    and I subtract 10 percent \eh \eh I subtract 10 points that’s 90\ that’s gonna be a B 
S: but 10 points for lab report  
P;                     eh-hen 
S:                     you still have another work to do\ in this\ in this course \and maybe this 
report is just one of the work  
P:                   right\ you will get only 10 percent of this one  
S:                                                       eh-hen 
P:                                                             this one  
S:                                                                 but  
P:                                                                   thing not your total grade 
S:         but you didn’t\ you didn’t post information about \about delay submission  
P:                                                                   eh-hen 
S:                                                                         in the website 
P: yeah\ I know \because it’s not allowed usually  
S: eh-hen 
P: usually not allowed \what I am telling you\ is you have a choice\ you can turn it in on 
Friday \or you can turn it in later\ and get 10 percent off your grade 
S: you mean you never have any students that \eh \that submit lab report (pause) LATE? 
P: not that I allowed\ I had students TRY to submit lab report late \and I don’t grade 
them I tell them it’s part of my policy 
S: eh-hen\ eh \so\ eh (3) you mean\ even I delay very short time \you you need to  
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P:                                                                   it’s a big\  a big class\ I have a lot of 
students\ I cannot\ I cannot make exceptions\ you know 
S:                                                           eh-hen 
P: I’m sorry 
S: eh 
P: so listen\ try get it in by Friday\ if you absolutely cannot\ then you know \what the 
alternative alternative is ok 
S: ok\ thank you 
P: see you later \good luck with your project 
 
Between Neighbors 
 
L: hi\i’m sorry\ I live next to you\ eh.. eh. I heard some noise from your home yesterday\ 
M:                                                       yeah\ we had a party last night  
L:                                             oh\ yeah\ because I have to study\ .eh.. in my home \the 
wall is not sound proof\so 
M:                                        yeah’ 
L:                                         (2 seconds pause)eh\ I think\ eh. Sometimes you get too 
late at night\so can you\eh\ I mean\can you stop the party a little earlier \please’\@@ 
(softly and nervously) 
M: not really \I mean\ we just have people over listen to the music\ you know\ 
sometimes we finish earlier\ but most of the time I guess.. we don’t finish that late\ we 
finish like 2 or 3\ 
L:                  oh\ but\ but 2 or 3 is too late for me \eh \because usually I have I go to bed 
at 11 \so\ eh\ because when the party\ eh\ is finished \I can hear a lot of \like noise\ 
maybe they talk\ eh\ after they go out of your home\ and I still can hear them there 
around \so\ eh\  
M:                                          well you 
L:                                           \I wonder can you 
M:                                          \uh-huh 
L:                                           ask them to leave earlier\ like (s second pause) 12 or 11 
@@ (softly and nervously) 
M: the party doesn’t start till 11 like 
L:                        oh 
M:                        it usually\ when we start it\ like then 
L:                        eh \eh \but eh\ it really \eh\ make me very \eh..@@ make me not very 
happy \because I cannot study \I cannot study in  
M:                                                who makes you the noise 
L:                                                 in my apartment 
M:                                                 you can always go to the library\ the 
L: and I cannot go to sleep\ at my \in my apartment\ so you know  
M:                                            sure\ you know\ I mean\ I have never heard any 
complaint from the other neighbors \ 
L: (2).. eh..I don’t know about other neighbors\ maybe I don’t know\ but\ eh \I mean\ 
since I live here and\ eh 
M:      oh I live here too  
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L: @@ (softly and nervously) yeah\ I know you live here \but  
M:                                 the apartment complex 
L:                                                but\ you interfere my 
M:                                                  hasn’t said  
L:                                                   my life 
M:                                                  well \you are trying to do the SAME thing\ you are 
trying to interfere with MY life by telling me not to have these parties\ and have fun \so 
you  
L:                                \ I’m not telling you not to have these parties\ I just want you to 
have it a little earlier not\ and not to stay  
M:                              well\ I mean  
L:                               too late  
M: we cannot really have it early\ because people are still doing stuff and\ no one really 
gets ready to party until 11 o’clock 12 o’clock at night\ like \eh \the other neighbors 
haven’t complained \the apartment complex hasn’t said anything \this is.. (2).. 
Gainesville\ this is a party town \like when you came here\ you should have thought of 
that\  
L: (3). eh.(2)but\@@ (softly and nervously)\ eh.. eh (silence) 
M:                                                eh\ ok\ how\ how about this\ I’ll tell when my friends are 
leaving \I’ll tell them to be a little bit quieter after they leave \or (2) I cannot make any 
promises \but I really don’t think \like the party\ just go to an end till people leave\ there 
is no set time for them to end \so I cannot really say (1) everybody has to leave at this 
time\ because they just go when it ends\ like I can ask them to be quieter after they 
leave\ like the parking lot stuff  
L:          eh-hen 
M:               but \I really don’t have control over when they end\ like people just show up 
\be at the party\ and leave and that’s it\ I don’t know what else to tell you 
L:                                                      eh \eh\ if you cannot ask your friends \eh\ to leave 
earlier \so \can you \eh\ try to keep the noise down when you \when you are in a party\ I 
can hear the sound of the music clearly from my apartment \so can you \eh\ do\ do that? 
@@ (softly and nervously) 
M: well\ I mean \if we turn down and softer \you wouldn’t able to hear the music 
throughout my whole apartment\ like I want to be able to hear the music wherever I am 
in my apartment\ and I know all my friends come over want the same thing\ so if it’s a 
little bit trickles through the walls\ I don’t think it gonna be that wild ?? for you\ I mean 
L:                                   you mean\ I think if you\ eh\ you can come to my apartment to 
listen to noise\ maybe you can understand why\ why I want to ask you to\ eh turn down 
the volume a little \it’s very loud in my apartment \I can \I can hear  
M:                                               well \I know for fact it’s not louder in your apartment 
than it’s in mine so\ it 
L:                           but 
M:                           cannot be too loud 
L: yeah \but\ eh\ @ but I need to get sleep \you are awake\ you are playing with your 
friends \but I need to get some sleep\ I can not @ I can not \eh\ go to sleep 
M:                                                            you should come over and join us some parties 
L:                    oh\ eh 
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M:                     stay with us a little longer  
L:                    no \because my\ my schedule is\ eh\ very strict and I cannot \I cannot do 
that \I cannot stay too late because it’s not healthy to me\ so  
M: have you ever tried 
L: eh 
M: say exactly  
L: @@ 
M:          so I am 
L:           no \I don’t like  
M:         see our parties 
L:          I don’t like\ I don’t like to \to go to parties 
M:                               you 
L:                                so late  
M: well \you’ve never been to one of our parties \so you may like it  
L: eh @ 
M: come\ come\ ok\ you told me 
L:                     yeah \maybe 
M:                     to turn down the music\ you should come over and see what the party’s 
like \maybe you’ll understand it 
L: yeah\ maybe\ I can come to your party\ eh\ eh (2 ) sometime \but if every \every week 
and\ eh\ sometimes also in the weekdays \you do that \then that will eh\ eh affect my 
\my life a lot because I cannot get good sleep \so \eh\I cannot have good energy to work 
and study 
M: well\ I mean like anything you get used to it  
L: no @ I am \I have tried \I am tried to get \eh\ used to it for a long time \eh\ but\ eh 
M:                                                                    have you tried plugging your ears when 
you sleep 
L: but that’s not comfortable when you sleep and plug something in your ears 
M: well\ yeah\ but you are one person who is tired of parties  
L: but you are only one person living in this apartment\ and your friends are not living 
here \and I am one person \ because this is a\ we are neighbors\ and I think\ eh\ to have 
a good relation \it’s its important\ so\ eh\ eh\ I didn’t\ I didn’t say that you cannot invite 
your friends here\ I just want to \to ask you to just \eh\ try to reduce the noise\ eh  
M: oh \ask them to turn it down \but I cannot make any promises \like  
L:                                                   ok  
M:                                                   I’m not\ I’m not always in trouble with music \like 
whoever brings the stereo over \they are the ones who picks the music \so they make 
the choices 
L:                but it’s your apartment\ and if you cannot do that who else can ask them to\ 
so I don’t\ I don’t want to just ruin your party and @ to\ to make them feel uncomfortable 
\so I just want to ask you because this is your apartment 
M:                                       I’ll ask them\ but no promises 
L: ok  
M: I cannot make any promises  
L:                        ok 
M:                        like you said and like I said\ they are not me so  
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L:                                                           eh 
M:                                                             if I was the one controlling it \I could turn it 
down more often\ but I can ask them \but I cannot guarantee they will  
J 
L: eh \well\ ok \and also \can you ask your friend \when they \ when they come to the 
p\arty \can you ask them to park their cars not just in front of our apartment\ because I \I 
cann because I cannot use the parking lot if they all park there\ and I have \have to park 
a very long distance from my apartment  
M: well\ that’s something you need to take up with the apartment complex \this complex 
doesn’t have visitor spots\ so we can park wherever we want\ and then they’re just 
getting the closest possible space  
L:      but   
M:      we cannot always keep apartment space reserved for YOU\ we don’t know \I 
don’t know \what type of car you drive\ so I don’t know if you’d be there already so\  
L:                                                      eh 
M: for that\ I cannot tell them to not park in the closer spot \because you MAY \or may 
NOT want to park there later on\ like\ it’s first come first serve  
L:                                                                                          ..eh.. 
M: that\ that you’ll have to talk to the apartment complex \but I cannot \I don’t have any 
control over that  
L: (long pause) ok\ eh\but en (1) I don’t know because the parking lot maybe\ they are\ 
they are for the residents here  
M:        well\ they are for the residents AND guests like 
L:                                         yeah \eh 
M:                                             they are my guests like\ if you want a spot\ just for 
residents \you’ll have to talk to the office about that \there is no reason for them not to 
park there\ it’s closer spot and they are able to park there \so why shouldn’t they park 
there \are you going not to park in a close spot just because I may or may not be home’ 
L:                                                     eh 
M: say \exactly\ you don’t know \because when you come home\ if you see that the 
closest spot is open\ you are gonna wanna park there because everyone wants to take 
the closest spot\ so when my friends come \they see the closest spot\ they are just 
gonna park there\ that’s how it is\ if you want separate parking \talk to the office\ but like 
I cannot really say \tell them to leave a spot open just for you when you may already be 
at home \you may not even use the spot  
L: but I use it\ eh \very frequently \I use it\ eh \every night\ eh\ then I 
M:                                                oh\ yeah\ but not the same parking spot (2 ) like 
L:    I have a parking plot\ a parking plot\ there is a parking plot in front of my door \ but 
every time when I get last week \when I came back 
M:                                yeah\ but it isn’t reserved parking spaces\ it’s just open parking \if 
you want to get the spot in front of your door reserved for you\ talk to the office about 
that\ but with free parking\ no reserved parking\I cannot tell my friends no to park there\ 
I cannot help you with that\ you really have to talk to someone else 
L: (long pause) ok\ eh\ yeah\ eh \so please ask your friends\ eh 
M:                                           I I’ll see what I can do\ but again no promises \all right’ 
L: ok\ but \I’ll talk to you or someone\ if you still are noisy to me\ 
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M: ok 
 
Between a Teaching Assistant and a Student 
 
K: uh\ excuse me\ I wanted to talk to you about my take home test\ 
R:                                       yeah\ ok 
K:                                        uh \I submitted it late\ because my dial-up minutes were 
used up for the month \and I couldn’t submit it online \so I had to rush to school \so I 
don’t feel it’s fair\ that I got a zero on the assignment\ 
R: uh…yeah… because\ because\ you submit you’re your assignment late\ you know in 
our course policy\ late submission will receive a zero\ 
K: but I couldn’t submit it then \I tried to get to school to submit it on time \I spent a lot of 
time working on it \so I should at least get some credit for doing it  
R:                                                                                            yeah\ I understand \but you 
know \uh (2 second pause) it’s a take-home test\ so you have a long week to finish that 
assignment \why did you @@@ (soft laughter) wait for until the last minute to submit it\ 
so  
K:   well\ I didn’t know that my internet would be out when it’s the time to submit it \and 
rushed to school to submit it \ 
R:                                I’m sorry that I cannot give you\ uh \some points\ because it will 
be unfair to OTHER students who submitted uh in time \ so the ONLY thing I can do for 
you \is to suggest you to contact the professor to see if he accepts this situation\  
K: ok\ then\ I’ll talk to him \thank you 
R: no problem  
 
Between a Landlord and a Tenant 
 
D: good morning\ 
B: good morning\ uh.the thing is\my lease will be_ will be_ expire in 15 days\ 
D:                                                         right 
B:                                                          um\ but the problem is\ uh\ I still have some 
personal reasons..er: (CLEAR THROAT) if you don’t mind\ I want to live here\ I think\ 
uh.. more than…more than 15 days\ 
D:            um 
B:              so\ uh.. I just want to see\ would you mind I living here\ until I move\ 
D: well\ unfortunately\ uh\ the provision in the contract is very clear that you have to give 
sufficient written notice before hand in order to leave\ and have to be vacated from the 
apartment \uh\ by the date in the contract  
B:            um 
D:            and you know you signed that contract\ and unfortunately\ we cannot really 
make any exceptions  
B: yeah\ I know it’s hard to do\ but ..uh.. you know it’s very hard to a foreign student\ to 
find a place here\ (2 second pause) I think \uh. because I have been here for one year 
\uh. you maybe can offer me the convenience\ because\ uh\ it’s very hard for foreign 
students to find any apartment now\  
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D:yeah\ I certainly see your situation\ BUT unfortunately. um .my hands are tied\  I 
cannot really.. I am responsible to the owner of the apartment complex 
B:uh 
D: and I really cannot make any exceptions\ 
B: er: but it’s just about less than one month\ I can\ I can\ pay more money than the 
days to be here\ 
D: so you were saying that \you will pay BEYOND what the amount would be in 12 the 
lease for the monthˊ 
B: right\ right  
D: would you be willing to pay \um. the amount for that month plus another full month 
for\  
B:                uh\  
D:                the 15 days\ 
B:                yeah 15 days\ 
D:                                 it would be two months rent\ would you be willing to pay thatˊ 
B: uh..two monthsˊ  
D: uh-huh \ right  
B:              um..(SILENCE) 
D: would you be willing to do thatˊ 
B: (SILENCE)   
D: if you are reluctant to do that\ then you cannot\ 
B:                                                          I think it’s a little too expensive\   
D:                             well\ unfortunately \we would be losing money if we will just let you 
leave early \we wouldn’t have anybody to fill the the to take the apartment 
B:                                                                  but \as far as I know\ uh\ you have some 
empty apartments in this community  
D: that’s true but\ uh\ we\ uh \depend on the apartments that we have leased already for  
income \otherwise we would not be able to provide you with the services that we do  
B: uh (2)\ but as now as you said \you said just now\ you can uh you can uh allow me to 
live\ uh \one more month \so I can say \you don’t have the new lease of this of this 
room\ right’ 
D:                                                               uh\ correct\ but since you would be paying for 
part of that month\ we would be at least partially compensated \and we will have time to 
find a tenant for that particular apartment  
B: but you know\ I’m really\ I’m really\.. uh have poor salary from my RA positi.. uh and 
one month more rent is really expensive for me\ 
D:                                    uh-huh 
B:                                      so could you\ uh \give me another price uh for one more 
month’\ I’m always a good tenant\if..uh\if you give me a reasonable price for the 
additional days\I’ll recommend you.uh..to the new incoming Chinese student from 
China\ 
D: well\let me think about it…for one more month\ uh\ well\ actually when you lived here 
you gave us first and last month’s rent in addition to security deposit  
B:                     yeah 
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D:                     if you would be willing to receive less of the security deposit back \when 
you move ou\t we would \we would be able to \uh\ first would you be willing to forfeit to 
give up your security deposit’ 
B: (2) yeah 
D: ok\ because that will be equivalent to one month rent  
B: yeah 
D: ok\ so then you can have the additional time\ but we will not be refunding your 
security deposit \and after add any charges for cleaning the apartment or any damage 
\we will charge you further for that  
B: ok\ so the deposit is one hundred dollars \so that is\ uh\ 20 percent of the of the one 
month \one month rent  
D:   uh-huh  
B: ok \ok 
D: all right  
B:      I decide to live here one more month  
D:                                ok \ok  
B: do I need to\ uh\ do we need to contract 
D:                             yes\ we need to do a contract for a one month lease  
B: uh-huh\ ok\ ok\ thank you very much 
D: all right \you are welcome 
 
Between Friends 
 
O: how are you doing\ 
N:  good\ thank you\ have you brought the physics ??? textbook from the library? 
O: yeah\ 
N: I need to buy it too\ ‘cause it is.uh. our core course\ but I don’t have enough money 
with me today...and..uh..this afternoon it is our first class\ 
O: uh. . that’s all right\ you can buy it after class\ 
N: ..but..it will be helpful\ if I can have the book in class today\ 
O:                                                                                         yeah\ 
N: .uh. but I need some money\ can I borrow your 20 bucks\ 
O:                                                                           20 bucks\ 
N:                                                                                 yeah\ 
O: I don’t have 20 bucks to give you\ 
N: uh..(SILENCE) do you remember\uh.. you borrowed 20 bucks from me the other 
week and you didn’t pay me back yet so @@@ (SOFTLY) 
O: oh \ my\ I forgot that\sorry 
N:  that’s all right\but can you\ do you have a card or  somethingˊ 
O: @@@ NO\   
N:                   can you withdraw something for meˊ  
O:                                                                        no\ I cannot go to the bank right now\ 
I’m kind of tight right now\so  
N:                                                      could you ask your friend in class ˊ 
O:   WHAT ˊI cannot ask somebody else to borrow money to give to YOU\ 
N:   but\ I need the money to give to somebody else because I broke her CD\  
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O:                                                                                                      yeah\ but it has 
nothing to do with ME \ 
N:                                   but\ I lent my money to you 
O:                                                                             yeah\ but I don’t want to get involved 
in YOUR own problem\  
N:                                                      but it is YOU\ who own me money\  
O: but I  don’t have any money on me now\ 
N: but I’m afraid that I could not believe you\ I’m sorry about it\ you told me the same 
thing..uh..at the end of last year\ maybe you forgot\.uh. we had finals at that time\ 
O:                  Oh\ yeah\ what about this\ I have lots of CDs in my apartment\ 
maybe..eh..I have the one you broke\ so 
N:                                                                so I can replace it to herˊ 
O:                                                                                        that’s right\ 
N: and you don’t need to return my money\ 
O:                                                         yeah\ 
N: (2 second pause) could you give me some time to think about it\ I need to ask the 
lady\.uh. to see if it’s fine with her\ and  
O:  all right\ 
 
Between Officemates 
 
T: hi P \ (the American’s name) 
W: hi\  
T: uh\ can I just ask you somethingˊ 
W: sure\ 
T: yeah\ uh\ I haven’t done with the equipment in your lab\ uh \can I.. can I borrow that 
equipment again\ because\ that’s because\ we temporally lost power that day\so I didn’t 
finish \and left a mess in the lab \I am sorry for that\  
W:                             that’s ok\ how much more 
time do you need it for\ 
T: maybe\ uh\ another weekend\ 
W:                             I cannot finish my project by this weekend\ maybe I can let you use 
it later\ 
T: uh\ laterˊ\ what about next week\ I can do that at night\ 
W:                                        I’m gonna need it from\ let’s see\ today’s Thursday\  
T: yeah\ 
W: so  
T: maybe tomorrow nightˊ 
W:                                 I need it 
T:                                               I  
W:                                      no\ I cannot\ uh\ my project is due a week from tomorrow\ so 
next Friday\ I pretty much can be using it nonstop till then\ so you can start using it 
NEXT Friday\  
T:                                         NEXT Friday\oh that’s a little bit late\ can I use that for 
todayˊ 
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W:I’m currently planning on this\ uh\ I mean \I haven’t been able to work on it \uh\ Friday 
is like the best I can do\ 
T: or\ maybe \can I borrow your equipment just for\ uh\ oh\ you’ll use your equipment 
W:                                                               oh\ yeah \I have to use it so 
T: so can you suggest me any\ anyone else who may have that equipment\ 
W: uh\ not all of it \like the only research programs I can think of who have part of the 
\uh\ I know the only one who has the entire set up \uh  
T: I can ask some professor or some 
W:                          you can try\ you can try asking \uh \let’s see \Dr. Thompson 
T: yeah 
W: I know he has at least a portion of it \because he has been not doing the same thing\ 
he has been doing some similar studies\ uh\ but you can ask Dr. Jackson\ uh \maybe Dr. 
Thompson 
T: ok  
W: they might be able to help you out at least for part of it  
T:                                           uh-huh 
W: but yeah\ if that doesn’t work out \starting next Friday\ you can use it \you can use 
my equipment again\uh..but before like we break for the day\could you please just sort 
of clean up a little bit ˊ\so I can start it tonight \or come back tonight after dinner\ just 
be like a fresh start work\ 
T:                                                       oh\ I’m sorry \ I’m so sorry\ I apologize for that\ I’m 
very busy today ‘cause I have an exam tomorrow \so  
W:                                                                   I mean the thing is like\ I cannot really get 
started till it’s a bit cleaner\ and if you can clean it over the next couple hours just when 
you get a chance \right now it’s 5:20\ so I have a meeting with the chair for the project at 
5:45\ and then after that \I am gonna grab some dinner and head back here\ so figure if 
I get back here at 7:30\ no 7:45\ if you can clean it up by then \ then I’d be able to start 
tonight \and maybe get you the equipment earlier if I finish earlier\  
T:                                             yeah\ I see\ ok\ I can do a quick clean up\  
W:                                            yeah\ I just need you to get your stuff out\ at least get 
your stuff out of the way like\ uh\ if you needed there’s even some spare tables over 
there that you can store your stuff on\ just get it out of the way\ and then get like all the 
settings on the equipment  
T:     ok 
W:     so \just that way\ I can come in and start doing my project  
T:                                                 all right\ I will do it\ thank you very much 
W: no problem  
 
Between Roommates 
 
C: hello\ could I talk to you for a minute 
F: yes 
C: your\ your friend\ didn’t show up any more.. \ and he didn’t pay the last month’s rent 
and utility \ so I was wondering\ whether you can find him out\ otherwise what will we do 
\ .. because you know\ you and me 
F:                                                                                    so did he JUST leave 
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C: I’m sorry I don’t know\ 
F                                      you were\ you were there\ like \did he just move out or didn’t 
leave his stuff like\  
C: I don’t know..sorry\because you know\ the fa\ facility is yours\ I mean\he didn’t bring 
anything in\  
F:                              ok\ I don’t know \I didn’t get any note if he was using my stuff \or he 
bought more stuff \did you see him move out when did he leave\ 
C:    I don’t know \ sorry \ he is your friend \maybe you can contact him whether he is 
out \or just leave \ 
F:                            yeah\ 
C:             but 
F:             I can call him  
C: ok\ so can you call him now or  
F: oh\ not now because I just 
C:                     but  
F:                      got back 
C:                        but you know the due day for us to pay the money is very soon 
F:                                                                        oh yeah 
C:  I’m afraid we cannot wait 
F: well\ I just got back at least like\ I cannot call him now\ I’m really busy\ I just got back 
to town 
C: @@)                                                  I’m sorry 
F:   eh\ we get school starting soon\ could you just pay it now\ and then like\ just so\ we 
don’t get the late fee\ and I’ll get in touch with my friend\ try to get a hold of him and 
work it out\  
C:..eh.. (slowly) you cannot pay for him\ 
F:                                                             well\ I’m gonna get him to pay for it \but like \for  
now\ just for NOW \ when you go to pay your part of rent \ could you also pay that part 
C:                        uh 
F:                         just because I don’t have ANY money on me to pay for rent\ 
C:                                               eh\  you see\  we alrea\ we need to pay the money\ 
otherwise we need to pay the late fee\ so\ eh \you mean\ you have no money on you 
F:  ??? (increase volume) yeah\I don’t have checks on me ??? so\ I cannot write the 
check \ 
C:   but\ eh  
F: could you just pay \and then either he gives you the money \or if he (2 second pause) 
won’t\ then \ (1 second pause) I’ll pay the rent and then you can pay the utilities\ 
C: but.. \how can I know \ if I pay the money first\ can\ can I get the money back 
F:                                                                                                               oh\ you know 
where I live\  
C:                          I\ I mean 
F:                          you see me EVERY day 
C:                                                                 but 
F:                                                                  we have a year lease  
C:                                                      I mean\ if you\ if your friend need to pay the money 
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F: all what I am saying is that\ I’ll get a hold\ I \I will call him up\ get a hold of him \and 
get the money\ 
C:                                     but if you can NOT find your friend\ and can’t get money from 
him\ HOW can you pay me\ 
F:                                                            we can just split it up like 
C:                                                                           how to split it\ I just need\ only need to 
pay my part \and you will pay it for your friend\  
F:                                                                          oh\you ALSO need to pay the utilities 
because\ I mean\ you were living here TOO using the water  
C:                                                                                        yeah \I mean\ I  
F:                                                                                              you should 
 at least pay more utilities\ 
C: NO (seriously and loud) 
F: uh… 
C: I \ no \ no (voice getting a little lower)  
F: ...well… 
C:            I\ no\ no\ he just  
F:                     eh 
C:                       he just left after 
F:                                    oh \so\ he just left like yesterday  
C:                                                           yeah 
F: ok 
C: yeah\ yeah  
F:       eh 
C:        so\ I think we\ we need to pay this amount 
F: well\ I don’t know\ I was even here like  
C: I I see \but\ eh\ you\ you and your friend didn’t sign a new lease\ so  
F:                                                  oh\ yeah but 
C:                                                          so if you and 
F:                                                                     you agree to it too  
C: but we didn’t sign the new lease\ he’s your friend \you need to \you should expect 
that if\ eh \any questions happened problems happened\ it’s your responsibility to do 
what you need to 
F:                                                                 wait \what I am saying \is like you knew him 
beforehand and said it was ok for him to do this \so in part it’s also your responsibility 
‘case you are the one here\ you should make sure that he didn’t leave without paying 
like he did 
C:          but you just say because\ eh\ it’s you \eh\ eh\ you and me signed the lease 
together \and you said you won’t sublease your apartment to your friend \eh\ I \I have no 
no\ yes\ I agreed with that but \eh\ it’s your responsibility to pay the  
F:                          well\ I mean it was your responsibility to make sure that he didn’t run 
out like 
C: why it’s my responsibility\ to make sure where he is now  
F:                                                                       well \you need to make sure he didn’t 
leave without paying you\ like 
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C:                                                    no\ I\ I don’t need to \eh\ take any responsibility\ I am 
just\ it’s you and me who signed the lease\ so I think\ eh\ if your friend didn’t pay the 
money \it’s your responsibility to pay the money\ I don’t care anything else\ so  
F: I mean \I’m\ I’m \not concerned with that\ what I am concerned with is  
C:                                                     eh-ha 
F:                                                     you let him just leave without stopping him like 
C:           I don’t know  
F:                    you should have at said\ sent\ something about the money 
C:                                                               he just \didn’t\ eh \didn’t show up for several 
days\ I have not his contact information \and maybe he left when I was out\ I cannot\ eh\ 
stay\ stay whole days\ to look watch out whether he leaves or not @@  
F: I mean you could have noticed when he left \and then said something like (2) I don’t 
know\ ok\ I’ll call him \I’ll try to get the money\ but for now could you pay the rent \and I 
will get the money from him and pay you back \ 
C:                                                                    (low voice) I\ I\ I think\ I cannot do that\ 
because I\ how can you promise that your friend \you can find your friend\ and 
F:             well \ok\ look I will just cover it if he does not pay 
C:                                                    eh 
F: I’ll cover his rent \I think you should pay the utilities\ I think that’s FAIR 
C: (2 second pause) I need to pay all the utilities 
F:                                  yeah\ 
C:                                  your friend also lived here for a whole month\ why only I need to 
pay the utilities\ 
F:                                   I am paying the entire rent like 
C:                                                                    entire rent 
F:                                                                                the entire \ like\ I’m paying him rent 
so\ 
C:          eh-hen\ 
F: I think you should at least help me out some\ 
C: (SILENCE) 
F: what do you think\ 
C: (STILL SILENCE) 
F: (LOUD) ALL RIGHT, all right\ I’ll cover it\  
C:                                              your friend should call me\ because he lived in this 
apartment for 3 months for sure\ certainly he know the phone number in this apartment 
but  
F: I just choose my cell phone\ I don’t use the phone here  
C:                                       I need to  
F:                                          I don’t know the phone number for this apartment 
C: you live here \you don’t know the phone number 
F: no  
C: eh  
F: I mean\ he may not know the phone number here\ probably he just does what I do\ 
he just uses his cell phone all the time \ 
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C:                                                  last time he said he cannot\ he lost his key\ while I 
was at home\ he called this phone number \so he should have known this phone 
number  
F: ok\ I guess\ well\ shouldn’t you have this phone number from where he called\ like 
\our phone has caller ID 
C: eh\ no\ we didn’t open the caller ID\ because they need to charge extra money \we 
only asked the basic  
F: ok\ you know what\ I will just call him\ and then we will go from there \ok\ like\ I\ I told 
you I don’t have any checks on me\ I cannot do anything right now  
C:                             I just 
F: I pay my rent every month so far\ all I’m asking is that\ you just cover it for now while I 
work this out with my friend\  
C: yeah\ just because I trust your friend\ now he disappeared\ how can I make 19 the 
SAME mistake 
F:                    well\ I mean now you know me LONGER than my friend\ you know\ I will 
pay\ 
C:                       ok\ ok \you didn’t take any money\ or didn’t take any checks with you 
now\ eh\ you will give money later\ just\ ok\ but you need to remember it’s YOU and ME 
who signed the lease\ otherwise\ if you cannot get the money\ it’s \it’s your.. \YOU 
should take the responsibility\ 
F: ok 
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APPENDIX E 
RETROSPECTIVE INTERVIEW IN ENGLISH 

Interview Excerpts 

Between a Professor and a Student 
 
J: Your Chinese student started the conversation with a greeting, how are you. How do 
you feel about it?  
P: I feel comfortable with that. 
J: Do you think it is a polite to say how are you? And your response of I’m fine, thank 
you is polite too? 
P: Well, it’s appropriate. You know, usually when someone says something like how are 
you, you are supposed to respond like that.  
J: You were comparing the Chinese student with other students who managed to submit 
their reports on time regardless of their heavy load, do you think it is appropriate? 
P: Absolutely. One of the things that in my background of working as a teacher is that, 
the appropriate behavior for a professor in that situation is to, you know, acknowledge 
my point of policy. I’m sympathetic when I’m talking with my students, definitely. But 
would be less sympathetic with her than I was with my other students because you 
know, you’ve gone through school your whole life, you know exactly what is expected.  
J: What kind of situation or conversation do you think you were having with the Chinese 
student? 
P: uh, negotiation, I think so, because you know, you have particular goals, and with the 
role of professor, she does not want to get the assignment late, her goal is to get the 
students to do it early and you really, uh, need to comprise on these goals, uh, you are 
saying, uh, ok, you know, back and forth, and forth, well, this is gonna work, either we 
are going to come to complete stands though, or we are gonna come up with something 
alternative and agree on it. So I think, it is negotiation. 

  
Between Neighbors 
 
J: As you know later, your Chinese neighbor wanted to complain about your loud music, 
but instead of making a direct request, she mentioned that she heard some music and 
wall was not sound proofing, do you think her point was clear? 
M: No, uh, not clear. I didn’t pick it up. There might be a better way to pen the 
conversation, to make it seem, uh, less confusing.  
J: If you the one who got bothered by the music and went to knock at your neighbor’s 
door, what are you going to say? 
M: I would probably, more likely start with, I would say something along the lines of, uh, 
what you were up to because, uh, you know, something direct. 
J: What did you feel about your counterpart’s indirectness? 
M: I didn’t interpret it as anything out of the ordinary.  
J: Did you think it was impolite? 
M: Yeah, very much so.  
J: Your neighbor said at the end of the conversation that she would talk to someone or 
you if you continued to be noisy. Did you think it was impolite? 
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M: No, that seems reasonable. If after all the sessions we were still loud, she can talk 
again, that seems normal. 
J: Did you think that what she did was a threat to you? 
M: Yes, it was, but that’s fine in negotiations. Because, uh, no absolute compromise 
was reached, if it is still too loud, it’s perfectly acceptable and 
appropriate to say “hey, if this is too loud, I’m gonna come back and tell you. 
J: So you think making a threat is fine in negotiation? 
M: Yes. In the situation where you are negotiating, that would be appropriate. I think it’s 
even appropriate to be commanding people, ‘cause that is a part of (???)negotiating. 
J: You told your neighbor that “this is a party town, you should be aware that when you 
come here”, what makes you say it? 
M: I said that because Gainesville is a party town, and uh, I just felt that that was the 
best thing to say in that situation because that is exactly how it is around here and in a 
lot of places. 
J: do you think it is too direct? 
M: No.  
J: so you think it is appropriate to say something like that? 
M: Yeah.  
J: You asked your neighbor to study in the library? 
M: Yeah. All of my roommates, whenever they study, they just go to the library just 
because we usually have people over either partying or hanging out, so stuff really 
doesn’t get done in my apartment, so if you want to get something done, you go to the 
library. I’d say that if you have 30 people partying and having fun, and one person who 
is trying to do something, I mean, especially like the overwhelming majority is like 30 to 
1, so 
J: You thought that your directness fits in the situation? 
M: Yeah, of course.   
 
Between Friends 
 
J: Did you realize that N was trying to remind you indirectly that you had borrowed some 
money from him? 
O: oh, no, not at all.  
J: How did you feel about his indirect strategy? Did you think that it’s appropriate? 
O: I didn’t think that that’s appropriate…uh, it’s ridiculous to create such a fake situation. 
J: Do you think that it’s impolite? 
O: Yes.  
J: N told you to borrow money from your friend, and your response was a big what, right? 
O: That is correct. 
J: Why? 
O: I was surprised, I didn’t expect him 
J: to ask you to bother your friend? 
O: Exactly. It’s, uh, ridiculous. 
J: Do you think that he intruded your privacy in some way? 
O:Yeah, that’s incredible. 
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J: Yeah. Did you think, maybe, from a different perspective, he was trying to help you 
out? 
O: He was helping me? I don’t think so. 
J:  Do you think his such behavior is appropriate? 
O: No way. 
 
Between a Landlord and a Tenant 
 
J: Your tenant promised to publicize your apartment complex on the condition that you 
approved his request of extending his current lease. Do you think that, if you were the 
tenant, would you use the similar method?  
D: Probably I would.  
J: Is making a promise acceptable in a negotiation? 
D: Yes, I think it’s more than acceptable.  
J: Do you think making a promise is a polite behavior in a negotiation? Any  politeness 
involved? 
D: uh, not so much politeness…uh, I ’d say it’s appropriate. 
J: Your tenant gave it a long silence after you asked him to pay for two months rent as a 
condition to extend his lease. It was still silence after you repeated the same questions, 
right? 
D: That’s correct. 
J: What did you think about his silence? 
D: Uh, he’d be either trying to process, uh, like not knowing how to go further, or 
possibly thinking of the next strategy, it’s really kind of ambiguous. 
J: Do you think that keeping silence is appropriate? 
D: No, I think that’s rude. Silence puts pressure on the other people. If I were in that 
situation, I wouldn’t do it. That’s not the way you are talking to people.   
 
Between Friends 
 
J: Do you think N is a little rude in doing that? 
O: Yeah, I guess it was. I mean it’s a little rude especially ‘coz he’s like bringing in an 
outside, you know, because he wanted to borrow money from me, and I said no, then 
he tried to bring in, bring up something from before that really didn’t really have anything 
to do with it, you know.  
J: Did you think that your refusing his request directly is appropriate? 
O: Of course, I was being straightforward with him.   
J: he asked you to borrow money from your friend, would you use the similar way to 
deal with a similar situation? 
O: I don’t think so. That’s extending it too far. If I want to borrow money from somebody 
and that person doesn’t have any, then it’s my job to find somebody else for the money. 
I am not gonna tell them to go find somebody to lend me money. That is rude. 
J: So he shouldn’t have told you to go find somebody else for money. You mean that’s 
none of his business? 
O: Exactly.  
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Between Officemates 
 
J: You greeted your Chinese counterpart with a hi, right? 
W: en-uh. 
J: Did you think that was appropriate at the beginning of a negotiation? 
W: Yeah, uh, very appropriate.  
J: Why didn’t you talk about something more, such as your Chinese counterpart’s daily 
life, family, etc? 
W: (surprised) what for? 
J: to, maybe, shorten the distance between you two and increase friendliness? 
W: I don’t think that’s necessary. Negotiation issues are more important than 
relationships. I was interested in identifying and analyzing key issues of the negotiation.  
J: Your Chinese officemate made an apology to you when he was explaining the reason 
why he left a mess in your lab. 
W: Yes. 
J: What if he didn’t say it? 
W: I would then consider him impolite. 
J: Does the saying of I am sorry here making him polite? 
W: Uh, I wouldn’t say so, but it’s perfectly appropriate for him to say that.  
 
Between Roommates 
 
J: your Chinese roommate said it’s your responsibility to pay for the rent if you fail to get 
the money from your friend, do you think it’s too straightforward? 
F: In the other conversations, it may be a bit inappropriate, uh, too straightforward, but 
it was a heated or quick back and forth between the two of us in a negotiation, so it 
wasn’t really out of line given the nature of our conversation. Uh, so that was fine. 
J: So you think it is appropriate rather than inappropriate? 
F: Right.  
J: In the process of negotiation over the bill payment, you may have noticed that your 
Chinese roommate repeated his question on whether he would be refunded for the 
money he’d pay in advance. How do you feel about that?F: well, it may just, uh, it tends 
to get a little redundant, if he says it a lot. In that situation, I got a little bored when 
hearing him repeatedly say can I get my money back. Uh, he said made it sound a little 
bit too much, uh, I think it’s unnecessary and inappropriate. 
J: Did you consider it as impolite? 
F: Yes, definitely. 
J: So what kind of way in a negotiation do you prefer? Direct, indirect, concise or? 
F: Uh, direct and concise.  
J: When you suggested that you two split the cost, your Chinese roommate screamed a 
big loud no, what were you thinking? 
F: Uh, I was surprised. 
J: Did you think it was rude? 
F: Yes, a little bit. 
J: What made you think so? 
F: He was way out of line. No one overreacts like that under normal circumstances. 
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J: So you thought that’s an appalling behavior in a negotiation? 
F: Yes. 
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APPENDIX F 
RETROSPECTIVE INTERVIEW IN CHINESE  

Interview Excerpts 

Between a Professor and a Student 
 

[你为什么要用你好开始你的谈话？] 
应该先问候他，没多想。 
[问候了就表示你有礼貌吗？] 

不能说很礼貌，只能说是适当的。我根本没想问候是为了表示我礼貌。 
[你刚开始表示你很理解你教授的牙病，为什么？] 
为了拉近距离，让她明白我理解她的痛苦。 
[你的目的是什么？] 
咱中国人谈判不都这样，先唠唠家常，然后开始谈判。 
[那你觉得你在谈判开始关心她很合适？] 
当然了。 
[你觉得你教授的回答如何呢？] 
她太不礼貌了。 
[为什么？] 
她应该感谢我一下，然后说说她的情况，说说别的，而不是那么冷漠直接的回答，你找我

干什么？ 
[她问你为什么不能交报告，直接吗？] 
这样问太直接，她很没礼貌。 
[那你希望她说什么？] 
她至少要表示同情，再了解一点情况。 
[你教授说别人能完成你就不能，你觉得这么说合适吗？] 
合适，她想给我压力，虽然我听着有点尴尬，我还是觉得合适的，我俩不是在谈判吗？ 

[你以前和别人谈判过吗？用这种方法吗？] 

给别人负面压力吗？我当然在谈判中用过。 
 
Between Neighbors 
[你为什么不直接让他早点结束聚会？] 
那不好，不礼貌。要间接才合适。 
[你当时是怎么想的？] 
我先告诉他我能听见音乐，我想他就能反映是他音乐太大，但没有。 
[没想到，对不对？] 
对呀。所以我就换个委婉的方式，我说墙不隔音，但他还是不明白。 
[对你觉得在谈判中应该用间接的要求吗？] 
当然了。我们中国人都，这样才合适呀。   
[你让你邻居早点结束聚会，他回答不，你什么感觉？] 
我很吃惊，我的要求很合理，但他这么无礼直接拒绝我。我听完他说的话都呆了一小会。 
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[所以你觉得他不礼貌？] 
对，很不礼貌，这是我家，为什么我要去图书馆学习？我想呆哪就呆哪。 
[我发现你是停了几秒没有说话。] 
是呀，我在想这个人怎么这么无礼。 
[那你觉得他应该怎么回答？] 
就算他建议我去图书馆，也应该委婉的说，那样才合适。 
[你在谈判的最后说，如果再这么吵，就找别人或他本人。] 
是的，我是说了。 
[你是威胁他吗？] 
是的。他如果再吵，我就采取手段。 
[你认为威胁无礼吗？] 
不是，很合理。他也可以威胁我，谈判嘛！ 
 
Between a Landlord and a Tenant 
 
[你在谈判的最后用的是什么手法？] 
我给他下保证。 
[什么样的保证？] 
我说如果他答应我的要求，我就给他介绍住户。 
[这么说你觉得合适吗？] 
当然了。这是和他的谈判，谈判当然可以给他些保证和甜头。 
[你在最后对他说如果找不到人就自己交钱，你觉得这样说是不是太直接了？] 
是直接，但没有关系。 
[为什么？] 
因为在谈判中可以这么直接告诉他可能出现的不好的后果。 
[这么说，有没有觉得自己不礼貌？] 
没有，我觉得很正常很得体。  

 
Between Friends 
 
[你为什么说你缺钱买？] 
我不想让他难堪，借钱不多丢人呀？ 
[那你觉得他能明白你的真正用意？] 
我本来以为是这样，没想到他听不懂。 
[你们在对话中提到你借他的钱。] 
是的。 
[他却直接拒绝你了，你这么认为？] 
他那么直接，我当时很吃惊。 
[你觉得他应该怎么说呢？] 
他应该找个原因再拒绝我，还要说抱歉。这是中国习惯。 
[你觉得他礼貌吗？] 
不礼貌，很不礼貌。他要委婉地说。 
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[为什么你让他去找他朋友借钱还你？] 
我是想帮他想办法。 
[你觉得这么做合适吗？] 
那当然了。合适。我在帮他。 
   
Between Officemates 
 
[你开始谈判前对他说了你好。] 
对。 
[为什么不多聊聊？] 
问候他足够了。日常生活我们不都这么开始对话吗？这是日常谈判，所以问候一下就行

了。 
[你觉得就问候然后谈判合适吗？] 
是的。 
[那长谈的聊天呢？那样不是可以促进关系吗？] 
聊天当然也合适呀，可以促进关系。但在日常谈判中，聊天可有可无。问候就可以了，很

合适。但不问候就不礼貌了。 
[你为什么要说对不起？] 
我把人家实验室弄脏了，当然要说。 
[是不是觉的自己说了就很礼貌？] 

倒不是，是我该说，但不说就不礼貌。 

 
Between Roommates 
 
[你为什么要一遍一遍重复你的问题？] 
我是有用意的。 
[你不相信他？] 
不太对，我主要是想烦他。 
[为什么要烦他？] 
烦他就会没有耐心了，就会答应我的要求，这是策略。 
[是谈判的策略吗？] 
对。 
[你觉得这样做合适吗？] 
当然了。我常用。 
[和谁？] 
在中国时和我的同事，家人，不认识的人，多了。 
[你觉得这种策略礼貌吗？] 
不应该说礼貌，应该是公认合适的。 
[你在他说了平分帐单后大叫不，是吗？] 
是的。太不礼貌了。我当时没想到他这么做，失控了。 
[觉得自己的做法不礼貌吗？] 
对。太没规矩了。 
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[你有好几次都保持沉默。] 
是的。 
[是想不出要说的什么还是故意的？] 
我故意的。 
[为什么？] 
这是我的计谋呀。首先我沉默他就知道我不同意他说的，第二这样扰乱他的情绪。 
[为什么要扰乱他的情绪？] 
人心烦了就不冷静，就容易答应我的要求。 
[你认为这么做合适吗？] 
这是计谋，很合适。  
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